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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Global Tomography

Knowledge of the Earth’s interior is essential for the understanding of processes observed at
the surface such as volcanism, seismicity, plate movements, vertical movements or variations
of the geomagnetic field. But as direct probing of the deep interior remains impossible, indi-
rect observations have to be used to gain information on the Earth’s mantle and core. Mantle
rocks, which were brought up to the surface give indicationson the composition, temperature
and pressure distribution of localized regions in the mantle. On a long wavelength scale, grav-
ity measurements can provide information on the density distribution of mantle material and
geomagnetic observations of the past and present field give insight into dynamic processes in
the outer core. With magnetotelluric measurements, a long wavelength 3-D image of elec-
tric conductivity related to varying rock properties in theupper mantle can be determined.
Finally, seismic tomography presents a powerful tool to image the present state of seismic
velocity heterogeneities within the Earth’s crust, mantleand core on a variety of scales as
seismic wave propagation is influenced by the material alongthe waves’ paths through the
Earth.
Focussing now solely on seismology, velocity information can be obtained from various
types of seismological data: P- and S-wave arrival times of phases traveling through the
Earth’s crust, mantle and core have been used by many authorsto derive global compres-
sional and shear velocity models (e.g. Zhou, 1996; Grandet al., 1997; van der Hilstet al.,
1997; Obayashi and Fukao, 1997; Bijwaardet al., 1998; Kennettet al., 1998; Vasco and
Johnson, 1998; Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000; Boschi and Dziewonski, 2000; Kárason and
van der Hilst, 2001; Zhao, 2001; Grand, 2002; Kennett and Gorbatov, 2004; Lei and Zhao,
2006). Furthermore, a new class of travel time tomography models is evolving which takes
into account the finite frequency of body waves by incorporating Fresnel kernels (Montelli
et al., 2004a, 2004b) as theory states that the infinite frequency approximation of ray theory
can cause imaged velocity anomalies to be reduced in amplitude and laterally blurred in their
extent (Dahlen, 2004). However, as this method requires knowledge of the frequency content
of the picked phases and as travel time data sets of long period body waves are up to now
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comparatively small, resolution is lower (≈ 200 km / 1.8◦, Montelli et al., 2004b) than can
be reached with regular travel time tomography. Travel timetomography based on ray theory
leads to highly detailed images of velocity structures in the Earth with a maximum lateral
resolution of approximately0.6◦ for global P models and1.8◦ for global S models. Local
tomography dealing with very small study volumes is able to produce even better resolved
models but only for limited regions. However, the main shortcoming of travel time tomogra-
phy is that ray coverage is particularly low where earthquakes and stations are sparse as in the
upper mantle beneath oceans or cratons and therefore cannotprovide good models of these
areas.
In contrast, inversion of surface wave group and phase velocity measurements results in ve-
locity models of the upper mantle (e.g., Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2002; Boschiet al., 2004)
with a sufficient ray coverage also in other regions where only few earthquakes are observed
or a sparse network exists. But the model resolution is only at best on the order of3.0◦ which
is too low for imaging, for example, the narrow outlines of subducted slabs.
Normal mode splitting functions contain structural information on very long wavelength fea-
tures up to spherical harmonic degree 8 (lateral sensitivity comparable to≈ 23◦ × 23◦ cells)
but unlike surface waves and most body wave phase types theirinformational content covers
the entire Earth’s interior. Global models with this type ofdata were amongst other authors
produced by Resovsky and Ritzwoller (1999), Ishii and Tromp(2001) and Begheinet al.
(2002).
Other researchers invert waveforms of body and surface waves (e.g., Li and Romanowicz,
1996; Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000) to derive global shear velocity models up to degree
24 (comparable to≈ 8◦ × 8◦ cells).
To overcome the problem that different types of seismological data image only certain parts
of the Earth many authors employ mixed data sets consisting of surface wave dispersion,
normal mode splitting functions, long period waveforms andabsolute as well as differential
travel time data (Suet al., 1994; Masterset al., 1996; Ekström and Dziewonski, 1998; Liu
and Dziewonski, 1998; Ritsemaet al., 1999; Masterset al., 2000; Guet al., 2001). However,
due to the amount and type of data, mainly long wavelength models are obtained with these
data sets.
In this thesis, advantage is taken of the various types of seismological observations in a dif-
ferent approach: To obtain a model that shows the high-resolution features of travel time
tomography, the data set is improved by adding new, accuratearrival times. Furthermore,
the gaps in ray coverage are implicitly filled by applying reference velocity models based on
different seismological data sets not used for inversion here.
Among problems that all types of tomographic inversions inherently have in common are a)
that the reference model has to be close to the real Earth due to linearization of the mathemat-
ical problem and b) that model amplitudes are reduced due to regularization during inversion
which is required because of the ill-posedness of the problem. The effect of the nonlinearity
of the tomography equations has been addressed in global travel time tomography, for exam-
ple, by Bijwaard and Spakman (2000) and Widiyantoroet al. (2000). These authors account
for ray bending due to 3-D heterogeneities by alternating tomographic inversion steps with
3-D ray tracing to improve the prediction of travel times and3-D raypaths. The decrease of
model amplitudes due to regularization of the inversion canpartly be remedied by avoiding
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overparameterization of the model. Therefore earlier studies have either used mixed data
sets as described in the previous paragraph resulting in sufficient sampling in all regions of
interest or by using an irregular grid parameterization dependent on data sampling or model
characteristics (e.g., Abers and Roecker, 1991; Bijwaardet al., 1998; Kárason and van der
Hilst, 2000; Sambridge and Faletic̆, 2003).
The aim of this thesis is to establish improved models of 3-D velocity structures within the
crust and mantle by employing a more extensive data set and byusing 3-D starting models
based on complementary seismic data. Overall, improved tomography models of the Earth’s
crust and mantle may provide further insight into the tectonic/geodynamic evolution of the
Earth and a better understanding of the geodynamic processes within it. Besides that, an im-
proved velocity model allows for a better travel time prediction and therefore more accurate
event locations, which is also a step towards creating a seismological reference model of the
Earth.

1.2 Data Set

Travel time tomography models can be improved on a regional scale by incorporating accu-
rate arrival times of body waves which have not been used before to fill, in particular, gaps in
ray coverage in the upper mantle. Sources of such data sets are archives of data centers (e.g.
ORFEUS1, ANSS2) which store the waveforms but do not process them further, bulletins
which contain arrival times that were not reported to the ISC3 (e.g. Euro-Mediterranean bul-
letin, Godeyet al., 2006) or temporary experiments with spatially dense station arrays which
mainly use either relative teleseismic travel time residuals or local absolute travel times (e.g.
EIFEL (Ritteret al., 2000), MIDSEA (van der Leeet al., 2001), SVEKALAPKO (Bock and
the SVEKALAPKO Seismic Tomography Working Group, 2001), TOR (Gregersenet al.,
2002)). As part of this thesis, such high-accuracy data setswere picked with a semi-automated
picking software (Sandovalet al., 2004a) and obtained from other groups for stations in Eu-
rope and North America and afterwards combined with the latest travel time data set of En-
gdahl et al. (1998) for subsequent usage in global travel time tomography. Additionally, to
better constrain the lower mantle, core phases were employed as they were not used in previ-
ous studies which applied the same tomography algorithm. Core phases have also been used
by other authors to investigate the lower mantle and core with global travel time tomography
(e.g. Obayashi and Fukao, 1997; Vasco and Johnson, 1998; Boschi and Dziewonski, 2000;
Kárason and van der Hilst, 2001; Lei and Zhao, 2006).

1.3 Method

Tomography models can be improved by starting from a velocity model that gives a more
realistic representation of the Earth’s crust and mantle instead of the commonly used 1-D
spherically symmetric reference models. Therefore, in this study a 3-D reference model from

1Observatories and Research Facilities for European Seismology
2Advanced National Seismic System, U.S. Geological Survey
3International Seismological Centre
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surface wave tomography is used for the uppermost mantle which contains also a detailed
crustal model and a long wavelength shear velocity model based on a mixed data set as de-
scribed above is incorporated for the rest of the mantle. Thenew reference model deviates
significantly from the 1-D model in which the earthquakes were originally located. There-
fore, the earthquakes are relocated prior to the tomographic inversion in the 3-D reference
model to obtain consistency between the new reference model, travel time predictions and
earthquake locations and to thereby also avoid baseline shifts in the residuals. In contrast,
in previous studies working with 3-D reference models (e.g.Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000;
Widiyantoroet al., 2000) this step was omitted assuming that changes in event parameters
are small enough to be neglected which may not be justified
To take into account the nonlinearity of the tomography problem and the underestimation of
model amplitudes due to ill-posedness, the tomography with3-D reference models is taken
even further here. A modified 3-D reference model is set up that utilizes 3-D velocity models
based on independent long period data sets in regions of low ray coverage with short period
P-waves and replaces them by a tomography model based solelyon P travel times otherwise.
Before replacement with this travel time tomography model,the model amplitudes are en-
hanced to counteract their underestimation due to regularization. Yet in order not to affect
the model misfit only the null space part of the model is used. By using this combined 3-D
reference model, the nonlinearity of the problem is better taken into account as ray paths and
travel times are adjusted according to this new model which gives a better representation of
the Earth’s velocity field as ”seen” by short period P waves than the previous 3-D reference
model.

1.4 Thesis Outline

In Chapter 2, the basic theory of travel time tomography based on ray theory and our imple-
mentation is reviewed. Furthermore, the parameterizationused as well as the applied damp-
ing procedures are described. Chapter 3 contains a regionalstudy of the uppermost mantle
beneath Europe. It represents an orientation on the main theme of this thesis demonstrating
the effect of 3-D reference models on a small data set and regionally restricted model. In
Chapter 4, the picking of the new arrival times for Europe is described and the resulting picks
are presented with a quality estimate. Chapter 5 deals with the extension of the tomographic
method for the use of different 3-D reference models and accounting for the difference in
source parameters due to the change of reference model. Furthermore, these models are com-
pared to a global tomography model using a 1-D reference model. Chapter 6 provides a
description of new details that could be derived from the improved tomography model also
including the Euro-Mediterranean bulletins (Godeyet al., 2006) as additional data and Chap-
ter 7 gives an interpretation of the new model beneath western North America including the
additional data from stations in that region. In Chapter 8, the improvement of travel time pre-
diction and earthquake location with the new tomography model is shown and differences to
the relocations of Engdahlet al. (1998) are discussed. Finally, in Chapter 9 the main results
of this study are summarized.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

In this chapter, a summary of the basic theory of travel time tomography is given based on
the derivations and descriptions of Spakman and Nolet (1988), Spakman (1993), Bijwaard
(1999) and Spakman and Bijwaard (2001).

2.1 Linearized seismic tomography

In travel time tomography, observed arrival times of seismic waves are compared to theoreti-
cal times predicted by a reference velocity model to obtain seismic velocity variations within
the Earth with respect to the reference model. The basic observation thereby consists of the
arrival time affected by a reading error (= tarrival + ε). The observed arrival timetarrival is
composed of the real travel timeTx(s) of the wavefront, travel time effects∆ts due to station
elevation and instrument response and the real origin timetx(origin)

tarrival = Tx(s) + ∆ts + tx(origin) (2.1)

whereTx(s) depends on the Earth’s slowness field (the reciprocal of the seismic wave speed),
using the true earthquake locationx. The slowness fields is unknown in equation 2.1.
However, reference models inferred from seismological observations exist as the standard
1-D Earth models of Jeffreys and Bullen (1940), PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981),
IASP91 (Kennett and Engdahl, 1991) or ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995) which can be used to
compute the travel time for these reference models. To obtain a better prediction of the travel
times, the spherically symmetric reference models can be replaced by more realistic velocity
models which vary in three dimensions. Independent of the exact type of reference model
used, the computation of the predicted arrival times is given as

t0arrival = T 0
x0

(s0) + t0x0(origin) (2.2)

where the index ”0” denotes reference model quantities,T 0
x0

is the predicted travel time start-
ing from the reference source locationx0 along the linearized ray path in the reference model,
s0 is the slowness of the reference model andt0x0(origin) is the origin time computed in the ref-
erence model. These reference model quantities are obtained from an earthquake location
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2 Methodology

procedure where the arrival time observations are used as constraints after correction for the
Earth’s ellipticity (Kennett and Gudmundsson, 1996). Arrival times of some special phases
(e.g. pP, pwP) require an additional bounce point topography/bathymetry correction. Also,
generally an earthquake will be mislocated with respect to its true position as a result of the
observational errors, of possibly insufficient data constraints, and of the slowness difference
between the true Earth and the reference Earth, the slownessanomaly.
The delay time, which will be used to obtain velocity variations in a tomographic inversion,
is defined as the difference of observed and predicted arrival time

d = tarrival− t0arrival + ε (2.3)

Replacing the arrival times by the expressions derived in equation 2.1 and 2.2 gives the delay
d as

d = Tx(s) − T 0
x0

(s0) + ∆ts + tx − tx0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆tx

+ε (2.4)

where∆tx contains the timing error due to source mislocation as a result of the slowness
anomaly fields − s0 and ε describes the observational errors (e.g. picking errors, phase
misidentifications, remaining location errors).
In the high-frequency approximation seismic wave propagation theory reduces to seismic ray
theory. In this approximation travel times are computed by integration of the slowness along
the ray path:

Tx(s) =

∫

L

s dl with L = L(s) (2.5)

whereL is the ray path anddl the ray segment.

T 0
x0

(s0) =

∫

L0

s0 dl0 with L0 = L0(s0) (2.6)

L0 is the ray path in the reference model anddl0 is the ray segment.
Substitution of the travel time integral in the delay time equation gives:

d =

∫

L

s dl −

∫

L0

s0 dl0 + ∆tx + ∆ts + ε (2.7)

If the difference between the actual Earth and the referencemodel is sufficiently small, the
first travel time integral is linearized using Fermat’s Principle. Applying Fermat’s Principle
effectively results in replacingL by L0 and requires accounting for the spatial event mislo-
cationx − x0. The effect of the mislocation on the travel time is approximated by a Taylor
expansion of the travel time around the reference sourcex0. This leads to the delay time
equation

d =

∫

L0

(s − s0) dl0 + (x − x0) · ∇0T
0 + ∆tx + ∆ts + ε (2.8)
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2.2 Parameterization and forward (observation) equation

which is the forward equation of travel time tomography based on ray theory. In a tomo-
graphic analysis, a large set of delay times equation 2.8 derived from many source-station
combinations is inverted for estimates of the slowness anomaly field s − s0, the event mislo-
cationsx − x0, origin time errors∆tx and the station static terms∆ts.

2.2 Parameterization and forward (observation) equation

To convert a set of equations 2.8 into a matrix-vector equation for inversion, the piecewise
continuous slowness field∆s = s − s0 has to be parameterized. Among various methods,
which exist for the parameterization, here the irregular cell representation of Spakman and
Bijwaard (2001) is chosen. The volume of interest is initially divided into a regular grid of
non-overlapping conical cells of a basic (=smallest) cell size. To make the cells independent
of their geographical position on the globe, they are constructed in such a way that they have
equal surface areas at given depth. Laterally, the size of the basic cells is set dependent on
the maximum expected horizontal resolution (smallest detail). The investigated volume is
discretized by layers with cells of constant thickness, where the layer thickness varies with
depth and is defined to fit cell layers between the first-order seismic discontinuities contained
in the reference model and to accommodate the expected resolution with depth. Subsequently,
further regular grids are defined with cells which have a bigger lateral extension and are
multiples of the basic cells. As a constraint for the cell size on the final irregular grid, the
hitcount, i.e. the number of rays crossing a cell, is used anda hitcount threshold is defined.
The hitcount is computed on each of the regular grids and the smallest cell size is determined,
for which the hitcount is still above the threshold. Thus, the final irregular grid cells are all
sampled by a comparable number of rays in regions of sufficient ray coverage. Effectively,
the irregular grid results from an optimization procedure which adapts cell volume to obtain
more or less equal hitcount in cells. Figure 2.1 shows an example of an equal surface area
grid and an irregular grid.
The basic cells are represented by orthonormal cell functionsbj (normalized byV −1/2

j with
Vj as volume of cellbj) which are used to construct the non-overlapping, irregular grid cells
ck:

ck =

Nb∑

j=1

Pkjbj (2.9)

whereNb is the number of basic cells andPkj is the projection coefficient which is zero
except whenbj is part ofck.
The slowness anomaly field∆s (= s − s0) can then be parameterized as follows:

∆s =

N∑

k=1

∆skck + ∆sp (2.10)

whereck represents the orthonormal cell function,∆sk the projection coefficient,N the
number of irregular cells in the volume and∆sp the projection error. The projection error
reflects the accuracy of the parameterization and will be small/negligible for a sufficiently
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2 Methodology

detailed parameterization (cf. Spakman, 1991).
The arc lengthlcik in the irregular cellsck is given by the projection of the arc length in the
basic cellslbij :

lcik =

Nb∑

j=1

P ′

kj l
b
ij (2.11)

with P ′

kj as projection coefficient which is one if the basic cellbj is part of the irregular cell
ck and zero otherwise.
Using this discretization, the travel time difference for the i-th ray is calculated to

di ≈

N∑

k=1

∆sklcik +

4∑

l=1

∆xlgil + ∆σmlim + εi (2.12)

wherelcik represents the length of the i-th ray in the k-th irregular cell, ∆x = x − x0, gil

describes the elements of∇0T
0 (now including the source time error),∆σm represents the

unknown slowness error of the m-th station,(lim) is the identity matrix andεi contains all
errors and signal not accounted for by the previous terms.
The described approximations lead to the observation equation

d = A ·m + ε (2.13)

with A = (lik, gil, lim)T , m = (∆sk, ∆xl, ∆σm)T , d as data vector with the observed travel
time residuals andε as the error vector.
Equation 2.13 forms a system of inconsistent linear equations, usually ill-conditioned as a
result of insufficient data, that are to be inverted to obtaina model.

2.3 Inversion and regularization

Due to data inconsistency and usual rank deficiency ofA, a unique solution of 2.13 does not
exist. To deal with data inconsistency a measure of data fit, that determines how well model
predictions approximate the real data, is required for selecting a solution (or a range of solu-
tions in case of rank deficiency). In large size inverse problems, the usual strategy is to find
the best-fitting model in the least squares sense, i.e. the model that gives the smallest sum of
the squared differences between the observed data vector and its prediction computed from
the model. The least square criterion is implemented as follows:
In equation 2.13, the data are first weighted by the data covarianceCd and next the mini-
mization ofεT

C
−1
d ε is performed, or equivalently the minimization of the cost function

Φ(m) = (d − Am)T
C

−1
d (d − Am) (2.14)

This results in the weighted least squares solution:

m = (AT
Cd

−1
A)−1

A
T
Cd

−1
d (2.15)
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2.3 Inversion and regularization

Figure 2.1: Example of two types of grid parameterizations for the topmost layer of the model. On the
top, a regular2.0

◦

× 2.0
◦ grid with cells of equal surface area is displayed where the number of cells

per latitude decreases from the equator towards the poles. On the bottom, an irregular grid is shown
varying in cell size from0.5

◦

× 0.5
◦ to 5.0

◦

× 5.0
◦. The cell size is reduced noticeably in areas with

a large number of stations and/or earthquakes as it depends on the hitcount (i.e. the number of rays that
traverse each cell).
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Clearly, the least squares solution can only be computed if(AT
Cd

−1
A)−1 exists, i.e. for

(numerically) overdeterminedequations. In tomography this occurs only in exceptional cases.
More oftenA has zero eigenvalues (there is no unique solution) and/orA is ill-conditioned.
Very small eigenvalues exist due to, for instance, a dominance of nearly parallel ray paths
sampling a model region. As a result of ill-conditioning, small errors in the data can lead
to large amplitude errors in the model. The usual remedy to deal with rank deficiency and
ill-conditioning is to resort to regularized least squaresby extending the cost function with a
termλ2

m
T
C

T
Cm that imposes amplitude, roughness and/or smoothness constraints on the

model. This results in the following cost function:

Φ(m) = (d − Am)T
C

−1
d (d − Am) + λ2

m
T
C

T
Cm (2.16)

Minimization ofΦ gives:

m =
[
A

T
C

−1
d A + λ2

C
T
C

]−1
A

T
C

−1
d d (2.17)

whereλ is a tuning parameter which controls the trade-off between minimizing the data misfit
and finding the minimum of the scaled model norm.C is a matrix imposing model amplitude
damping ifC is the identity matrix and smoothing ifC is a second derivative finite difference
operator. A model with reduced roughness is obtained by taking a first derivative operator.
As derivative operators have non-trivial null spaces, theyare often combined with amplitude
damping for a complete regularization.
This formulation of the regularized weighted least squaresinversion is equivalent to finding
the normal least squares solution of the following equation:

(

C
−1/2
d A

λC

)

m =

(

C
−1/2
d d

0

)

(2.18)

Station statics and mislocation parameters are associatedwith much smaller singular values
of A than the slowness parameters of cells. Also, in our irregular model parameterization
small cells, placed in mantle regions where we expect resolution for small detail, are usually
associated with systematically smaller singular values than large cells which are placed in
regions where only larger scale structure can be imaged. To balance the singular value spec-
trum ofA, (i.e. to relatively raise the singular values associated with small cells, mislocation
and station parameters) a parameter scaling matrixS is implemented depending on cell size
and hitcount, or parameter type. This leads to the followingequation:

(

C
−1/2
d A

λC

)

S
−

1
2 m

′ =

(

C
−1/2
d d

0

)

(2.19)

with (Sjj) = hjVj andhj andVj as hitcount and cell volume respectively andm
′ = S

1
2 m as

scaled model vector. The diagonal elements ofS pertaining to mislocation, origin time error,
and station static parameters are taken such that they scalethese parameters to an expected
slowness anomaly amplitude. The model parameter scaling isbeneficial in case eq. 2.18 is to
be solved with truncated Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) or with iterative solvers (e.g.
conjugate gradients) which are stopped before formal convergence has been achieved.
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2.4 Assessment of model quality

Many types of solvers exist to compute the inverse matrix. Singular Value Decomposition
(applied to eq. 2.19 and delivering as solution eq. 2.17, unless truncated SVD is used) re-
quires full storage of the matrix and data-related matricesand is only applicable to relatively
small inverse problems. For larger model sizes than SVD can deal with, the inverse matrix of
eq. 2.17 can still be computed, for example, with Cholesky decomposition. Examples of in-
versions computed with SVD or Cholesky decomposition are studies by Ritsemaet al. (1999)
and Boschi (2003) respectively. Huge inverse problems dealing with a very large number of
data (millions) and model parameters (hundreds of thousands), can presently only be solved
with iterative solvers (e.g. conjugate gradient methods) which, when stopped before formal
convergence, compute an approximate solution of (2.17). Throughout this thesis, the tomo-
graphic inversion is performed with the iterative conjugate gradient algorithm LSQR of Paige
and Saunders (1982) which is applied to (2.19) and in full convergence yields solution (2.17),
or an approximation when stopped before full convergence. LSQR resembles in the early
iterations SVD (e.g. van der Sluis and van der Vorst, 1987) where the solution is constructed
starting with the components associated with the highest singular values. Stopping the algo-
rithm before formal convergence occurs has a comparable damping effect as truncated SVD.

2.4 Assessment of model quality

The quality of a solution is defined by data fit, spatial resolution and model covariance. A
drawback of iterative techniques like LSQR is that only a solution and corresponding data
fit are computed. Although approximate methods for finding resolution and covariance in
huge inversions have been proposed (Noletet al., 1999, 2001; Yaoet al., 1999, 2001), it is
practically not yet possible to obtain these exactly.
Spatial resolution is defined as follows: Letmtrue be the true cell slowness anomaly field.
The corresponding true data are defined asdtrue = Amtrue. They are different from the
real datad by an errorε which includes observational errors, effects of parameterization,
linearization and other theoretical approximations. Writing (2.17) as

m = Gd (2.20)

with G being the generalized inverse ofA and

d = dtrue +ε (2.21)

= Amtrue +ε (2.22)

we find

m = Rmtrue + Gε (2.23)

whereR = GA is the resolution kernel.R describes how the true cell model is mapped into
the solutionm and the termGε shows how errors/bias in the data map into the solution.
When the resolution matrixR cannot be explicitly computed (as in our inversions), sensitivity
tests with synthetic slowness models can be conducted to implicitly obtain knowledge ofR
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2 Methodology

(Spakman and Nolet, 1988). Asm = Rmtrue is a linear equation, one can invent a synthetic
modelmtrue, compute synthetic data

dtrue = Amtrue (2.24)

and solve

dtrue = Ams (2.25)

for the tomographic recoveryms of the synthetic model to make inferences aboutR by
comparison ofms andmtrue. However, synthetic slowness anomaly models can only be
designed to detect lack of resolution. When the synthetic modelmtrue is entirely in the null
space ofA, it will be in the null space ofR andms will only contain zeros. Conversely,
when a particular synthetic model happens to be entirely in the range ofA, then the model
will be recovered completely by tomography and one might be inclined to infer perfect reso-
lution. However, Levequeet al. (1993) demonstrated that while a specific synthetic model is
recovered, other synthetic models for the same region, but with different dominant structural
wavelengths, can still be entirely in the nullspace. To ensure detection of lack of resolution
it is therefore necessary to perform sensitivity tests witha large variety of synthetic models,
particularly of different structural wavelength content (e.g. Bijwaardet al., 1998). If, for a
particular mantle region, no appreciable lack of resolution is detected for a wide variety of
synthetic models, i.e. all models are well recovered, then this observation is taken as a mea-
sure of high resolution at the wavelengths used, although formally there is still a possibility
that resolution is lacking.
The only synthetic model that leads to equivocal interpretations is an overall zero anomaly
model except for one cell with a non-zero amplitude – a spike.The tomographic imaging
of this model leads effectively to the computation of a column of the resolution kernel. As
computingms requires an inversion with LSQR similar to the real data inversion, it is not
feasible to reconstructR from such synthetic tests when the model consists of a large number
of parameters (∼ 105). A more efficient test, related to a single spike test, was designed by
Spakman and Nolet (1988) where the synthetic model containsa 3-D network of spatially
well separated spikes. The recovery of this synthetic modelshows immediately lack of am-
plitude recovery of single cells and allows for detection ofdirectional anomaly smearing. In
this thesis, the spike tests will be conducted for a variety of spike sizes to assess lack of reso-
lution.
Model covariance, i.e. amplitude errors and their correlations, cannot be formally computed,
although the error correlations are implicitly contained in the resolution kernel. The effect
of data errors on the solution amplitudes (i.e. the termGε) is assessed by taking a randomly
permuted versiondp of the data vectord for ε and solvingdp = Am (Spakman, 1991). This
random data vector has the same bulk statistics (average, standard deviation, and higher order
moments) as the real data vector. In this test, however, all correlation between the real data
and their associated ray paths (the matrixA) is destroyed and the permuted data vectordp

represents an upper limit of data noise. A good outcome of this noise test is a model with
low amplitudes and only random amplitude variations. A pooroutcome would be if imaged
amplitudes and structural wavelengths are comparable to those in the model obtained from
inverting the real data which would signal that data and ray paths are not correlated.
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Chapter 3

Travel time tomography of the
uppermost mantle beneath Europe

We have obtained a detailed P and S model of the uppermost mantle beneath Europe using
regional travel time data based on the ISC and NEIC bulletinsfrom the years1964 − 2000.
Because of the data selection and the ray path distribution,our analysis is comparable to Pn
tomography. However, the usual approximations of that method are not required here as we
use a method that is also suited for global travel time tomography. Tests show that anomalies
with horizontal dimensions of 45 km×45 km and 90 km×90 km can be reconstructed in the P
model and the S model respectively. Realistic features are not only imaged for the uppermost
mantle but also for the crust. High seismic velocities are found for regions of old oceanic
lithosphere (e.g. Black Sea, Eastern Mediterranean basin). In contrast, tectonically active
regions such as the Alps are imaged by low velocities as well as regions that are influenced
by back arc spreading and volcanism (e.g.Tyrrhenian basin or Alboran basin). Also, the
Trans-European Suture Zone, separating the East European platform with its high velocities
from the tectonically younger western part of Europe, is well imaged.

3.1 Introduction

Seismic tomography has been used for a long time to study the velocity properties of the crust
and mantle and to identify tectonic and geological structures. The obtained velocity models
can serve as a starting point for tectonic interpretations and as background models for detailed
local studies. They also allow for a more precise predictionof travel times and earthquake
locations than standard 1-D models (e.g. JB (Jeffreys and Bullen, 1940), PREM (Dziewonski
and Anderson, 1981) or ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995)). The last aspect plays, for example,
an important role for seismic monitoring in the context of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-
Ban-Treaty (CTBT). Velocity models have been published forEurope using different data
sets and techniques as travel time tomography (e.g. Spakmanet al., 1993; Hearn and Ni,
1994; Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000; Ritzwolleret al., 2002a; Piromallo and Morelli, 2003),
surface wave tomography (e.g. Ritzwoller and Levshin, 1998; Villaseñoret al., 2001) and
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3 Travel time tomography of the uppermost mantle beneath Europe

waveform inversion (e.g. Snieder, 1988; Zielhuis and Nolet, 1994; Marquering and Snieder,
1996). Also, many more local tomography studies exist (see Chapter 4 or Piromallo and
Morelli (2003) for a review).
The main purpose of this study is to retrieve a detailed modelof the uppermost mantle below
Europe that bridges the gap between global and local models using regional P and S travel
times. Particularly for regional S-waves, only few detailed models exist for Europe (e.g. Bij-
waard, 1999). To obtain a better model, regional travel times for this study are taken from an
updated version of the relocated earthquake data set of Engdahlet al. (1998), which is based
on the ISC and NEIC bulletins.
Moreover, improvements are made in the methodology. Because of the data selection and
the ray path distribution, our technique is comparable to Pntomography. However, the usual
approximations of Pn tomography (see e.g. Ritzwolleret al., 2002a) are not required here
as a tomographic method is applied that is also used for global tomography (Bijwaardet al.,
1998). This method uses, for instance, an irregular grid parameterization (Spakman and Bij-
waard, 2001), which enables a finer discretization in regions of high ray coverage. To further
improve the model, a 3-D reference model is used to take varying Moho depths and regional
changes of velocity properties into account (e.g. oceanic or continental crust).

3.2 Data

Travel times are taken from the updated relocated earthquake data set of Engdahlet al. (1998)
of the years 1964 to 2000 (E.R. Engdahl, pers. comm., hereafter referred to as EHB data).
This new version was extended with data from 1995 to 2000 and includes particularly more
regional data (i.e. with an epicentral distance< 28◦) than the original data set as a result of
less restrictive selection criteria. While for the original data set events were selected, which
had an open azimuth (= largest azimuthal sector without a seismic station)≤ 180◦ using
only teleseismic stations, now events are selected, which have a secondary azimuthal gap (=
largest open azimuth filled by a single station)≤ 180◦ not only using stations at teleseismic
but also at regional distances. While the original data set contained in total 7 million P phases
and 1 million S phases, the new data set contains 14 million P phases and 3 million S phases.
Besides the European mainland we have included Iceland and Spitzbergen and limited the
epicenter and station locations to50◦W − 60◦E in longitude and20◦N − 80◦N in latitude.
From this data set, the P and S phases are chosen which have an epicentral distance of less
than 14◦. The travel time residuals corrected for station elevationand Earth’s ellipticity and
computed with respect to the 1-D velocity model ak135 (Kennett et al., 1995), are restricted
to ±7.5 s and the maximum source depth is set to 200 km. The resulting subset contains
1.5 million P-wave travel times from 60,000 events registered at 1,500 stations and 500,000
S-wave travel times from 55,000 events recorded at 1,400 stations.
In Figure 3.1, an overview of the epicenter locations is presented. The majority of earth-

quakes is concentrated along plate boundaries and fault zones, particularly in the Mediter-
ranean region (e.g. Greece and Turkey). The phase distribution of the selected data set is
displayed in Figure 3.2. Most of the phases have epicentral distances of less than 3° in the
new data set while the distribution is almost constant in theoriginal data set. The total num-
ber of selected phases increased approximately by a factor of 15 for P and 100 for S phases.
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Figure 3.1: Map of the epicenter locations (gray dots) contained in the data selection. The gray shading
indicates the topography, plate boundaries are displayed according to Bird (2003). Abbreviations: Adr
– Adriatic Sea, Balt - Baltic shield, Bet – Betics, BS – Black Sea, Car – Carpathians, Casp – Caspian
Sea, Di – Dinarides, EEP – East European platform, Eif – Eifel, E-Med – Eastern Mediterranean, He
– Hellenides, HellA – Hellenic Arc, Py – Pyrenees, Tyr – Tyrrhenian Sea, W-Med – Western Mediter-
ranean.

The standard deviation of the residuals varies between 1.21s and 1.92 s for P phases and
between 1.63 s and 3.15 s for S phases. Figure 3.3 shows the standard deviation as a function
of epicentral distance.

3.3 Method

In travel time tomography, observed travel times of waves are compared to theoretical travel
times that are calculated with a reference velocity model. The residuals with respect to the
reference travel times are used to compute a 3-D velocity model for the analyzed region. Pn
tomography usually assumes that P-waves travel as head waves just below the Moho and only
the 2-D (horizontal) distribution of the Pn velocities in that layer is calculated. The variations
in crustal structure are not included in the model, so terms must be incorporated that correct
for the crustal legs at the station and the event site (e.g. Hearn and Ni, 1994; Ritzwolleret al.,
2002a). The method used here, which is also suited for globaltomography studies, does not
require these approximations because the rays are traced along their entire path.
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Figure 3.2: Phase distribution of P (light gray) and S (dark gray) phaseswith respect to the epicentral
distance for the original (left) and the updated (right) EHBdata set. Note the different vertical axes for
the two data sets.
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Figure 3.3: Standard deviation of the travel time residuals with respect to the epicentral distance.

3.3.1 Tomography with a 1-D reference/starting model

First, we carry out the tomographic inversion with a 1-D reference model to see the influence
of the new regional travel time data alone and to compare the tomography model to other
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studies which use the original EHB data set (e.g. Bijwaardet al., 1998). The theoretical
travel times are computed with the method of Buland and Chapman (1983) using the 1-
D reference model ak135 and the according ray paths are determined with a ray shooting
method. The obtained travel time residuals and ray paths arethen used to set up the data
vector and the inversion matrix respectively (see Chapter 2for details). We perform the
tomographic inversion iteratively with the LSQR algorithmof Paige and Saunders (1982)
using ak135 as reference model and regularizing the solution with a second-derivative and a
weak amplitude damping.

3.3.2 Tomography with a 3-D reference/starting model

Second, since the crust is highly heterogeneous and strongly variable in thickness, it is im-
portant in nonlinear tomography to use a starting model thattakes the 3-D heterogeneities
of the crust in account. Therefore, a 3-D reference model is set up which uses CRUST2.0
(http://mahi.uscd.edu/Gabi/rem.html), a refined versionof CRUST 5.1 (Mooneyet al., 1998),
in the crust and in the uppermost mantle, between the Moho and200 km depth, laterally vary-
ing, depth-averaged velocities of CUB1.1 (Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2002; Ritzwolleret al.,
2002b) are employed. CRUST2.0 is based on regionalization,i.e. it assigns average profiles
for various types of crustal structures to2.0◦ × 2.0◦ cells for the whole globe. CUB1.1 is
based on surface wave tomography using phase and group velocities of Love and Rayleigh
waves.
A 3-D ray tracing through this 3-D model is performed for the selected event-station pairs of
the EHB data set with the 3-D raytracer of Bijwaard and Spakman (1999a). This algorithm
is based on the perturbation theory developed by Snieder andSambridge (1992) and Pulliam
and Snieder (1996). It takes an initial ray (computed in a 1-Dmodel) and searches nearby
paths which have minimum travel times in the 3-D velocity field.
The travel time residuals are then calculated as the difference between the observed travel
times of the new EHB data set and the theoretical 3-D travel times. A relocation of the events
in the 3-D model is not done as we only use a subset (∆ < 14◦) of the data for each event.
Therefore, the earthquake locations are assumed to be fixed.The matrix-vector equation
(containing the 3-D ray paths and travel time residuals) is inverted with the same method as
before but now with the combination of CRUST2.0 and CUB1.1 asreference model.

3.3.3 Parameterization

Various methods exist to parameterize the investigated medium. Here, a method developed by
Spakman and Bijwaard (2001) is applied, where the medium is parameterized by a grid with
cells of irregular sizes. First, regular grids of several sizes (here0.4◦, 0.8◦ and1.2◦) are set up
and the hitcount of each cell (i.e. the number of rays crossing a cell) is computed. The regular
grid cells have equal surface areas and their thickness is chosen according to the layering of
ak135. The hitcount is then used as a constraint to determinethe cell sizes in the irregular
grid in a way that the variation of the hitcount between neighbouring cells is minimal. Using
an irregular grid has the advantage that each unknown is sampled by approximately the same
number of data in regions of sufficient ray coverage. Therefore, less damping is needed to
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Figure 3.4: Hitcount map for the P- (left) and S-wave coverage (right) at45 km depth overlaid by the
irregular grid.

regularize the inversion. Furthermore, the computation time is significantly decreased. For
the P model, for example, there are 650,000 unknowns on the0.4◦ × 0.4◦ grid while there
are only 60,000 on the irregular grid. For the S model, the number of unknowns decreases to
50,000. In Figure 3.4, the hitcount of P- and S-waves overlaid by the irregular grid cells is
displayed for the best sampled layer (35–55 km).

3.4 Model Resolution and Sensitivity Estimates

As stations and events are not equally distributed over the investigated region, the resolution
of the velocity model varies spatially. The non-uniform illumination is clearly indicated in
the hitcount maps. For example, there is a very low ray coverage in the Atlantic due to a
concentration of the epicenters along the Mid-Atlantic ridge and a lack of stations within
regional distance of the epicenters. Also for the East European platform there is a low ray
coverage due to a low number of earthquakes and seismic stations.
Resolution can only be estimated since formal computation of the resolution matrix is too
time consuming due to the large number of parameters. Instead, tests are performed with
synthetic models (Spakman and Nolet, 1988) to find the minimum size of anomalies that
can be reconstructed and to detect lack of resolution (see Chapter 2 for details). These tests
are also useful to find the appropriate basic cell sizes. The synthetic model for these tests
contains spikes of 5% amplitude with respect to the 1-D reference model and alternating sign
of the anomaly. The spikes are well separated with a distanceof at least twice the spike
size in longitudinal direction, once the spike size in latitudinal direction and one layer in
depth between them. Theoretical travel times are then calculated and Gaussian distributed
noise on the order of 0.5 s is added to the data to perform an inversion comparable to the
real data inversion. The geometry of the 1-D rays is used and the resulting matrix-vector
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equation inverted. In Figure 3.5, an example of such a spike test is shown at 45 km depth
with spikes of0.8◦ × 0.8◦. The best ray coverage, independent of the wave type, is found
in the layer between 35 km and 55 km, which is the layer directly below the Moho in the
1-D model ak135. Because of the data selection that containsmainly Pn/Sn phases, this layer
is expected to be the best sampled. A sufficient ray coverage is also found for the layers
between 20 km – 35 km and 55 km – 75 km. For the P model, spikes of0.4◦ × 0.4◦ can be
reconstructed while for the S model, only spikes of a minimumsize of0.8◦ × 0.8◦.

Figure 3.5: Spike tests for the P model (left) and the S model (right) at 45km depth with spikes of
0.8

◦

× 0.8
◦. The grayscales give the amplitude of the velocity anomalies.

To estimate the uncertainty of the velocity model caused by errors in the observed arrival
times, the data vector is permuted randomly while keeping the order of the matrix rows (rays)
as for the original data vector (Spakman and Nolet, 1988). Inthis case, the inversion model
is expected to show random anomaly patterns of low amplitudeif there are no correlations
between delay times and ray paths. An example of such a test isgiven in Figure 3.6. In
general, a random model is found in regions of good ray coverage with low amplitudes. Only
poorly sampled regions, as for example north of Iceland in the S model, show systematic
anomalies of higher amplitude (≈ 1%). Thus, the amplitude uncertainties can be expected to
be very low for the P model while they are higher for the S model.

Another way to test the sensitivity (not shown) is to use random noise (e.g. Gaussian dis-
tributed noise) as data vector and perform the inversion forthis vector. Since the standard
deviation of all selected residuals of the observed P data set is 1.84 s, the width of the
Gauss function is chosen accordingly. The resulting model shows low amplitude anoma-
lies (. 0.5%) and is random for the P model, which means that the noise is uncorrelated and
of low level. Unlike the permuted-data test, using Gaussiannoise does, however, not test for
the effects of systematic data noise.
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Figure 3.6: Test with a randomly permuted data vector for the P model (left) and the S model (right) at
45 km depth.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Tomography with a 1-D reference model

The results of the tomography for ak135 as initial model are presented in Figure 3.7. Many
tectonic regions can be identified in the P-wave and S-wave velocity models. Generally, the
S model shows more positive velocity anomalies (with respect to ak135) than the P model.
This shift towards higher velocities is caused by the fact that ak135 is too slow for S-waves
in the crust/uppermost mantle. Therefore, in Figure 3.7 theS model is displayed with respect
to ak135 increased by 1% of its velocity.
At 28 km depth (which is the lower crust in ak135), low-velocity anomalies dominate the P
model. The anomalies associated with mountain ranges (Alps, Pyrenees, Apennines, Dinar-
ides) are narrow and of large amplitudes. Other low-velocity anomalies are found beneath
the Eifel, the Tyrrhenian basin and the Turkish-Iranian plateau, which are broader and have
in absolute terms a lower amplitude at this depth than the anomalies found under mountain
ranges.
At 45 km depths also both types of low-velocity anomalies arepresent due to crustal and
mantle features but the mantle anomalies are now broader than before and have higher am-
plitudes. Furthermore, high-velocity anomalies can be associated with cratons as the East
European platform or stable parts of Iberia and France. High-velocity anomalies are also
found beneath basins such as the Eastern Mediterranean or the South Caspian basin.
Even though ak135 is too slow in the uppermost mantle for S waves, many features described
above for the P model could be imaged as well with the S model but with a lower resolution
as there are less S residuals. Velocities that were left unchanged in the inversion and there-
fore contain the velocities of ak135 (3.85 km/s at 28 km and 4.48 km/s at 45 km depth) as
below parts of the East European craton appear in Figure 3.7 as weak low velocity anomalies
as an effect of the increased reference velocity chosen for display (3.89 km/s and 4.53 km/s
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respectively).
Taking into account the results of the permuted data tests, the average error of model am-
plitudes amounts to less than 10% and 15% respectively for the P and S velocity anomalies.

P tomo

28km 6.50km/s

-3 % 0 % 3 %

S tomo

28km 3.89km/s

-3 % 0 % 3 %

P tomo

45km 8.04km/s

-3 % 0 % 3 %

S tomo

45km 4.53km/s

-3 % 0 % 3 %

Figure 3.7: Results of the tomographic inversion for the P model (left) and the S model (right) at
28 km depth (top) and 45 km depth (bottom). The velocity anomalies are given with respect to the 1-D
velocity model ak135 for P as indicated by the number on the lower right of each figure and with respect
to 1.01× vs(ak135) for S. Gray are the regions without crossing rays.

3.5.2 Tomography with a 3-D reference model

The 3-D model combined of CRUST2.0 and CUB1.1 is now used as reference model for the
inversion. The results of the inversion with reference to this model are clearly different from
the results of the inversion with ak135 as reference model. They are shown in Figure 3.8
and 3.9 with respect to the average velocity of the appropriate layer and with respect to the
3-D reference model. Generally, the inversion of the S residuals shows less deviations from
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the reference model than the P inversion as there are less S travel times and therefore less
resolving power in the data but also since the 3-D S referencemodel provides a better repre-
sentation of shear velocities in some regions.
The velocities of the P model (see Fig. 3.8) are in the middle and lower crust significantly
higher than ak135. For instance, the P-wave velocity between 20 km and 35 km in ak135
is only 6.50 km/s, while the average velocity of that layer is7.07 km/s in the 3-D inversion
model. Similar to the results of the inversion with ak135 as reference model, the obtained
anomalies can be related to tectonic units. Low velocity anomalies are observed along moun-
tain ranges (e.g. Betics, Alps, Dinarides) best seen in the difference between the inversion and
reference model resulting, for example, in a finer outline ofthe western edge of the Alps. Fur-
thermore, reduced velocities are obtained beneath the Western Mediterranean, in particular
beneath Corsica and Sardinia. But also in the Eastern Mediterranean velocities are reduced
indicating that they are not as high as would have been expected from the reference model.
Velocities beneath the Turkish-Iranian plateau are almostunchanged as the reference model
already explains travel time deviations well in that region. Also beneath the East European
platform few differences exist between reference and inversion model due to either a good
representation of velocities in the reference model or due to a lack of resolving power of the
travel time residuals in that area.
Mostly lower velocities than in ak135 are found for the layerbetween 35 km and 55 km (on
averagevp = 7.81 km/s while in ak135vp = 8.04 km/s). In this layer the reference model
is a combination of the long wavelength structures in CUB1.1(e.g. Atlantic) and CRUST2.0
(East European platform). Furthermore, the observed features of the inversion model at this
depth show many similarities to the model obtained with ak135 as reference. The velocities
beneath Iceland and further along the Mid-Atlantic ridge are greatly decreased compared to
the reference model. The Western Mediterranean Sea shows also lower than average veloc-
ities while they are higher than average for the Eastern Mediterranean (as in the inversion
model using ak135 as starting model). Orogenic belts as the Alps, Pyrenees or Dinarides are
well reconstructed in this model. At 45 km depth, low velocities are found in the P and S
model as in the inversion model using ak135 as starting model. The Adriatic plate is imaged
by high velocities. Velocities beneath the East European platform are slightly increased in
the inversion model indicating that even though this regionstill contains crustal material at
this depth it is faster than would be expected from the reference model.

The S inversion model shows features which are very similar to those obtained in the P inver-
sion. However, fewer regions display changes from the reference model. Deviations are in
particular the reduced velocities of the western edge of theAlps, the Hellenic Arc and Iceland.
Furthermore, higher velocities than in the reference modelare observed beneath the Adriatic
basin and beneath Spain. These differences are also observed at 45 km depth but now with
stronger amplitudes. Besides that, low velocities are alsoobserved north of Iceland and in the
Western Mediterranean basin enhancing the difference between western and eastern basin as
in the P inversion models.
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3.6 Discussion and Conclusions

The main purpose of this study was to create a high-resolution image of the uppermost mantle
and the crust. To obtain such an image, a tomographic inversion for P-wave and S-wave travel
times of regional earthquakes was applied. In the following, the most important features of
the new model are described and briefly discussed.
Negative velocity perturbations are found for the Mid-Atlantic ridge, where they reflect the
spreading of the Atlantic. However, the low velocities beneath Iceland in the P and S model
are not only caused by the opening of the Atlantic, but also bya plume (e.g. Wolfeet al.,
1997; Shenet al., 1998; Bijwaard and Spakman, 1999b; Allenet al., 2002).
Furthermore, the whole Turkish-Iranian plateau is imaged by low velocities that have also
been stated by other researchers who applied Pn tomography (Hearn and Ni, 1994; Ritz-
woller et al., 2002a) and in other earlier mantle tomography studies (e.g. Spakmanet al.,
1993). The anomaly can be interpreted as hot or partially molten material (Hearn and Ni,
1994; Ritzwolleret al., 2002a) as the high temperatures can be explained by the backarc
extensional setting of the region during the collision of the Arabian and the Eurasian plate
(Dercourt et al., 1986). Alternatively, recent studies by Sengöret al. (2003) and Keskin
(2003) show that the high temperatures and therefore low velocities can be ascribed to steep-
ening and detachment of the Neo-Tethys slab beneath EasternTurkey followed by rising of
hot asthenosphere material.
Orogenic regions (e.g. Alps, Carpathians, Hellenides and Pyrenees) and back-arc basins
(Tyrrhenian basin, Aegean) are also characterized by low velocities.
A comparison of the low-velocity anomalies at 45 km depth in our model to those in the sur-
face wave tomography model of Boschiet al. (2004) shows a good agreement of anomalies
on a larger scale in the Alpine-Carpathian belt, the Tyrrhenian basin and the Aegean even
though features in our model have sharper outlines.
In regions with oceanic lithosphere (Black Sea, South Caspian basin and Eastern Mediter-
ranean basin), positive velocity perturbations are obtained in this study. But while the East-
ern Mediterranean basin is imaged by high-velocity anomalies in our model, low velocities
are found in the surface wave tomography model of Boschiet al. (2004) and only turn into
positive perturbations at greater depths. The differencesare most likely caused by the fact
that the travel time tomography is better resolved at 45 km depth. Also, high velocities are
obtained for both, travel time tomography and surface wave tomography models, beneath
stable parts of Spain and France and beneath cratonic regions (Baltic shield, East European
platform, only for the use of a 1-D reference model for traveltime tomography as in the 3-D
reference model this region is still considered as crust). However, the Trans-European Suture
Zone, which separates the East European platform from the younger parts of Central Europe
is imaged in less detail in the surface wave tomography than in our model.
The use of a 3-D reference model instead of a 1-D reference model results, independently
of the applied reference model, in P and S tomography models that show the main tectonic
features as observed for use of a 1-D reference model. Yet, inregions of low resolution mainly
the reference model is re-obtained, besides regions where the reference model already gives
a good representation of the velocity heterogeneities.
On the whole, we have obtained high-resolution P and S velocity models for the crust and the
uppermost mantle showing new details of the tectonic structures beneath Europe. The higher
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resolution is due to the use of a larger, reprocessed data set. Also, unlike in earlier Pn tomog-
raphy studies, we traced the rays along their entire path as they can undergo rapid velocity
changes in the crust. Nevertheless, since we used only regional data, vertical structures like
subducted slabs are not imaged with our model.
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Figure 3.8: Displayed is on the top the 3-D reference model derived from CRUST2.0 and CUB1.1 and
in the middle the results of the P-inversion. The velocity anomalies are given with respect to the average
velocity of each layer (see number at the bottom right of the figures). Illustrated on the bottom is the
difference between the reference and the inversion model. All models are shown at 28 km depth (left)
and 45 km depth (right).
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Figure 3.9: Displayed is on the top the 3-D reference model derived from CRUST2.0 and CUB1.1 and
in the middle the results of the S-inversion. The velocity anomalies are given with respect to the average
velocity of each layer (see number at the bottom right of the figures). Illustrated on the bottom is the
difference between the reference and the inversion model. All models are shown at 28 km depth (left)
and 45 km depth (right).
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Chapter 4

A new absolute arrival time data
set for Europe

The main aim of this study is to create a data set of accurate absolute arrival times for sta-
tions in Europe which do not report to the ISC (InternationalSeismological Centre). Wave-
forms were obtained from data centers and temporary experiments and an automatic picking
method was applied to determine absolute arrival times for first and later arriving P and S
phases. 86,600 arrival times were picked whose distribution of residuals shows generally low
standard deviations. Furthermore, mean teleseismic station residuals reflect the properties
of the underlying crust and uppermost mantle. Comparison toISC data for matching event-
station-phase combinations also confirms the good quality of the new absolute arrival time
picks. Most importantly, this data set complements the ISC data as it fills regional data gaps
in Europe.

4.1 Introduction

Arrival times are routinely reported by many seismologicalnetworks to the ISC, resulting
in bulletins of millions of arrival times since 1964. Clearly, a wealth of information can be
gained from these data regarding the Earth’s interior, for example, by application of travel
time tomography. However, the reporting stations are not distributed equally over the globe
therefore leaving gaps, in particular, in the oceans and stable cratonic regions. Furthermore,
the quality of these data, which are mostly handpicked, varies greatly (Röhmet al., 1999).
Besides stations included in arrival time bulletins, a large number of seismic stations exist
whose waveforms are not used routinely but are sent to data centers for digital storage. For
many events included in these waveforms, arrival times wereeither not picked at all or only
with limitations (e.g. a restricted period in time or limited epicentral distance range).
Another valuable source of data is provided by temporary experiments. To fill the geograph-
ical gaps, many regional experiments were carried out during the last 15 to 20 years where
spatially dense temporary networks were placed in the field for several months. Often, arrival
times for events registered at those arrays were only pickedrelatively. That means, not the
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arrival time of a phase onset was determined but the arrival time of the first maximum or
minimum after the onset. This procedure has the advantage that observational errors due to
high noise levels can be reduced but as a major disadvantage,arrival times are only obtained
with respect to the unknown mean network arrival time for a specific event. Therefore, they
cannot be used for event relocation or to obtain absolute velocity information on the crust
and mantle below the array. Consequently, obtaining arrival times for events recorded at such
stations which do not report arrival times to the ISC can provide new detailed information for
high-resolution travel time tomography.
Besides using additional stations, the picks should also beof a consistent good quality as
erroneous picks will affect or overprint velocity structures which would otherwise be imaged
in travel time tomography. Generally, hand picks are considered to give the best quality but
for large data sets this approach is not feasible. However, advanced automatic picking tech-
niques can be applied when many waveforms are recorded for a single event which provide
very accurate picks.
The aim of this study is to present such a data set of absolute arrival times for Europe. This
data set provides high quality picks of previously unused waveforms and can, for instance,
be combined with the ISC arrival times for travel time tomography. To ensure a good picking
quality for a large number of waveforms we apply a recently developed two-step automatic
phase picker. With our approach, we focus on Europe where many temporary experiments
have taken place and where data centers provide a large source of additional waveforms from
various digital networks in Europe.

4.2 Data

During the past 15 years large teleseismic experiments wereconducted in Europe where spa-
tially dense seismograph arrays were placed in the field for several months. Data from such
experiments were obtained as waveforms from the CALIXTO, EIFEL, MIDSEA, SVEKA-
LAPKO, and TOR experiment. Another data collection (named ”Leeds” data set hereafter)
was provided by the University of Leeds, UK (Arrowsmith, 2003) and the ORFEUS (Ob-
servatories and Research Facilities for EUropean Seismology) data center forms a further
important source of waveforms. A map of all station locations is displayed in Figure 4.1.

4.2.1 Leeds Data Set

This waveform collection comprises 150 stations from the BGS (British Geological Survey),
DIAS (Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies) and LDG (Laboratoire de Détection et de
Géophysiqe, France) seismic networks. Many of these stations did not report arrival times
to the ISC on a regular basis. The data set contains registrations from the period 1993-2001.
It was used so far only for classic teleseismic travel time tomography with relative arrival
time picks (Arrowsmith, 2003; Arrowsmithet al., 2005) to investigate the relation between
asthenosphere, lithosphere and crust beneath the British Isles. We used the waveforms as
provided to us by S. Arrowsmith (pers. comm.).
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4.2.2 CALIXTO

The CALIXTO (Carpathian Arc LIthosphere X-TOmography) experiment was carried out to
investigate the lithosphere/asthenosphere structure of the Vrancea zone (southeast Carpathi-
ans) known for its strong and localized seismicity. From May1999 to November 1999, 110
mobile stations were placed in the field in Romania. The data set was supplemented by
registrations from 18 permanent stations in Romania (see Wenzelet al. (1998) for details).
Among the published tomography studies about the CALIXTO experiment are teleseismic
P tomography studies using relative travel time residuals (Martin and Ritter, 2005; Martin
et al., 2006), an upper crustal absolute P tomography (Landeset al., 2004) and a study using
handpicked absolute P arrival times by Weidleet al. (2005). However, absolute arrival times
were neither picked for S waves nor for the entire set of localand regional events.

4.2.3 EIFEL

The EIFEL project was conducted to investigate the Quarternary volcanism in the Eifel and
a possible mantle plume as its origin. Between November 1997and June 1998, 158 sta-
tions were operated in the Eifel and surrounding regions. Ritter et al. (2000) give an
overview of the experiment. Among studies about this experiment are a receiver function
study (Grunewaldet al., 2001), a teleseismic P tomography (Ritteret al., 2001) and a tele-
seismic S tomography study (Keyseret al., 2002) both using relative travel time residuals.

4.2.4 MIDSEA

The MIDSEA (Mantle Investigation of the Deep Suture betweenEurasia and Africa) project
was performed to fill gaps in the Mediterranean area where no broadband registrations ex-
isted before and should therefore improve images of the lithosphere and mantle beneath the
Mediterranean region (van der Leeet al., 2001). Registrations from 10 stations were available
via ORFEUS. These stations had been placed in the field for 1–2years during the period June
1999 – May 2002. Among studies about this project are a receiver function study (van der
Meijde et al., 2003), a surface wave tomography study (Maroneet al., 2003) and a shear
wave splitting analysis (Schmidet al., 2004). For this data set, absolute arrival times were
not picked.

4.2.5 SVEKALAPKO

The SVEKALAPKO (SVEcofennian-KArelian-LAPland-KOla) project was carried out in
Finland with the aim to get a better understanding of the formation of the oldest continents,
namely the core of the Karelian province of Archean age (2.6 Ga). 128 mobile stations were
placed in the field from August 1998 to May 1999. The data set was completed by registra-
tions from 15 permanent stations (see Bock and the SVEKALAPKO Seismic Tomography
Working Group (2001) for experiment details). Among studies about this experiment are a
receiver function study (Alinaghiet al., 2003), a teleseismic P tomography study (Sandoval
et al., 2003, 2004b), a surface wave tomography study (Brunetonet al., 2004) and a local
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tomography study (Yliniemiet al., 2004). Only for the local study, absolute arrival times
were used.

4.2.6 TOR

For the TOR (Teleseismic Tomography across the Tornquist Zone in Germany–Denmark–
Sweden) experiment, 120 stations were placed in South Sweden, Denmark and North Ger-
many from October 1996 to April 1997 to image the Tornquist zone, that separates the Baltic
shield from the younger (Phanerozoic) parts of Central Europe, in greater detail than before.
Many studies already exist for this experiment using a rangeof seismological methods. Be-
sides an overview of the experiment given by Gregersenet al. (2002), among the studies
are a teleseismic P tomography (Arlittet al., 1999), non-linear P and S tomography stud-
ies (Shomaliet al., 2006; Vosset al., 2006), receiver function studies (Gossleret al., 1999;
Wilde-Piórkoet al., 2002; Alinaghiet al., 2003) and anisotropy analyses (Wylegalla and TOR
Working Group, 1999; Plomerova and TOR Working Group, 2002). However, none of the
named studies used absolute travel times.

4.2.7 ORFEUS

The ORFEUS Data Center provides the biggest data set particularly picked for our study.
Their archive contains registrations from the years 1988 to2000 for stations of the European
digital seismometer network of which approximately half ofthe stations did either not report
at all or at least not regularly to the ISC.

4.3 Method

The data described above were obtained from the individual sources as waveform registra-
tions. Since the main interest of this study are the arrival times, those waveforms were pro-
cessed further. They were either obtained already sorted byevents or if necessary the events
were selected from the EHB catalog (Engdahlet al., 1998), a reprocessed version of the ISC
bulletins, using within Europe earthquakes withmb > 4.5 and for teleseismic events earth-
quakes withmb > 5.5. As the seismograms were provided in various data formats, they were
converted by us to the common format SAC (Goldsteinet al., 2003). Since the stations were
equipped with different types of sensors, which are sensitive in different frequency ranges, the
registrations were restituted to simulate the short periodWWSSN (World Wide Standardized
Seismographic Network) sensor with a dominant frequency around 1 Hz. Besides P-wave
arrivals for events in all distance ranges, also S-wave arrivals were picked for the CALIXTO
data set. In those cases, the registrations were restitutedwith a Wiechert sensor with a dom-
inant frequency of 0.1 Hz and continuing high amplification towards higher frequencies to
account for the lower frequencies of S-waves. As a next step,the waveforms were bandpass
filtered according to the epicentral distance of the registered phase and the phase type (cf.
Sandovalet al., 2004a). Theoretical travel times were computed for all registrations in the
Earth reference model ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995) to choose appropriate time windows for
the travel time picking.
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EHB
LEEDS
CALIXTO
EIFEL
MIDSEA
ORFEUS
SVEKALAPKO
TOR

Figure 4.1: Station locations. The different colours denote to which network/data source the stations
belong.

Because of the large number of waveforms, hand-picking was not feasible anymore. There-
fore, the picking of the arrival times was carried out with a semi-automated picking software
developed by Sandovalet al. (2004a). The picking was performed per event with a two-
step algorithm to ensure a good picking quality. First, the STA/LTA algorithm of Earle and
Shearer (1994) was applied. This algorithm is based on a short-term-average to long-term-
average ratio taken along an envelope function of the seismogram and returns the absolute
arrival time as a result. Then, the picks were grouped regionally and a reference station with
a high signal-to-noise ratio was selected manually for eachregion. The reference waveforms
were cross-correlated with each other for consistency between the regions. Afterwards, the
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waveforms within each region were cross-correlated with the reference station to improve
the STA/LTA pick. This method was applied for picking of the CALIXTO, EIFEL, SVEKA-
LAPKO and TOR experiments.
Later on, the procedure was refined as it required input from the user to choose the reference
waveforms which would have been too time-consuming for larger data sets. Additionally, as
grouping by equally sized subregions is not the optimum approach for wide-spread station
locations as the ORFEUS stations, a cluster analysis was performed to group the stations.
Instead of cross-correlation an adaptive stacking method based on the algorithm of Rawlin-
son and Kennett (2004) was applied to each cluster as this method is more robust concerning
waveform variability than cross-correlation techniques.With this method, all waveforms
were initially aligned with respect to their theoretical travel time and stacked. They were
shifted with respect to the stack to iteratively maximize the stack. As a result, the travel time
residual of each phase relative to its theoretical travel time was obtained and an error estimate
was computed via the misfit between the individual waveformsand the stacked signal. Subse-
quently, the STA/LTA picker was applied to the stacked waveform to obtain an accurate pick
of the phase onset and finally absolute arrival times were computed for each station from the
combination of STA/LTA pick and relative station residuals. The refined method was applied
to the ORFEUS, MIDSEA and Leeds data sets.
Such methods work well if the waveforms within a group/cluster are similar to each other but
work less well if waveforms change rapidly with distance as can be the case for example for
local events. Then, the picker allows for user input to pick the arrival times by hand.

4.4 Results

In total, 86580 absolute arrival time picks were obtained with an estimated picking error of
0.10–0.20 s. Table 4.1 gives a more detailed overview of the number of picks. All residuals
used and displayed in this study are computed with respect toak135. As is shown in Fig-
ure 4.2, the residuals (observed – theoretical travel time)are centered around -0.13 s with a
standard deviation of 1.05 s appropriate for a data set that contains information about many
different geological settings. The solid black line in Figure 4.2 represents the best fitting
Gaussian curve with a standard deviation of 0.67 s. Towards bigger residuals, the observed
data do not follow a normal distribution but show a broader tail. This effect is mainly at-
tributed to errors in the data set (for example event mislocation or picking errors) but also to
3-D velocity structures along the ray path (e.g. Röhm, 1999; Pulliamet al., 1993).

Generally, rays from teleseismic events recorded at a densestation array take approximately
the same path through the Earth except for the part directly beneath the array. Therefore,
their travel time differences for each event reflect the velocity differences of the crust and
lithosphere beneath the array. Two examples which indicatethe high quality of the obtained
picks are illustrated in Figure 4.3. On the left, an event in the Afghanistan-Tajikistan border
region registered at the EIFEL array is displayed. It shows highest residuals in the center of
the array and west of it (as the wavefront arrives from the east) indicating the lower velocities
directly beneath the Eifel. On the right, the obtained travel time residuals for an event in
Japan registered at the TOR array are shown. A transition canbe observed from negative
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Data Set Picks Events Distance Range
Leeds 5237 (P) 64 28°– 162°
CALIXTO 4078 (P) 210 0°– 158°

1484 (SV) 100 0°– 86°
1564 (SH) 101 0°– 88°

EIFEL 6288 (P) 90 5°– 164°
MIDSEA 739 (P) 256 0°– 160°
ORFEUS 56686 (P) 2056 0°– 178°
SVEKALAPKO 5606 (P) 102 20°– 148°
TOR 4898 (P) 111 2°– 160°

Table 4.1: Summary of the obtained arrival time picks.
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of the P residuals (with respect to ak135) for the newly picked data. The solid
line indicates the best fitting Gaussian function.

residuals in the north due to the high velocities of the Baltic shield across the Tornquist zone
to higher residuals related to the slower velocities of the younger parts of central Europe.

Since the automatic picker works best for teleseismic events, even though data for all distance
ranges were picked, for the remainder of this paper, focus will be on arrival times obtained
for teleseismic events (∆ > 28◦). Computing the mean of all teleseismic residuals obtained
at a single station will mainly reflect the regional velocityvariations underneath the stations
as for a wide azimuthal coverage of epicentral regions source effects and contributions of the
paths further away from the station will diminish. In Figure4.4, the mean teleseismic station
residuals of the new data and their standard deviations are presented (upper and lower right
respectively). For comparison, the mean teleseismic residuals and standard deviations of the
ISC bulletins are displayed on the upper and lower left.
Negative residuals are found beneath the SVEKALAPKO array and the northern part of the
TOR array reflecting the high velocities of the Baltic shield. The residuals become positive at
the southern part of the TOR array due to the lower velocitiesof the underlying lithosphere.
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Figure 4.3: Example of residuals (with respect to ak135) obtained for the EIFEL (left) and TOR array
(right) for an event in the Afghanistan-Tajikistan border region (30 May 1998 06:22:31.1, 37.141°N,
70.094°E, z = 35.2 km,mb = 5.7) and Japan (19 October 1996 14:44:41.75, 31.911°N, 131.574°E, z =
18 km,mb = 6.2) respectively. The green line indicates the directionof incidence of the wavefront.

The Eifel region shows only in the central part slightly positive residuals (on average) related
with the lower velocities underneath it but otherwise negative velocities due to higher veloc-
ities in the surrounding crust and lithosphere (particularly to the north and northeast). For
the British data set, generally small residuals are found with the most negative residuals in
the Central Highlands region possibly caused by high velocities of remnants of a subducted
oceanic plate (Arrowsmith, 2003, and reference therein). The CALIXTO array shows positive
residuals in the bend zone of the southeast Carpathians and in the Transylvanian and Focsani
basins. Negative residuals are found towards the northeaston the East European Platform,
the east and in the southwestern part of the seismic array (west of the Intra-Moesian fault).
Overall, 50 of the 160 stations in the ORFEUS archive did not report arrival times to the
ISC, in particular NARS stations (Network of Autonomously Recording Seismographs, see
e.g. Paulssenet al. (1990, 2000)) and about 40 more stations either reported only local and
regional arrival times to the ISC or not for the entire periodof operation. Picking of arrival
times from the rest of the stations did not consume much extratime due to the applied picking
method. The ORFEUS stations on the East European Platform display negative residuals due
to the fast velocities of the old cratonic material beneath it while for example the stations in
the Netherlands show positive residuals.
A comparison of the new data with the mean teleseismic residuals of the EHB catalog (orig-
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inating from the ISC bulletins) shows similarities but due to the locally denser station dis-
tribution regional variations can be seen in more detail as for example across the Tornquist
zone.
The standard deviation of the new teleseismic residuals aregenerally low around 0.5–0.7 s
except for regions where the residuals show a strong azimuthal dependence (e.g. TOR -
many events either from north-northeast along array direction or perpendicular to the array
from east-southeast, CALIXTO - complex tectonic structuredue to collisional setting, deep
sediment basins) or concerning the highest standard deviations where only few teleseismic
arrival time picks with greater variation exist. Nevertheless, the scatter of residuals is much
lower than for most of the ISC data indicating the high quality of the data set.
As a final inspection of the new picks, identical teleseismicevent-station-phase pairs were
retrieved from the EHB catalog and compared to the new picks.Approximately 17,000 such
pairs could be found mainly from the ORFEUS catalog but also for stations of the other data
sets. As displayed in Figure 4.5, the new residuals are on average 0.09 s faster with a standard
deviation of 0.77 s for the difference between the residuals. The picking error of the ISC data
can then be estimated since the difference in residuals corresponds to the difference in picking
errors:

dISC = d + εISC (4.1)

dNEW = d + εNEW (4.2)

⇒ dISC − dNEW = εISC − εNEW (4.3)

wheredISC anddNEW denote the individual, observed travel time residuals,d is the residual
without picking errors,εISC andεNEW are the picking errors.
With a picking error on the order of 0.15 s for the newly pickeddata, a standard deviation of
0.77 s for the distribution ofεISC − εNEW measurements and under the assumption of Gaus-
sian error propagation, the picking errors in the ISC data amount to approximately 0.75 s.
This value is larger but still in agreement with the estimateof Gudmundssonet al. (1990) of
σ ≈ 0.5 s for random errors in teleseismic ISC residuals.

4.5 Conclusions

The main objective of this study was to obtain accurate arrival time picks for stations within
Europe which did not report to the ISC and to fill data gaps in regions with few stations.
Waveforms were provided by spatially dense temporary arrays and data centers in Europe.
These waveforms were then preprocessed and absolute arrival times picked with the auto-
matic phase picker of Sandovalet al. (2004a). Analyses of the picks show their high quality
and that they contain significant information on the geologic properties of crust and upper-
most mantle directly beneath the stations. Therefore, the new data set can be combined with
the ISC data for global travel time tomography to obtain a high-resolution velocity model of
crust and mantle beneath Europe in particular beneath the dense station arrays. Furthermore,
this study shows where lack of data/stations is still greatest (e.g. parts of East Europe or
Scandinavia). For future research, valuable information could also be gained from near real
time picking of the VEBSN (Virtual European Broadband Seismograph Network) as gradu-
ally more waveforms become available in near real time for stations which do not report to
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the ISC so far.
The new arrival time picks will be made available via anonymous ftp on ftp://terra.geo.uu.nl/-
people/amaru/.
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Figure 4.4: Mean teleseismic travel time residuals per station for the EHB data set (upper left) and the
new data (upper right) and standard deviation per station for the EHB data set (lower left) and the new
data (lower right). All residuals are computed with respectto the reference model ak135.
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of the differences between residuals of the EHB data set and the newly picked
arrival time data set for matching station-event-phase combinations.
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Chapter 5

Travel Time Tomography With
3-D Reference Models

In global travel time tomography usually one-dimensional (1-D) reference models are used
with respect to which the forward tomographic problem is linearized. This leads to delay
times, ray path geometry, earthquake hypocenters and origin times which are computed for
the 1-D reference model. The delay time is the basic datum fortomographic inversion in
which it is back-projected along reference model ray paths into the 3-D seismic wave speed
of the Earth’s interior. As a result of insufficient data the tomographic inverse problem is
underdetermined which leads to tomographic models biased towards the reference model.
In this study, the dependence of a tomographic model on the reference model is investigated
for the particular case of global travel time tomography. For this purpose we perform tomo-
graphic analyses with three different reference models, one 1-D model and two 3-D models.
The 1-D model (ak135) has been used in various global studiesand serves both to provide
the link to earlier studies and to provide a comparison to ourexperiments with 3-D reference
models. The first 3-D reference model we use is constructed from recent mantle tomography
models which are based on long period seismic data and independent inversion techniques.
These models provide a long wavelength background of mantlestructure. The second 3-D
reference model is an adaptation of the first reference modelwhere we included the detailed
structure imaged with short period data in the well resolvedparts of the mantle.
Prior to tomographic inversion, earthquakes are relocatedin the 3-D reference model using a
grid search technique and 3-D ray tracing. This also provides the linearization of the forward
problem with respect to the 3-D reference model and results in a delay time data set which is
consistent with the reference model.
We observe that in well resolved mantle volumes the imaged structure is independent of the
reference model which supports the actual existence of imaged mantle anomalies and gives
independent credit to the resolving power of the large set ofshort period travel time data
used. In poorly resolved regions the different tomographicmodels prove to be reference
model dependent. An important outcome of our experiments isa new tomographic model
that combines in a consistent way the structure imaged with short period travel times with the
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structure imaged with long period data (long period S wave data, surface waves and normal
modes). This model is specifically useful, for example, for applications in forward modeling
of seismic wave propagation, regional and global event location, mantle dynamics studies and
analysis of the Earth’s gravity field.

5.1 Introduction

Global travel time tomography is a well established and powerful tool to image the seis-
mic velocity properties of the Earth’s crust and mantle in detail. To retain computational
feasibility and reduce mathematical complexity, simplifications are made in the process of
creating a tomographic model. Regarding mathematical complexity, seismic tomography is
a nonlinear inverse problem as a result of the dependence of ray geometry (or Fresnel zone
in finite-frequency tomography) on the seismic wave speed and of seismic travel times on
earthquake location. The forward problem is, however, always linearized with respect to
properties of a reference model of seismic wave speed. In theray approximation, Fermat’s
stationarity principle is invoked to replace the true ray path by the ray path in the reference
model and changes of travel time as a result of event mislocation are approximated by a first
order Taylor expansion of the travel time with respect to small changes in the source location
(e.g. Spakmanet al., 1993). The quality of these approximations depends on the quality of
the reference model in the sense of being already a close approximation of the seismic wave
speed structure of the Earth. What close means in this respect has not been thoroughly in-
vestigated but experiments by van der Hilst and Spakman (1989) and Spakmanet al. (1993)
demonstrate that changing the reference model for mantle tomography significantly affects
the tomographic model. This effect is also well known from local tomographic studies of the
crust (e.g. Kisslinget al., 1994).
In global travel time tomography usually 1-D reference models are used in which wave speed
only varies with depth. Different 1-D reference models exist (relating to different data types
or subsets of global data) and several of these have been usedas reference models in tomo-
graphic research as they already give a good approximation of the velocity distribution in
the Earth. Nevertheless, lateral variations exist within the Earth being strongest in the crust
and uppermost mantle. These 3-D heterogeneities obviouslyaffect the travel times of waves
and can also significantly modify the paths which rays take through the Earth (e.g. oceanic
versus continental crust). Therefore, in many tomography studies corrections are applied to
account for such 3-D structure. For example, in local teleseismic travel time tomography it
has become standard procedure to correct travel times for crustal 3-D velocity structure be-
neath a seismometer array and afterwards fix crustal velocities in the inversion process (e.g.
Sandovalet al., 2003; Martin and Ritter, 2005). As another approach, heterogeneities in the
crust can be included by forcing of the tomographic inverse model towards an assumed 3-D
crustal model (Liet al., 2006). This, however, neglects ray-bending effects.
By performing 3-D ray tracing, ray path geometry can be made consistent with 3-D structure
obtained during inversion. This has been applied in variouslocal and regional tomography
studies (e.g. Papazachos and Nolet, 1997; Sandovalet al., 2003) besides a few global non-
linear tomography studies (Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000; Widiyantoroet al., 2000). So far,
only Widiyantoroet al. (2000) have started directly from a 3-D reference model for their
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tomographic inversions of 400,000 S-wave travel times.
In this study we will perform global tomographic experiments starting from different types
of reference models (1-D and 3-D). Our aim is three-fold:

1. to investigate the dependence of global tomography models on the reference model
used (1-D or 3-D reference models)

2. to create a tomographic model that combines the information contained in short period
travel time data with that of long period seismic data

3. to relocate a large earthquake data set to account for the 3-D heterogeneities contained
in the 3-D reference model

The scientific rationale underlying these three goals will be described in the following:

5.1.1 The dependence of global tomography on the reference model used

Even if a data set provides a perfectly resolved tomographicmodel, the linearizations and
other theoretical simplifications made in the forward problem (e.g. adopting ray theory) may
still produce spurious and biased results in the tomographic model. Data are back-projected
along the wrong seismic ray paths (approximations of the real ray paths), and the seismic rays
used generally start from the wrong source location. Effectively, these approximations cause
inconsistency between the observations and forward model properties and translate implicitly
into (correlated) data noise which may be mapped as spuriousseismic wave speed anoma-
lies or bias results both spatially and in imaged amplitudes(e.g. van der Hilst and Spakman,
1989; Spakmanet al., 1993). After a tomographic model has been obtained it can beused
as a reference model for a subsequent forward modeling and inversion step in which 3-D
ray tracing effectively provides linearization with respect to 3-D mantle structure imaged in
the previous inversion step (Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000; Widiyantoroet al., 2000). This
may remove part of the bias but can only be expected to remove it completely if the ray set
used provides near perfect spatial resolution. Yet, perfect resolution does not exist in global
mantle tomography owing to the strongly non-uniform globaldistribution of earthquakes and
seismological stations. As a result, (large) parts of the mantle are not well sampled leading
to a poor resolution and a biased or spurious model. These parts of the model are mostly
determined by the regularization used in the inverse problem. The regularization determines
how properties of the reference model blend into the tomographic model. Rays that are traced
through these parts of the model cannot converge to the real ray geometry and as a result the
final tomographic model depends on the reference (starting)model. The only way to assess
the dependence of the final model on the starting model is by experimenting with different
starting models. In this study we present global tomographymodels based on 1-D and 3-D
reference models, to assess the effects which different starting points may have on tomo-
graphic results.
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5.1.2 Creating a tomographic model that combines the information con-
tained in short period travel time data with that of long peri od
seismic data

Depending on data type (short period travel time picks, longperiod travel times determined
from waveform correlation, surface waves or normal modes),on tomographic technique (pa-
rameterization with spherical harmonic basis functions versus parameterization with local ba-
sis functions) and on regularization techniques (amplitude damping and/or derivative damp-
ing), distinctly different mantle models have been createdalthough special regularization
techniques can be used to improve similarity between models.
Models based on classical arrival time picks of short periodP-waves and parameterized with
local basis functions (e.g. conical cells) generally contain large, poorly resolved mantle vol-
umes for which insufficient data exist to reliably image structure, for example, in the upper
mantle below oceans, particularly in the southern hemisphere. When using the same data in
conjunction with a parameterization with global basis functions (spherical harmonics) these
data gaps are implicitly interpolated in the model space by virtue of the global nature of the
basis functions. Boschi and Dziewonski (1999) offered reconciliation of both approaches
by combining a cell parameterization with regularization based on first derivative damping.
By its nature however, first derivative regularization interpolates (and extrapolates) in model
space, particularly, in regions of few or no data constraints. These interpolated parts of the
model remain, however, in the null space of the tomographic problem.
Tomography based on local parameterizations is particularly useful to exploit the resolv-
ing power of short period P-wave data in well sampled mantle regions (e.g. van der Hilst
et al., 1997; Bijwaardet al., 1998) while tomography using global spherical harmonic basis
functions is useful in conjunction with data with a relatively low sensitivity for the detail
(. 200 km) of mantle structure such as normal modes, surface waves,and carefully selected
long period S-wave or P-wave data (e.g. Li and Romanowicz, 1996; Ekström and Dziewon-
ski, 1998; Ritsemaet al., 1999). Unlike travel time tomography models, such models are
based on a more uniform sampling of mantle structure albeit at large wavelength (e.g. later-
ally 500-1000 km or larger). Long period data are largely complementary in sensitivity for
mantle structure compared to the sensitivity of short period data, and in part complementary
in spatial sampling of the mantle. A combined inversion of short period travel time data with
long period data would be beneficial to arrive at a more complete structural model of the
mantle.
In this study, we choose for a hybrid approach to reach this goal by taking independent (in
data and technique) tomographic models based on long perioddata as reference models for
tomographic inversion of short period P-wave data. In this way, the partly complementary
structural information contained in long period data is already contained in the background
of our experiments, and will (hopefully) be more focused in regions where the short period
travel time data may prove to have superior resolving power for structural detail.

5.1.3 Nonlinear earthquake location in 3-D models of mantlestructure

Standard, earthquakes are located in 1-D reference models (e.g. ISC, NEIC procedures). The
procedure developed by Engdahlet al. (1998) particularly advocates the use of modern 1-D
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reference models and empirical station corrections to, at least partially, account for effects
of near-station crust and mantle structure. As noted earlier, tomographic models based on
travel times (derived from earthquake location in 1-D models) show that large parts of the
mantle are insufficiently resolved owing to lack of data. Travel time models based on lo-
cal parameterization and using local regularization suggest that the resolving power of the
short period P-wave data for the very long wavelength content of mantle structure may not
be strong. Models constructed from long period data (including surface waves and normal
modes) do, however, indicate the presence of very long wavelength mantle structure. One
possibility for explaining this difference between modelsis that during earthquake location
(part of) the signal belonging to long wavelength heterogeneity is mapped into a hypocenter
mislocation depending on the global or regional station network involved for each event. A
way around this potential problem is relocation of earthquakes in long wavelength tomogra-
phy models. In this way, our procedure of using 3-D referencemodels requires 3-D location
of the earthquakes prior to tomographic inversion in the 3-Dreference model, which will also
account for effects on the location of the far-field long wavelength structure of the mantle.

In summary, we anticipate that 3-D ray tracing and nonlinearearthquake location in a real-
istic 3-D reference model prior to tomographic inversion provide a better starting point for
inversion than a simple 1-D reference model could. Independent of this, our hybrid approach
of using long wavelength tomography models of Earth structure, which are constructed from
long period data, as 3-D starting models for short-period travel time tomography will blend
the structural information implicitly contained in short period data with that obtained from
inversions of long period data. This leads to a more completemodel than either approach by
itself can deliver at present.

5.2 Data

5.2.1 EHB catalog

The main data source for travel time tomography is a reprocessed and updated version of
the International Seismological Centre (ISC) bulletins extended with travel times from the
National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) of the U.S. Geological Survey for the most
recent events (Engdahlet al., 1998). This database will be referred to hereafter as EHB
catalog. The latest version of this database contains earthquake observations for the period
1964–2004 including over 445,000 events for 27.4 mill. firstand later arriving phases. The
processing of Engdahlet al. (1998) comprised a phase re-identification, theoretical travel
time calculation in the reference model ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995) and source relocation in-
volving corrections for crust and mantle heterogeneity. From that catalog, 7.9 mill. regional
P arrivals, 9.7 mill. teleseismic P, pP and pwP arrivals and 1.5 mill. PcP, PKPab, PKPbc,
PKPdf and PKiKP phases were selected for the global P tomography of this study. The selec-
tion criteria for epicentral distance and travel time residual range are given in Table 5.1. The
precision of the P phases was estimated following the methodof Gudmundssonet al. (1990).
This method uses ray bundles of teleseismic phases with decreasing width to extrapolate the
standard deviation of ray bundles with zero width, which is presumed to be the upper limit of
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errors in the data. For the phases selected from the EHB catalog for25◦ − 100◦ distance this
error is estimated to be 0.65 s.

5.2.2 Euro-Mediterranean bulletin

The Euro-Mediterranean bulletin of the Euro-Mediterranean Seismological Centre (EMSC)
provides the second data set used in this study. Like the EHB catalog, this bulletin contains a
collection of travel time observations but only from local networks in the Euro-Mediterranean
region (Godeyet al., 2006). Well constrained earthquakes in this catalog were relocated
by the EMSC. However, if existent, the corresponding EHB location is used here instead
of the EMSC locations. Otherwise, the events are relocated in ak135 including empirical
regional travel time corrections for consistency with the EHB catalog following the approach
of Engdahlet al. (1998) and using the relocation method described in Section5.3. From the
resulting EMSC subset, 155,000 travel time residuals from 14,000 events were selected using
the selection criteria given in Table 5.1. Following the method of Gudmundssonet al. (1990),
here the upper limit of random data errors was estimated to be0.68 s.

5.2.3 Newly picked data for stations in Europe

Additionally, temporary experiments in Europe (CALIXTO (Wenzelet al., 1998), EIFEL
(Ritter et al., 2000), MIDSEA (van der Leeet al., 2001), SVEKALAPKO (Bock and the
SVEKALAPKO Seismic Tomography Working Group, 2001), TOR (Gregersenet al., 2002)),
the ORFEUS archives (Observatories and Research Facilities for European Seismology) and
a data collection from Leeds University, UK (Arrowsmith, 2003) form another source of data
for travel time tomography. The data from these stations were obtained as waveforms, pre-
processed and picked with the automatic picking method of Sandovalet al. (2004a). This
procedure resulted in a total of 83,500 P-wave travel times (see also Chapter 4). The picking
errors were estimated within the picking algorithm to be approximately 0.15 s. The obtained
travel times were later on combined with the Euro-Mediterranean bulletin and EHB catalog
data using the same selection criteria as for the EHB catalog.

5.2.4 Newly picked data for stations in North America

Furthermore, in North America many of the data registered and stored by the Advanced
National Seismic Network (ANSS), the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology
(IRIS), the Canadian National Seismic Network (CNSN), the Southern California Earthquake
Data Center (SCEDC) and the NARS-Baja project (Trampertet al., 2003) are not reported to
the ISC on a regular basis. Data from these sources were obtained for 2002–2004 and build
the fourth subset used here. Originally, the data set was acquired and picked by Sandovalet al.
(2004a) as part of an investigation of the lithosphere and mantle beneath North America. It
was obtained using the same processing as for the European data set and contains 120,000
P-wave picks for 486 events. As for the newly picked data for stations in Europe, the picking
error is expected to be on the order of 0.15 s since they were obtained with the same picking
method. Again, the same selection criteria as for the EHB catalog were applied.
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phase type epicentral distance residual range
P ≤ 25◦ ±7.5 s
P > 25◦ ±3.5 s

pP, pwP (focal depth≥ 35 km) 25◦ − 100◦ ±3.5 s
PcP 25◦ − 40◦, 47◦ − 70◦ ±3.5 s

PKiKP, PKPdf 110◦ − 140◦ ±3.5 s
PKPab, PKPbc, PKPdf ≥ 150◦ ±3.5 s

Table 5.1: Selection criteria for the different phase types used for tomography.

5.3 Tomographic method

In seismic tomography, travel time residuals, i.e. the difference between observed arrival
times and the corresponding reference model arrival times,are used to invert for 3-D velocity
variations with respect to the reference model. In the high-frequency approximation, the
Fresnel zone collapses into a seismic ray and seismic wave propagation theory reduces to
seismic ray theory. In this approximation travel times are computed by integration of the
slowness along the ray path resulting in the following delaytime equation:

d =

∫

L

s dl

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Tx(s)

−

∫

L0

s0 dl0

︸ ︷︷ ︸

T 0
x0

(s0)

+∆tx + ∆ts + ε (5.1)

whered represents the delay/travel time residual, the first and second integral describe the
computation of the ”true” and predicted travel timesTx(s) andT 0

x0
(s0) respectively withL

as ray path through the Earth starting at the true earthquakelocationx, L0 as ray path in the
reference model starting at the reference locationx0, dl anddl0 are the ray segments,s is the
Earth’s slowness field ands0 is the slowness field of the reference model.∆tx contains the
timing error due to source mislocation as a result of the slowness anomaly fields − s0, ∆ts
contains travel time effects due to station elevation and instrument response andε describes
the observational errors (e.g. picking errors or phase misidentification, remaining location
errors). Equation 5.1 holds for any adopted reference model.
The first integral of equation 5.1 is linearized under the assumptions that the ray path in the
reference model is sufficiently close to the actual ray path in the Earth (L ≈ L0) and that the
reference earthquake locations are sufficiently close to the real locations. The effect of the
spatial earthquake mislocation on the travel time is approximated by a Taylor expansion of
the travel time around the reference sourcex0. This leads to the forward equation of travel
time tomography based on ray theory:

d =

∫

L0

(s − s0) dl0 + (x − x0) · ∇0T
0
x0

+ ∆tx + ∆ts + ε (5.2)

In a tomographic analysis, a large set of delay time equations 5.2 derived from many source-
station combinations is discretized and inverted for estimates of the slowness anomaly field
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s − s0, event mislocationsx − x0, origin time errors∆tx and the station statics term∆ts.
Following the approach of Bijwaardet al. (1998), composite rays are used instead of single
rays for the EHB and EMSC data where a composite ray is built from single rays of the same
phase type which are recorded at the same station and originate from the same event cluster
(defined by volumes of0.3◦ × 0.3◦ × dz with volume thicknessdz increasing from 15 km
at the surface to 40 km at 660 km depth). In this way, the numberof data for inversion is
reduced and at the same time the signal-to-noise ratio increased. The data are weighted prior
to inversion by the spread of the individual delay times within the respective ray bundle to
account for the difference in ray bundle size.

W−1
rb =

√
∑N

i=1(dt − dti)2

N
(5.3)

whereWrb represents the ray bundle weight,dti is the delay of rayi anddt is the average
delay of the ray bundle. The weights were restricted to one order of magnitude.
For the newly picked data (Section 5.2.3 and 5.2.4), this approach is not used as their quality
is expected to be higher. Instead, single rays with large weight are used. The resulting data
vector contains 10.4 million residuals from originally 19.4 million single residuals.
The Earth is parameterized by an irregular grid of non-overlapping cells according to the
method of Spakman and Bijwaard (2001) where the cell size depends on the number of rays
crossing a cell. The horizontal cell size varies in crust andmantle between 0.5°× 0.5° and
10.0°× 10.0° with an increasing layer thickness from the crust (10 km) to the lower mantle
(200 km). The inner and outer core are both parameterized by asingle layer with cells of
10°× 10° to allow for core structure but simultaneously prevent large model variations. The
irregular grid is constructed from 8 035 000 cells of 0.5°× 0.5° which are projected using a
hitcount constraint onto 604 000 non-overlapping irregular cells. The irregular cell approach
mostly reduces overparameterization thereby improving the conditioning of the inversion ma-
trix while retaining the possibility to resolve structure at small scales (0.5°) where allowed by
the data.
The tomographic inversion itself is performed iterativelywith the LSQR algorithm of Paige
and Saunders (1982). Simultaneously with the inversion forcell slowness anomalies, we in-
vert for event cluster mislocations and station corrections. A second-derivative damping is
applied to regularize the solution of the inversion and to obtain a smooth model. Additionally,
for inversion with 3-D reference models an amplitude damping is applied to suppress large
model excursions particularly in the crust and directly beneath it. The model parameters are
scaled for inversion dependent on cell size and hitcount to emphasize small cells and weigh
down cells with very high hitcounts in the lower mantle following the approach of Bijwaard
et al. (1998):

(

C
−1/2
d A

λC

)

S
−

1
2 m

′ =

(

C
−1/2
d d

0

)

(5.4)

whereA contains the ray path segments, relocation and station coefficients,Cd represents
the data covariance matrix,λ is a damping factor controlling the trade-off between data misfit
and model norm/smoothness varying between 1000 and 7000,C is the matrix of damping
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coefficients,S the scaling matrix with(Sjj) = hjVj andhj andVj are hitcount and cell vol-
ume respectively,m′ = S

1
2 m is the scaled model vectorm andd the data vector consisting

of the travel time residuals.

5.3.1 Reference Models

1-D reference model

The radial model ak135 by Kennettet al. (1995), which has served as reference model in
many other studies, is used as the 1-D reference model. The basic data set of travel time delays
and earthquake locations is already consistent with this reference model. The tomographic
model computed with respect to ak135 is hereafter called P06.

Long wavelength 3-D reference model

We constructed a 3-D reference model from two global tomography models determined from
long period data. The CUB2.0 model (Ritzwolleret al., 2002b) covers the crust and upper-
most mantle and is combined with the model S20RTS (Ritsemaet al., 1999) in the deeper
mantle. The CUB model is based on broadband surface wave group and phase velocity mea-
surements and implicitly contains a global crustal model since it uses CRUST2.0 (Bassin
et al., 2000) in the background. The P velocities are taken as provided by this model. Be-
tween 200 and 300 km, the model S20RTS is smoothly blend in using a depth-weighted aver-
age of both models. S20RTS is based on Rayleigh wave phase velocity measurements, shear
wave travel times and normal mode splitting measurements. Since S20RTS is a shear veloc-
ity model, it is converted to P velocities using the depth-dependentd ln vs/d ln vp values of
Bolton and Masters (2001) which range from 1.345 in the uppermantle to 3.45 in the lower-
most mantle. In the Earth’s core the 1-D reference model ak135 is used. The reference model
is called CUB+S20RTS with which we compute two tomographic models: P06CS obtained
without a priori 3-D relocation of earthquakes, and P06CSloc which is obtained starting
from 3-D relocated events in the reference model CUB+S20RTS. Raypaths and travel time
predictions in the reference models are obtained with 3-D raytracing (Bijwaard and Spakman,
1999a).

Hybrid 3-D reference model

It is well known that velocity anomaly amplitudes are systematically underestimated in travel
time tomography as a result of reduced resolution, regularization, and incomplete conver-
gence of the LSQR algorithm. Sensitivity tests with synthetic models demonstrate that in
many regions recovered amplitudes are on the order of 50-70%of the synthetic amplitudes
while the synthetic velocity patterns can still be well reconstructed. The amplitude loss can-
not be recovered by inversion (it is in the null space) but amplitude enhancement can be made
as part of the reference model. For this purpose (and for another reason discussed in section
5.5.3) a 3-D reference model is constructed that combines the better-resolved part of model
P06 with reference model CUB+S20RTS. Prior to this combination the amplitudes of P06 are
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first uniformly enhanced by a factor 2. Next, to correct for amplified amplitudes that would
affect the data fit we only retain the part of the amplificationthat is located in the null space of
the inverse problem. This part can be determined with the null space shuttle of Deal and Nolet
(1996). The resulting model P06+ is blended with reference model CUB+S20RTS leading to
the new reference model CUB+S20RTS+P06+. The reference model construction is imple-
mented along the following lines: The tomographic inverse problem in which ak135 is used
as reference model leads to the solutionxxxP06 and is described by the following equation

AAAxxxP06 = ddd (5.5)

whereAAA contains the ray path segments in each grid cell andddd is the data vector. The
difference between the amplified tomography modelxxxamp (= 2xxxP06) and the obtained model
xxxP06 is

∆x∆x∆x = xxxamp − xxxP06 (5.6)

The part of∆x∆x∆x which lies in the null space ofAAA (i.e. ∆x∆x∆xnull) can be found by applying the
null space shuttle of Deal and Nolet (1996): Lethhh be defined as

hhh = A∆xA∆xA∆x (5.7)

and∆x∆x∆x be the sum of the components lying in the range (∆x∆x∆xrange) and in the null space
(∆x∆x∆xnull) of AAA such that

∆x∆x∆x = ∆x∆x∆xrange + ∆x∆x∆xnull (5.8)

Then inversion of

A∆xA∆xA∆x = AAA(∆x∆x∆xrange + ∆x∆x∆xnull) = hhh (5.9)

will give an estimate of∆x∆x∆xrange asA∆xA∆xA∆xnull = 000 by definition, so that the final amplified
model (using eq. 5.8 to obtain∆xnull∆xnull∆xnull)

xxxP06+ = xxxP06 + ∆x∆x∆xnull (5.10)

does not affect the data misfit since

AAAxxxP06+ = AAAxxxP06 + AAA∆x∆x∆xnull
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

= ddd (5.11)

The final, amplified model P06+ is then combined with CUB+S20RTS applying a hitcount-
dependent criterion where the hitcount is the number of rayscrossing a cell. For cells with
a hitcount greater than 500/1000/2000 in the upper/mid/lower mantle P06+ is used. A grad-
ual transition from P06+ to CUB+S20RTS is achieved by using a hitcount-weighted aver-
age of both models in an intermediate hitcount range. For cells with a hitcount lower than
100/200/400 in the upper/mid/lower mantle CUB+S20RTS is used. Also, to ensure a smooth
transition between P06 and CUB+S20RTS, the combined model is smoothed taking into
account the adjacent cells in latitude and longitude direction. In the Earth’s core the 1-D
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reference model ak135 is used. With respect to reference model CUB+S20RTS+P06+ we
compute two tomographic models: P063D obtained without a priori 3-D relocation of earth-
quakes, and P063Dloc which is obtained starting from 3-D relocated events in the reference
model CUB+S20RTS+P06+. Again, raypaths and travel time predictions in the reference
model are computed with 3-D raytracing.

5.3.2 Relocation

In the only other global tomography study using 3-D reference models of Widiyantoroet al.
(2000), relocation of earthquakes in the actual reference model is neglected. Yet, to establish
complete consistency between source parameters, travel times and the reference model, it is
necessary to relocate the events in the 3-D reference models. The relocation procedure is
based on the grid search method of Sambridge and Kennett (1986). Using the ak135 (EHB)
location as starting point, the grid search is performed around this location. Initially, a grid
of 2 km node spacing is used which is subsequently refined to 1 km node spacing. The grid
nodes are supplied with theoretical travel times of the 3-D reference model using the ray trac-
ing method of Bijwaard and Spakman (1999a).
From an analysis of the distributions of epicenter, depth and origin time shifts with respect to
the original EHB locations, we discarded the 2% of relocations with the largest shifts in the
tails of the respective distributions to avoid erroneous relocations. The rejected relocations
consist mainly of events which are only regionally constrained or where only few arrival times
could be used. Thus, for relocation in CUB+S20RTS 426,000 out of 450,000 earthquake re-
locations were accepted, for the rest we kept the original EHB location. For relocation with
CUB+S20RTS+P06+ 434,000 relocations were accepted. The differing numbers of accepted
relocations and generally smaller relocation vectors for CUB+S20RTS+P06+ indicate that
CUB+S20RTS+P06+ explains travel times better than CUB+S20RTS.

In summary, five tomographic models will be determined:

• P06 with respect to the 1-D reference model ak135

• P06 CS with respect to CUB+S20RTS but without 3-D relocation of events prior to
inversion, i.e. 3-D ray tracing starts from ak135-locations

• P06 CSloc with respect to CUB+S20RTS with 3-D relocation in thisreference model
prior to inversion

• P06 3D with respect to CUB+S20RTS+P06+ but without 3-D relocation of the events

• P06 3Dloc with respect to CUB+S20RTS+P06+ and with 3-D relocation of the events
prior to inversion

5.4 Model Resolution and Variance Estimates

Before analyzing and comparing the resulting tomography models, the spatial and amplitude
errors of these models are estimated. As stations and eventsare not equally distributed over
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Figure 5.1: Logarithmic hitcount (i.e. number of rays crossing a cell) at 50 km, 440 km, 1175 km and
2650 km depths.

the Earth, the resolution of the velocity models varies spatially. The former fact is clearly in-
dicated in the hitcount maps (Fig. 5.1). For example, ray coverage in the uppermost mantle is
low beneath the oceans and cratons due to a low number of earthquakes and seismic stations.

The computation of the formal resolution matrix is practically excluded due to the large
number of parameters, therefore tests are performed with synthetic models (Spakman and
Nolet, 1988) to find the minimum size of anomalies that can be reconstructed and to detect
lack of resolution. The synthetic models for these tests contain well separated spikes of±5%
amplitude with respect to the reference model with a distance of at least once the spike size
in all directions between them and being shifted laterally with depth. The spike models are
generated on an equal surface area grid and subsequently projected onto the irregular grid.
Theoretical travel times are then calculated and Gaussian distributed noise with a standard
deviation of±0.5 s is added to the data. The spike amplitudes of±5% are large compared
to the overall seismic P-anomaly values typically imaged (few percent in the upper mantle,
less than 1% in the lower mantle). We have adopted these synthetic amplitudes because they
lead to a signal-to-noise ratio of the synthetic delays, which is comparable to that of the real
data when Gaussian noise is added to the synthetic delays with a standard deviation of 0.5 s
(comparable to data noise). We aim at a similar signal-to-noise-ratio because we want to
mimic the inversion of real data as closely as possible. The reason why much larger synthetic
amplitudes are needed to obtain a similar signal-to-noise ratio lies in the different structural
character of real Earth structure and of the synthetic models used. Synthetic delays are ac-
quired along rays that sample the alternating pattern of spike amplitudes where positive and
negative contributions to the synthetic delay cancel for a large part along most ray paths. In
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Figure 5.2: Spike tests for a cell size of 2°× 2° at 50 km depth, 3°× 3° at 440 km depth, 5°× 5° at
1175 km depth and 5°× 5° at 2650 km depth. The grayscales give the amplitude of the velocity anoma-
lies.

this sense, the alternating spike model is typically a modelthat lies close to, and in practice
usually partly in, the null space.
Earlier work (Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000) and our own experiments have shown that sen-
sitivity test results, when using ray paths in a 1-D model or when using ray paths in 3-D
models, only differ in small local detail which cannot be easily quantified as being a signifi-
cant local improvement or degradation of spatial resolution. We are mainly interested in the
more global effects of using different starting models for travel time tomography and have
observed that the tomography models are not differently resolved on larger spatial scales, ir-
respective of the reference model used. For this reason we have concentrated on conducting
sensitivity tests with the ray path set as computed in the 1-Dak135 reference model. The fact
that spatial resolution on larger spatial scales is highly comparable between models renders
resolution as less discriminative for comparison of results on global scales.
In Figure 5.2, 5.3 and the appendix of this thesis (Fig. A.1 toA.10), examples of such spike
tests are shown at various depths with spikes of different sizes increasing with depth as the
spatial resolution decreases with depth. While in the best resolved regions of the uppermost
mantle anomalies of 0.5°×0.5° horizontally can be reconstructed, in the lowermost mantle
only anomalies of 3.0°×3.0° to 4.0°×4.0° and bigger can be imaged (Figure 5.3). Further-
more, resolution is generally poor below oceans, in particular, in the southern hemisphere and
in the lowermost mantle stronger lateral smearing is observed than at shallower depth.
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Figure 5.3: Blow-ups of spike tests for a cell size of 0.5°× 0.5° beneath Europe at 50 km depth and
4°× 4° beneath southeast Asia at 2650 km depth. The grayscales give the amplitude of the velocity
anomalies.

To estimate the uncertainty of the velocity model caused by errors in the observed travel
times, various methods can be applied, for example, using Gaussian distributed noise as data
vector while keeping the original matrix for inversion (notperformed here). As another test,
the data vector can be permuted randomly before performing the inversion keeping again
the same inversion matrix as for the original data vector (Spakman, 1991). This test also
serves to investigate the correlation between data and ray paths where one would expect that
the resulting model shows random anomalies of low amplitudeif there are no correlations
between delay times and ray paths. An example of such a test isgiven in Figure 5.4. In
general, a random model with low amplitudes (≈ 0.2 − 0.3%) is found in regions of good
ray coverage. Only poorly sampled regions, as for example the Northern Atlantic at 50 km
depth, display systematic anomalies of higher amplitude (≈ 1%).

Data variance reduction obtained from the inversions ranges between 44.7% and 75.0% de-
pending on how well the respective reference model already predicts the travel times (see
Table 5.2). However, the inversions result in standard deviations of the weighted composite
residuals between 1.44 to 1.58 for all models. The largest standard deviations are found for
CUB+S20RTS as starting model while they are comparable for ak135 and CUB+S20RTS+P06+

as starting models (taking into account that during 3-D ray tracing in the 3-D reference mod-
els noise on the order of 0.1 s is added to the residuals (Bijwaard and Spakman, 1999a)).

As a further analysis of model properties, the mean anomaly and the respective root-mean-
square (RMS) values are computed for each layer and cells with a hitcount greater than 1000
(Fig. 5.5). The biggest model amplitudes are found in the crust and upper mantle. In par-
ticular, the models which implicitly contain CRUST2.0 display large average velocity pertur-
bations in the crust with respect to ak135. On average, positive values are observed in the
upper mantle in CUB+S20RTS and the according inversion models P06CS and P06CSloc
as those models are dominated by high-velocity anomalies inregions sampled by short period
P waves in the upper mantle while they are negative in the other models below 200 km depth.
The mean values reduce to less than±0.2% in the mid and lower mantle. For comparison,
the mean velocity perturbations of the permuted data vectortest are displayed which are close
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Figure 5.4: Sensitivity test with a randomly permuted data vector at 50 km, 440 km, 1175 km and
2650 km depth.

variance reduction mean residual±σ mean residual±σ
from inversion relative to the start. model relative to the start. model

before inversion after inversion
P06 52.1% 0.07± 2.08 0.01±1.44

P06CSx 75.0% 1.30± 3.04 0.00±1.52
P06CSlocx 61.6% 0.11± 2.55 0.00±1.58

P06 3Dx 62.0% -0.66± 2.40 0.00±1.48
P063Dlocx 44.7% -0.14± 1.99 0.00±1.48

Table 5.2: Data variance reduction from inversion of all models and themean± standard deviation of
the weighted composite residuals with respect to the starting model before and after inversion.
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to 0% throughout the mantle.
High RMS values are found in the models with a 3-D reference model, in particular, for the
inversion models P063D and P063Dloc. RMS values below the Moho reduce from≈2.5%
to 0.5%-0.7% at the 660 km discontinuity. In the mid and lowermantle, they are smaller with
0.1%-0.3% increasing again in the lowermost mantle. The model of the permuted data vector
test contains RMS values of≈ 0.25% at the top, reducing to≈ 0.2% in the upper mantle
and to< 0.1% in the lower mantle. This RMS profile resulting from the permuted data test
provides an upper bound for the amplitude errors since the data are treated as errors in this
test while true data errors are smaller.

5.5 Results

We focus on the tomographic models P06, P06CSloc, and P063Dloc which are all ob-
tained from inverting data sets (delays, ray paths, and hypocenters) that are consistent with
the reference models used (ak135, CUB+S20RTS, and CUB+S20RTS+P06+, respectively).
For display and interpretation purposes all models are displayed with respect to reference
model ak135. Using a different reference model for display than the starting model for in-
version proves useful for interpretation of crust and mantle structures (e.g. Kissling and
Spakman, 1996). Two other models are shown, P06CSlocx and P063Dlocx, which con-
stitute the actual inversion results with respect to the reference models CUB+S20RTS and
CUB+S20RTS+P06+, respectively, and show explicitly how and where the reference model
is changed.

5.5.1 Tomography with respect to a 1-D reference model – P06

The first model (P06) will serve as a standard to which all other models will be compared to
illustrate the effect of using a 3-D reference model. As the aim of this study is to investigate
the dependence of global tomography on the reference model (e.g. relocation in the reference
model, type of model used) we will present the main anomaliesfound in the tomography
models only briefly. The information contained in the traveltime residuals is easiest ob-
served in the model P06 obtained with ak135 as reference model. In Figures 5.7 and 5.13,
it is displayed in the top row at 50 km, 185 km, 440 km, 1175 km, 1900 km and 2650 km
depth.
Interpretations can be given according to studies by Grandet al. (1997), Bijwaardet al.
(1998), Bijwaard and Spakman (1999b), Goeset al. (1999), Ranginet al. (1999), van der
Voo et al. (1999) and Montelliet al. (2006). In the upper mantle high-velocity anomalies
are related to subducted slabs as, for example, along the Tonga-Kermadec trench (see also
Fig. 5.8) or beneath southeast Asia (see also Fig. 5.9). Continental shields and cratons in the
upper mantle are also imaged by high-velocity anomalies (e.g. the Canadian Shield or East
European platform in Fig. 5.7 at 50 km, 185 km), while low-velocity anomalies are associ-
ated with tectonically active regions such as mountain ranges (e.g. Alps, North American
Cordillera), back-arc basins (e.g. Western Mediterraneanbasin) or rifting/spreading centers
(Mid-Atlantic ridge, Red Sea). Furthermore, low-velocityanomalies can be related to higher
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Figure 5.5: Depth-dependent laterally averaged velocity perturbation (top) and root-mean-square val-
ues (bottom) with respect to ak135 of the different models for regions sampled by more than 1000
rays.
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Figure 5.6: Location of the regions mentioned in the text, blow-ups (Figs. 5.8 to 5.10 and vertical cross-
sections (Fig. 5.14). Abbreviations: Al - Alps, Ap - Altiplano, ArSh - Arabian Shield, CaSh - Canadian
Shield, Carib - Caribbean plate, EAR - East African rift, EEP- East European platform, Eif - Eifel, Hi
- Himalaya, N-Am Cord. - North American Cordillera, RS - Red Sea, Thy - Tyrrhenian Basin, TK -
Tonga-Kermadec trench, Yel - Yellowstone, Yuc - Yucatan Basin. Plate boundaries after Bird (2003).

than average mantle temperatures in regions of presumed hotupwellings or plumes (e.g. Ice-
land, Eifel).
In the lower mantle, high-velocity anomalies represent remnants of subducted slabs as, for
instance, at 1175 km depth the north-south oriented anomalybeneath the Americas related
to the subduction of the Farallon plate or the west-east directed anomaly across Eurasia due
to the subduction of the Tethys ocean. Low-velocity anomalies in the lower mantle, which
are also observed at shallower depth, image plumes and hot upwellings as, for example, the
low-velocity anomaly beneath the East African rift system or in Central Europe.
Besides that, undersampled regions can easily be detected in this model as they obtain±0%
velocity perturbations in the inversion.

5.5.2 Tomography with respect to the 3-D reference model CUB+S20RTS
– model P06CSloc

Figure 5.7 displays results for selected depths (figure columns) of models P06 (first row),
P06CSloc (second row), the actual inversion result P06CSlocx (third row), and the refer-
ence model CUB+S20RTS (last row). The model P06CSloc is the tomographic model ob-
tained with CUB+S20RTS as starting model displayed with respect to ak135 and P06CSlocx
is the same model but displayed with respect to CUB+S20RTS.
In the crustal layers (not shown) only little information can be gained from the data except for
a few regions in Europe, Japan or northwestern America wheremany stations and events ex-
ist. Therefore, in the crust the results are dominated by thereference model (CUB2.0 which
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incorporates the crustal model CRUST2.0). Through event relocation and 3-D ray tracing
in the reference model prior to inversion, ray path geometryand predicted travel times are
still affected by the crustal heterogeneity (Bijwaard and Spakman, 1999a), which changes
e.g. crustal entry/exit angles of rays and which has a globaleffect on ray geometry (i.e. with
respect to rays in ak135).
At 50 km (Fig. 5.7) the resolving power of the travel time dataset becomes apparent. At
this depth, model resolution is mostly provided by uppermost mantle grazing Pn waves.
P06CSlocx (third row) shows explicitly where the reference model is changed. At 50 km,
this solution mostly adds negative anomalies to the reference model, lowering the generally
positive reference amplitudes found in many oceanic regions. Conversely, in the continental
areas the solution tends to add small-amplitude positive anomalies to the reference model.
Comparison to the P06 model explains that all these changes only occur where the travel time
data indeed sample the uppermost mantle. Most of the oceanicareas and cores of continental
regions retain reference model velocities for lack of ray sampling. Still, the inversion offers
a good means to integrate seismic velocity information based on surface wave inversion (the
reference model) with that obtained from travel time inversions.
A first glance at a depth of 185 km suggests great similarity between the reference model
and P06CSloc. On the global scale the changes are subtle but important as evidenced by
the solution P06CSlocx (third row) that, in many regions, shows narrow high-velocity vari-
ations and effectively adds the image of subducted slab to the reference model. This is even
more convincing in cross-sectional view or mapview blow-ups (e.g. Figs 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.14,
discussed later). Apart from subduction zones, more complex variations in wave speed are
required by the data in the European-Mediterranean region,the Tethys belt, southeast Asia
and for instance under North America. For these regions and subduction zones the reference
model is completely changed, attesting to the resolving power of the travel time data, and the
model P06CSloc resembles closely model P06.
Deeper in the mantle, where S20RTS provides the reference model, the amplitudes of the
solution P06CSlocx are more of the order of reference model wave speeds and the mantle
volume sampled by seismic rays becomes much larger. Models P06 and P06CSloc are quite
similar in regions of good resolution. Differences betweenthe two models occur mostly be-
low oceanic areas where ray sampling is low and the data therefore have reduced resolving
power to change the reference model. The depth-layer at 1175km provides an illustration of
these effects. Here, the 3-D reference model provides, although on a larger wavelength scale
(smoother), a similar representation of the positive anomalies associated with subduction of
the Tethys and Farallon oceans under Eurasia and the Americas, respectively. The solution
P06CSlocx looks rather random in structure but in fact focuses the reference model in these
mantle subduction regions strongly towards P06 giving credit to the resolving power of the
data set at this depth. Also below Africa, South America, andthe north Atlantic, the refer-
ence model is strongly changed, focusing the ”African superplume” (Ritsemaet al., 1999) in
the former region, and focusing the ”Iceland plume” (Bijwaard and Spakman, 1999b) in the
latter.
Around all these regions a transition occurs toward reference model anomalies which are
only exclusively found beneath the NE Pacific and SW Atlantic. Similar observations can
be made for the layer at 1900 km where again the reference model is being focused toward
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P06 and which demonstrates that the tomographic models P06 and P06CSloc are relatively
independent of the reference models in most regions.
Occasionally the inversion with respect to the 3-D reference model produces totally new
anomalies that are neither found (or suggested) in P06 nor inthe 3-D reference model. An
example is the positive anomaly north of the Fiji region in the SW Pacific at a depth of
2650 km. This anomaly occurs in a region of moderate resolution. Other examples of strong
focusing of barely visible, low-amplitude structures in P06 or in the reference model, are the
positive anomalies in the Tonga region, in the Indian ocean,the SE Pacific, South America
and the SW Atlantic region. Redistribution of teleseismic ray geometry in the 3-D model
with respect to ak135 is largest in the deepest mantle and maylead to visibility and focusing
of hitherto undiscovered structure.

5.5.3 Inversion with respect to the alternative 3-D reference model CUB-
+S20RTS+P06+ – model P063Dloc

As the results have shown so far, in regions of good resolution (according to the sensitivity
tests) the tomographic models are very similar independentof the reference model used. In
regions of very low resolution the models mostly reflect the reference model. There is an
intermediate range where the solution is reference model dependent due to the spatially vari-
able but limited resolving power of the data. In these regions P06CSloc is a mix between
the 3-D reference model and model P06 and there is no obvious reason why one would pre-
fer one specific solution. With the construction of reference model CUB+S20RTS+P06+ we
have chosen to replace the intermediate and well-resolved regions with P06+, an amplitude-
enhanced version of P06. With this choice we accept to bias the solution in these mantle
volumes toward a solution based on ak135. By construction, P06+ contains larger anomaly
amplitudes than P06 due to model amplification in the null space but its features are generally
similar in regions of good resolution. As P06+ replaces CUB+S20RTS in regions sampled by
most rays, we can also account better, through 3-D ray tracing, for the non-linearity of the in-
verse problem resulting from small-scale high-amplitude velocity heterogeneity (e.g. slabs).
In Figures 5.11 and 5.12, two mapview sections are displayedshowing the effect of anomaly
amplification at 440 km depth under northwestern America andat 1900 km depth beneath
southeast Asia. The part of the model amplification that liesin the null space is generally less
than half the amplitude of P06.
Figure 5.13 displays the inversion results of model P063Dloc (in the same format as Fig-
ure 5.7). At first instance one might expect that the solutionP063Dlocx would only give rise
to moderate changes of the reference model because CUB+S20RTS+P06+ already combines
the best from inversion model P06 with reference model CUB+S20RTS. Furthermore, am-
plitude amplifications in P06+ are retained to the null space, hence data insensitive. Instead,
although less pronounced than in solution P06CSlocx (Fig 5.7), we observe changes with
substantial amplitude and spatial variation. The reason must be found in the fact that the null
space shuttle experiment leading to P06+ was performed with ak135 as a reference and that
in less well-sampled regions CUB+S20RTS is employed. Afterconstruction of the reference
model CUB+S20RTS+P06+, all events have been relocated prior to inversion using 3-Dray
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Figure 5.7: Tomography model P06 using ak135 as starting model (top), P06 CSloc using
CUB+S20RTS as starting model displayed with respect to ak135 (second from top), P06CSlocx us-
ing CUB+S20RTS as starting model displayed with respect to CUB+S20RTS (third from top) and the
model CUB+S20RTS itself (bottom) displayed as velocity perturbations with respect to ak135. Shown
are horizontal slices through the models at 50 km (left) and 185 km depth (right).
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Figure 5.7: (Continued). Horizontal slices through the models at 440 km(left) and 1175 km depth
(right).
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Figure 5.7: (Continued). Horizontal slices through the models at 1900 km (left) and 2650 km depths
(right).
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Figure 5.8: Model section at 185 km depth beneath the Tonga-Kermadec region. Tomography
model P06 using ak135 as starting model (top), P06CSloc using CUB+S20RTS as starting model
displayed with respect to ak135 (middle row, left column), P06 CSlocx using CUB+S20RTS as
starting model displayed with respect to CUB+S20RTS (middle column and row) and the model
CUB+S20RTS itself (middle row, right column) displayed as velocity perturbation with respect to
ak135. P063Dloc using CUB+S20RTS+P06+ as starting model displayed with respect to ak135 (bot-
tom row, left column), P063Dlocx using CUB+S20RTS+P06+ as starting model displayed with respect
to CUB+S20RTS+P06+ (bottom row, middle column) and the model CUB+S20RTS+P06+ itself (bot-
tom row, right column) displayed as velocity perturbation with respect to ak135.
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Figure 5.9: Model section at 285 km depth beneath southeast Asia. Modelsas in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.10: Model section at 185 km depth beneath the Europe-Mediterranean region. Models as in
Figure 5.8.
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tracing and leading to new delay times and 3-D ray paths. Hence, the amplitude amplifications
are not necessarily completely lying in the null space of thecurrent inverse problem and are
subject to change. In contrast to ray tracing in reference model CUB+S20RTS, ray paths are
now also traced through detailed 3-D heterogeneity, for example, in subduction regions which
leads to focusing of slab structure and enhanced heterogeneity contrasts in model P063Dloc.
These observations are similar to those of Bijwaard and Spakman (2000). Still, we should
expect that the increased anomaly contrasts generally observed for P063Dloc compared to
P06CSloc are also partly contained in the null space as long as these are also present in the
reference model.
At 50 km, P063Dlocx requires comparable corrections as P06CSlocx which is understand-
able because in most of the affected regions the reference models CUB+S20RTS and CUB-
+S20RTS+P06+ are the same. At 185 km of depth we notice a similar global effect but
subtle differences exist which can only be observed in blow-ups of the models as given for
some regions in Figures 5.8-5.10. These figures show invariably that, irrespective of already
enhanced velocity contrasts between slab and ambient mantle contained in reference model
CUB+S20RTS+P06+, the inversion result P063Dlocx continuous to enhance these contrasts
leading to even more focusing of structure as required by thetravel time data. In the first part
of the lower mantle, e.g. 1175 km depth, the correction P063Dlocx to the reference model
tends to further focus the huge positive anomalies associated with Farallon and Tethys sub-
duction and the low-velocity heterogeneity under eastern Africa. At 1900 km, the corrections
are relatively smooth but do lead to enhancement of amplitudes and structure with respect
to the reference model and also with respect to solution P06CSloc. In the deepest mantle
(2650 km), new structure is introduced under Europe and the Tonga-Fiji regions, while also
under the Americas amplification of anomalies can be observed. At this depth, the difference
in reference models in the lower hemisphere, where the resolving power of the data is rela-
tively low, leads particularly to differences between the tomographic models P06CSloc and
P063Dloc.

5.5.4 Vertical cross sections

Differences and possible improvements of the presented inversion models can also be ob-
served in vertical cross-sections (Figure 5.14), for whichthe locations are indicated in Fig-
ure 5.6. Starting with a section across East Africa (S1) where Ritsemaet al. (1999) interpreted
a hot upwelling in their model, we observe that this upwelling, being however narrower in
mapview (see Fig. 5.7 and 5.13), is also retrieved with the travel time data.
While little velocity structure is imaged in S20RTS beneathIceland (S2) in the mantle below
1800 km, all three travel time tomography models show low velocities originating at the base
of the mantle as was imaged before by Bijwaard and Spakman (1999b).
It is still a question under debate if volcanism beneath Yellowstone is fed by a deep mantle
plume and seismic tomography does not provide models yet which would allow a definite
statement. However, independent of the applied reference model a low-velocity anomaly is
imaged down to the core-mantle boundary to the south of Yellowstone (S3). It is most coher-
ent in the upper 1400 km depth while between 1400 km and 1800 kmdepth a weak anomaly
or respectively no anomaly at all is imaged.
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Narrow outlines of the subducted Cocos plate beneath the Yucatan Basin (S4) are visible and
the use of 3-D reference models increases the amplitudes of the tomography models below
the 660 km discontinuity.
The subduction of the Nazca plate beneath South America (S5)looks similar in all travel time
tomography models and shows that the subducted material accumulates in a vertical column
in the lower mantle while S20RTS shows comparatively littledetail in the lower mantle. The
subduction zone in P06CSloc is slightly broadened in the uppermost mantle while the data
have enough resolving power otherwise to avoid overprinting by the reference model.
A cross-section of the Pacific plate subducting underneath the Australian plate at the Tonga
trench (S6) shows for all tomography models the high-velocity structure of the subducted slab
and in all sections it is visible that the slab penetrates the660 km discontinuity. Again, the
difference between the inversion models relates to the dependence on the reference model.
The subduction of the Pacific plate beneath Eurasia below Japan (S7) is very well resolved in
all tomography models due to the large amount of data available.
The collision of the Indian plate with Eurasia (S8) displaysmany similarities in all tomogra-
phy models despite the fact that CUB+S20RTS only shows one positive ”blob”, which again
supports the reliability of the obtained models.
As a last example, the subduction of the African plate beneath Eurasia along the Hellenic
arc is displayed (S9). Again, all three tomography models agree well with each other while
CUB+S20RTS contains much less details. Evidently, the slabcontinues in all inversion mod-
els into the lower mantle.
In summary, these cross-sections demonstrate the resolving power of the travel time data set
leading to imaging of comparable structures independent ofthe reference model.

5.5.5 Effects of relocation on tomography with 3-D reference models

Event relocation prior to tomography has several effects ontomography. When the EHB
event location is used for computation of theoretical travel times in the 3-D reference models,
baseline shifts occur as the mean velocity per layer of the 3-D reference models is not equal
to ak135 at the according depth (see Fig 5.5). Relocation in the respective reference model
removes this baseline shift of travel time residuals and reduces the scatter of the residuals (see
Table 5.3, Figure 5.15). The residuals of the EHB catalog which originate from event location
in model ak135 using regionalized heterogeneity corrections by Engdahlet al. (1998) show
a narrow distribution centered around 0 s. In contrast, the residuals computed with respect
to CUB+S20RTS for EHB locations exhibit a broader distribution due to the 3-D variations
of the model and a baseline shift of 0.73 s appears as CUB+S20RTS is particularly in the
upper mantle dominated by high-velocity anomalies (with respect to ak135). Relocating the
events in CUB+S20RTS removes this baseline shift centeringthe residuals around 0.07 s and
narrows the distribution. Also the travel time residuals computed for the final reference model
CUB+S20RTS+P06+ but starting from the EHB locations show a baseline shift although
smaller (in absolute terms) than for CUB+S20RTS and negative (-0.36 s). Relocation centers
the baseline shift around -0.04 s and the scatter in the residuals is even smaller than for ak135
indicating a better travel time prediction. Consequently,to establish consistency between
source parameters and travel time residuals, a relocation is mandatory.
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mean residual (s) standard deviation (s)
AK135 (EHB) -0.01 1.37
CUB+S20RTS 0.73 1.87
CUB+S20RTS,loc 0.07 1.66
CUB+S20RTS+P06+ -0.36 1.49
CUB+S20RTS+P06+,loc -0.04 1.28

Table 5.3: The mean± standard deviations of the unweighted, single travel time residuals computed
for the different reference models without and with earthquake relocation in the respective reference
model (see also Fig. 5.15).

Other observations concern the tomographic inversion for velocity perturbations and simul-
taneous inversion for event cluster relocations and station corrections.
The difference between the models with and without a priori relocation shows that the largest
changes appear in the crust and the uppermost mantle where most earthquakes are located.
In particular in subduction zones, velocities increase when a relocation is performed before-
hand resulting in more focussed slab anomalies (see, for example, the Sunda subduction zone
at 90 km depth in Fig. 5.16). Deeper in the mantle, differences are less systematic but still
velocity contrasts such as below Australia (Fig. 5.17) at 1175 km depth are enhanced. In the
lowermost mantle, only few changes are observed.
Station corrections, which are obtained as part of the inversion, correlate well with average
station residuals before inversion. Furthermore, the corrections are regionally systematic.
Thus, they mainly serve to remove average station delays, most likely related to the (crustal)
velocity structure beneath the stations not accounted for by the reference and tomography
models. Relocation prior to inversion results in particular for the model CUB+S20RTS in
smaller station corrections indicating that the inconsistency between travel times and source
parameters without a priori relocation is partially compensated by increased station correc-
tions.
Also, simultaneously with the inversion for 3-D velocity variations, event cluster relocation
terms are obtained for the composite residuals. However, they are of limited value since they
were determined without S and sP phases and represent entireclusters of earthquakes. The di-
rection of the relocation vectors is regionally systematicand depending on the used reference
model with a trade-off between hypocenter depth and origin time corrections as observed in
previous studies (e.g. Bijwaardet al., 1998).

5.6 Discussion and Conclusions

We have conducted mantle tomography experiments with 1-D and 3-D reference models
inverting a very large data set of P-wave travel times. Usingdistinctly different reference
models implies inverting distinctly different delay time data sets, as reference model predic-
tions of travel times are different. Reference model independent wave speed structure could
be retrieved for large mantle regions where, according to sensitivity tests, spatial resolution is
good to moderate. In other regions mantle structure inverted from the travel time information
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blended with the reference model velocities or the reference model was found unchanged.
The first 3-D reference model was composed from CUB2.0 in the crust and uppermost man-
tle overlying S20RTS in the deeper mantle. Interestingly, after 3-D location of all events
in the reference model it proved that travel time predictions are worse than in the 1-D model
ak135 (Table 5.3). This is surprising since both CUB2.0 and S20RTS are tomographic models
derived from long period data and are assumed to give a betterrepresentation of mantle struc-
ture than a simple 1-D model. Improved locations combined with improved mantle structure
should basically lead to a better travel time prediction (smaller delay times). We have not
yet traced the reasons for this. Possible reasons can be that: (1) the locations in ak135 were
performed using station corrections related to station elevation, crust and mantle heterogene-
ity (Engdahlet al., 1998) while we did not use that in our location procedure, (2) the long
wavelength models image different seismic velocities or have stronger amplitudes than in the
real mantle as a result of insufficient damping during inversion (high-variance models), (3)
the conversion between P and S velocity anomalies with the scaling factors of Bolton and
Masters (2001) is not appropriate at all depths or more likely (4) the long wavelength models
lack short wavelength structures (e.g. subducted slabs) which significantly affect travel times.

The best performing reference model in terms of travel time prediction is CUB+S20RTS+P06+

although the difference with ak135 is small. Travel time predictions in the resulting inver-
sion model P063Dloc (see Chapter 8) also demonstrates that this model predicts travel times
better than ak135. Irrespective of the different statistics of the input data for inversion, still
highly comparable models could be found with acceptable normalized data misfit (Table 5.2).
The additional data error resulting from 3-D ray tracing, which we estimate to be of the order
of 0.1 s, presumably slightly increases the misfit relative to that achieved in the P06 inversion
and also increases the standard deviation prior to inversion.
Basically we have obtained the following results:

1. A new tomographic model P06 is computed relative to reference model ak135 and
based on much more data than before.

2. Using an internally consistent procedure involving 3-D ray tracing, 3-D earthquake
relocation and tomographic inversion, we have combined mantle structure obtained
from short period travel time inversion with the structure imaged in long wavelength
tomography based on long period data. This leads to two totally new mantle models,
P06 CSloc and P063Dloc, of which we prefer the latter because it includes travel time
and ray geometrical effects associated with strong amplitude and short-wave length
heterogeneity (e.g. slabs) in the well resolved part of the mantle. P063Dloc also
predicts travel times better than ak135.

3. We have demonstrated that short period P-wave delay timescontain sufficient resolv-
ing power to completely replace, in well resolved mantle volumes, the high-amplitude
long wavelength structure as obtained by inversion of long period data. A similar ob-
servation was made by Widiyantoroet al. (2000) from their inversions of S-wave travel
times.

4. By using different reference models as starting point forinversion we have shown that,
in the well-resolved mantle volumes, imaged structure is independent of the reference
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model used which supports the actual existence of imaged structure.

5. Reference model dependence of inversion results occurs in regions where tomographic
models (considerably) disagree and model quality thus depends on the quality of the
reference model.

6. With relocation prior to tomography using a 3-D referencemodel, generally veloc-
ity contrasts across subduction zones are enhanced allowing for a better separation of
effects of source location from velocity heterogeneities.

Apart from regional details, all models have comparable spatial resolution as they are ba-
sically obtained from the same data set and, on a global scale, fairly similar ray geometry.
Discrimination between these models should be made on account of the quality of travel time
data prediction. The statistical significance of usually small changes in data fit relies on pre-
cise knowledge of data errors which is unfortunately mostlyabsent for the huge data set of
mostly hand-picked data.
The models P06CSloc and P063Dloc can serve as global reference models for earthquake
location and waveform modeling, as back ground models for regional tomography, as starting
models for global travel time or waveform tomography, as background for regional seismo-
tectonic studies, or may prove useful in studies of mantle dynamics and the gravity field of
the Earth.
Overall, our preferred model is the model P063Dloc as it shows low data misfits comparable
to P06 after inversion (see Tbl. 5.2), was obtained with raytracing in a detailed 3-D reference
model and furthermore implicitly contains realistic lateral velocity anomalies in regions that
are not well sampled by short period P waves.
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Figure 5.11: Model section at 440 km depth beneath western North America.Tomography model P06
using ak135 as starting model (top, left), xnull (top, right) is the model part∆x∆x∆xnull of the amplification
that lies in the null space ofA, P06+ (bottom, left) is the model P06+∆x∆x∆xnull and P06amp (bottom,
right) is the model P06 amplified by a factor of 2.
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Figure 5.12: Model section at 1900 km depth beneath southeast Asia. Tomography model P06 using
ak135 as starting model (top, left), xnull (top, right) is the model part∆x∆x∆xnull of the amplification that
lies in the null space ofA, P06+ (bottom, left) is the model P06+∆x∆x∆xnull and P06amp (bottom, right)
is the model P06 amplified by a factor of 2.
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Figure 5.13: Tomography model P06 using ak135 as starting model (top), P06 3Dloc using
CUB+S20RTS+P06+ as starting model displayed with respect to ak135 (second from top), P063Dlocx
using CUB+S20RTS+P06+ as starting model displayed with respect to CUB+S20RTS+P06+ (third
from top) and the model CUB+S20RTS+P06+ itself (bottom) displayed as velocity perturbations with
respect to ak135. Shown are horizontal slices through the models at 50 km (left) and 185 km depth
(right).
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Figure 5.13: (Continued). Horizontal slices through the models at 440 km(left) and 1175 km depth
(right).
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Figure 5.13: (Continued). Horizontal slices through the models at 1900 km (left) and 2650 km depth
(right).
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Figure 5.14: Vertical cross-sections displayed with respect to ak135 through the tomography mod-
els below East Africa (S1), Iceland (S2) and Northwest America (S3) for the tomography models us-
ing ak135 (top), CUB+S20RTS+P06+ (second from top), CUB+S02RTS (third from top) as reference
model and the reference model CUB+S20RTS itself (bottom).
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Figure 5.14: (Continued). Vertical cross-sections through the tomography models below the Carribean
plate (S4), the Altiplano plate (S5) and Tonga (S6).
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Figure 5.14: (Continued). Vertical cross-sections through the tomography models below Japan (S7),
across the Himalaya (S8) and the Hellenic Arc (S9).
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Figure 5.15: Histogram of the travel time residuals normalized to the maximum number versus
the residuals computed with respect to AK135, CUB+S20RTS with/without a priori relocation and
CUB+S20RTS+P06+ with/without a priori relocation.
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Figure 5.16: Section at 90 km depth beneath southeast Asia of the model P063D (without relocation
prior to inversion), the model P063Dloc (with prior relocation) and their difference DIFFP06. Blue are
areas in DIFFP06 where the model with a priori relocation contains highervelocities than the model
without relocation and red are the regions where it is slower.
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Figure 5.17: Section at 1175 km depth beneath Australia of the model P06CS (without relocation prior
to inversion), the model P06CSloc (with prior relocation), the according starting model CUB+S20RTS
and the difference DIFFCS between P06CS and P06CSloc. Blue are areas in DIFFCS where the
model with a priori relocation contains higher velocities than the model without relocation and red are
the regions where it is slower.
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Chapter 6

Enhanced models of the European
crust and mantle derived from
travel time tomography

Seismic tomography has provided detailed images of the crust and mantle beneath Europe at
both local and continental scale. The aim of this study is to improve imaging of the European
mantle by combining arrival times from the International Seismological Centre (ISC) with
additional arrival times from temporary experiments, dataarchives and bulletins incorporat-
ing also phase types which were not used before. As tomographic method, a regularized least
squares inversion is performed for global mantle structureusing an irregular grid parameter-
ization. The inversions are performed both with a 1-D and a 3-D reference/starting model
where the latter requires relocation of all earthquakes and3-D ray tracing prior to the tomo-
graphic inversion. For the Europe-Mediterranean region, synthetic tests show that anomalies
up to0.5◦ × 0.5◦ can be reconstructed in the best sampled regions of the uppermost mantle
with resolution decreasing with depth. The added data sets are inverted separately to verify
their quality showing that the obtained models contain velocity information also observed in
other studies. The inversion results using the entire data set provide detailed velocity models
of the mantle beneath Europe. Comparison with a previous model applying the same method
shows that the new models image much more detail and enhance anomaly contrasts.

6.1 Introduction

The seismic velocity structure of the Europe-Mediterranean mantle has been subject of many
tomographic studies both on local and regional scale (see Spakman and Wortel (2004) or
Piromallo and Morelli (2003) for an overview).
Many of the global and regional high-frequency travel time tomography studies are primar-
ily based on data from the International Seismological Centre (ISC) bulletins which provide
the largest data collection available and is still expanding. For Europe, additional data are
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6 Enhanced models of the European crust and mantle derived from travel time tomography

available from various local experiments involving spatially dense station arrays which were
placed in the field for at least several months. By incorporating these data, resolution can be
improved locally below the temporary arrays and new information is provided for interpreta-
tion of tectonic processes.
Often, arrival times from those stations are only determined relatively. That means, not the
arrival time of the phase onset is picked but the arrival timeof a prominent part of the wave-
form relative to a reference waveform of the same event. Thisprocedure has the advantage
that observational errors due to a high noise level can be avoided but as a major disadvantage,
the absolute arrival times remain unknown. Consequently, tomography provides only relative
velocity variations with regard to the unknown average velocity below the array which cannot
be converted to absolute velocities.
This may give the main reason why the relative delay time datafrom the individual exper-
iments have, so far, not been combined to obtain a regional scale model of the European
mantle. A consistent combination of the data from the different experiments would require
repicking of the data to obtain absolute delay times. Another factor which hampers combining
these data sets is that there is only little spatial overlap between the experiments. However,
when absolute arrival time picks are consistently combinedwith a global data set of absolute
delay times, a combined tomographic inversion may prove advantageous for improved imag-
ing of mantle structure in the European region.
In this study we have taken this approach and reanalyzed the data of several experiments to
obtain absolute arrival time picks. Subsequently, these high-quality data were combined with
the global EHB data set (Engdahlet al., 1998) updated until September 2004.
Additionally, seismological centers exist, which do not report their data to the ISC on a regular
basis and therefore present a valuable source of complementary data. Absolute arrival times
were picked from the ORFEUS (Observatories and Research Facilities for European Seis-
mology) archive seismograms and the travel time data contained in the Euro-Mediterranean
bulletin of the European-Mediterranean Seismological Centre (EMSC) were added.
In order to improve the model in the lower mantle, also core phases were included in the
tomography.

6.2 The combination of data sets

6.2.1 EHB data set

The main data source for travel time tomography in this studyis a reprocessed and updated
version of the International Seismological Centre (ISC) bulletins extended with travel times
from the National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) of the USGS for the most recent
events by Engdahlet al. (1998). This database will be referred to hereafter as EHB catalog.
It now contains earthquake observations for the period 1964–2004 including over 445,000
events for 27.4 million first and later arriving phases. The processing of Engdahlet al. (1998)
comprised a phase re-identification, theoretical travel time calculation in the Earth reference
model ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995) and a source relocation for well constrained events.For
the global P tomography, 7.9 mill. regional P arrivals, 9.7 mill. teleseismic P, pP and pwP
arrivals and 1.5 mill. PcP, PKP and PKiKP phases were selected. The selection criteria for
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phase type epicentral distance residual range
P ≤ 25◦ ±7.5 s
P > 25◦ ±3.5 s

pP, pwP (focal depth≥ 35 km) 25◦ − 100◦ ±3.5 s
PcP 25◦ − 40◦, 47◦ − 70◦ ±3.5 s

PKiKP, PKPdf 110◦ − 140◦ ±3.5 s
PKPab, PKPbc, PKPdf ≥ 150◦ ±3.5 s

Table 6.1: Selection criteria for the different phase types used for tomography.

epicentral distance and travel time residual range are given in Table 6.1. The updated catalog
has approximately tripled in size compared to the original one and contains particularly more
regional arrival times. The precision of the P phases was estimated following the method
of Gudmundssonet al. (1990). This method uses ray bundles of teleseismic phases with
decreasing width to extrapolate the standard deviation of ray bundles with zero width, which
is presumed to be the upper limit of errors in the data. For thephases selected from the EHB
catalog for25◦ − 100◦ distance this error is estimated to be 0.65 s.

6.2.2 Euro-Mediterranean bulletin

The Euro-Mediterranean bulletin of the EMSC provides the second data set used in this study.
Like the EHB data set, this bulletin contains a collection ofarrival time observations from lo-
cal networks in the Euro-Mediterranean region (Godeyet al., 2006). Well-constrained earth-
quakes in this catalog were relocated by the EMSC. However, instead of the EMSC locations,
if existent, the corresponding EHB location is used or the events are relocated in ak135 for
consistency with the EHB catalog. Also, since the EMSC uses locally varying 1-D refer-
ence models, all travel time residuals were recomputed using ak135 as reference model. The
EMSC subset then consists of over 621,000 P and S travel timesfrom 12,200 events for the
period 1998–2003 for which EHB locations could be found and additionally 138,000 P and
S travel times for 6,400 events for which an EMSC location exists. About 525,000 travel
times are already contained in the EHB data set and thereforediscarded from the data se-
lection. New stations in the Euro-Mediterranean bulletin providing important information
are situated, in particular, in Oman, Egypt, Morocco and Algeria (see Fig. 6.1). Using the
same selection criteria as for the EHB data set, in total 155,000 P arrival times for 14,000
earthquakes were selected for tomography of the travel times not included in the EHB data
set. However, only first arrivals were selected to minimize problems with phase misidentifi-
cations (e.g. in triplication zones). Following the methodof Gudmundssonet al. (1990), the
upper limit to random data errors was estimated to be 0.68 s.

6.2.3 Newly picked data for stations in Europe

Additionally, temporary experiments with spatially densestation arrays in Europe, the OR-
FEUS archives and a collection of registrations for the UK, Ireland and part of northwestern
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France which were not reported to the ISC (named Leeds data hereafter, provided to us by
Arrowsmith (2003)) form another source of data for travel time tomography. The temporary
experiment data comprise the SVEKALAPKO experiment in Finland (Bock et al., 2001), the
TOR experiment in South Sweden, Denmark and North Germany (Gregersenet al., 2002),
the EIFEL experiment in the Eifel (Ritteret al., 2000), the CALIXTO experiment in Roma-
nia (Wenzelet al., 1998) and the MIDSEA project with a number of stations surrounding the
Mediterranean Sea (van der Leeet al., 2001). The data from these stations were obtained as
waveforms, pre-processed and picked with the automatic picking method of Sandovalet al.
(2004a). This procedure resulted in a total of 83,500 P-wavetravel times (see Chapter 4 for a
more detailed description of the data set). The picking errors were estimated within the pick-
ing algorithm to be approximately 0.15 s. The obtained arrival times were later on combined
with the Euro-Mediterranean bulletin and EHB data set usingthe same selection criteria as
before. Even though the number of additional travel times iscomparatively small, the new
data may have a considerable influence on the tomographic inversion as their quality is better
than that of the average EHB or EMSC pick.

6.3 Tomographic method

In travel time tomography, travel times of seismic waves arecompared to theoretical pre-
dictions computed from a reference model of the Earth’s seismic wave speed. To avoid the
limitations of using a strictly regionally defined model volume we include the entire Earth in
our tomographic experiments. The EHB data set is used globally and for Europe we inserted
the additional data from regional experiments and permanent networks. Our tomography
code implements the following delay time equation for the forward problem of tomography
(Spakman et al. 1993):

d =

∫

L0

(s − s0) dl0 + (x − x0) · ∇0T
0
x0

+ ∆tx + ∆ts + ε (6.1)

whered represents the delay time/travel time residual,L0 is the ray path in the reference
model starting at the reference locationx0, dl0 is the ray segment,s is the Earth’s slowness
(i.e. the reciprocal of the velocity) field ands0 is the slowness field of the reference model.
∆tx contains the timing error due to source mislocation as a result of the slowness anomaly
field s− s0, ∆ts contains travel time effects due to station elevation and instrument response
andε describes the observational errors (e.g. picking errors orphase misidentification, re-
maining location errors).
In a tomographic analysis, a large set of delay time equations 6.1 derived from many source-
station combinations is discretized and inverted for estimates of the slowness anomaly field
s− s0, the event mislocationsx−x0, origin time errors∆tx and the station static terms∆ts.
Furthermore, this equation is valid for both 1-D and 3-D reference models of Earth structure
as long as the data (delay times, ray paths and hypocenters) are consistent with the reference
model used. Because travel time tomography is a nonlinear inverse problem and because the
data have generally insufficient resolving power to obtain high and spatially uniform model
resolution, the tomographic model is expected to depend on the reference model adopted. In
this study we use two different reference models in order to define two distinctly different
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Figure 6.1: Top: Map of seismic station locations in the Europe-Mediterranean region. Different
colours indicate the different data sources. Bottom: Map ofthe main tectonic units discussed in this
study. Abbreviations: Adr – Adriatic basin, Ap – Apennines,ArSh – Arabian Shield, ArP – Arabian
Platform, Bet – Betics, CH – Central Highlands, Cyp – Cyprus,EEP – East European Platform, Eif –
Eifel, EL – Elbe lineament, FeSh – Fennoscandian Shield, Moe– Moesian Platform, MP – Midland
Platform, Pan – Pannonian basin, Per – Persian Gulf, Py – Pyrenees, RhS – Rheic Suture, TESZ –
Trans-European Suture Zone, Tsy – Transylvanian basin, Tyr– Tyrrhenian basin, TZ – Tornquist zone,
Vr – Vrancea zone.
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starting points for the tomographic inversion.
The first reference model is the radially symmetric model ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995) to
which the EHB data set and other data sets used pertain and which has been used before in
global tomography studies (e.g. van der Hilstet al., 1997; Bijwaardet al., 1998). The inver-
sion of all data with respect to ak135 leads to the tomographic model which we label P06.
The second reference model is a 3-D model of Earth structure.This model is a combination
of three global tomographic models and is constructed in twosteps:
In the first step, the P velocities of model CUB2.0 (Ritzwoller et al., 2002a) are used for the
uppermost mantle and combined with model S20RTS (Ritsemaet al., 1999) for the remainder
of the mantle. The latter is converted to P-wave speed using the depth-dependent conversion
factors as determined by Bolton and Masters (2001). These two models are blended through a
depth-weighted linear average in the depth range 200 km to 300 km. The combination results
in a relatively long wavelength model of the mantle primarily based on long period S data, sur-
face waves and normal modes. A laterally heterogeneous crustal model (CRUST2.0, Bassin
et al., 2000) is implicitly included in model CUB2.0. In the secondconstruction step, short
wavelength mantle structure is blended in for which we use anamplified version of model
P06. Because velocity anomaly amplitudes in travel time tomography are usually underesti-
mated by 30%-50% in many mantle regions, the amplitudes of P06 are first amplified by a
factor of two. Next, the null space shuttle of Deal and Nolet (1996) is used to remove those
amplifications which are not supported by the travel time data. The remaining amplitude am-
plifications are in the null space of the travel time inverse problem of P06 which means that
the travel time effects associated with amplitude enhancement cancel on average along the ray
paths in ak135. The null space shuttle leads to model P06+ which replaces CUB+S20RTS in
regions well sampled by short period P data. In the Earth’s core the 1-D model ak135 is used.
For a more complete description of this reference model (CUB+S20RTS+P06+) and how it
is constructed we refer to Chapter 5.
The data set (event locations and delay times) is consistentwith reference model ak135. It
is, however, not consistent with the use of reference model CUB+S20RTS+P06+ as start-
ing point for tomography. To achieve consistency the entireglobal catalog of earthquakes is
relocated in the 3-D reference model using a directed grid search method derived from the
algorithm of Sambridge and Kennett (1986). The reference model travel times, feeding the
grid search, are computed with 3-D ray tracing (Bijwaard andSpakman 1999) in the 3-D
reference model. Also, the ray path geometry and delay timesused for tomography are de-
termined from 3-D ray tracing.
We use the procedure of Bijwaardet al. (1998) to solve the inverse problem. For the EHB
and EMSC data, composite rays are used instead of single rayswhere a composite ray is built
from single rays of the same phase type which originate from the same event cluster (defined
by volumes of0.3◦×0.3◦×dz with volume thicknessdz increasing from 15 km at the surface
to 40 km at 660 km depth) and end at the same station. By using composite rays, the amount
of data for inversion is reduced but at the same time the signal-to-noise ratio is increased.
The data are weighted prior to inversion by the spread of the individual delay times within
the respective ray bundle to account for the difference in ray bundle size. For the new data,
this approach is not used as their quality is expected to be higher. Instead, single rays are
used. The resulting data vector contains 10.4 mill. composite arrival times from originally
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19.4 mill. single arrival times.
The Earth is parameterized by an irregular grid of non-overlapping cells according to the
method of Spakman and Bijwaard (2001) where the cell size depends on the number of
rays crossing a cell. The horizontal cell size varies in crust and mantle between 0.5°×

0.5° and 10.0°× 10.0°. The layer thickness increases from the crust (10 km) to the lower
mantle (200 km) and the layer boundaries respect the discontinuities as contained in ak135
(at 35 km, 410 km, 660 km, 2891.5 km, 5153.5 km depth). The inner and outer core are both
parameterized by a single layer with cells of 10°× 10° to allow for core structure but simul-
taneously prevent large model variations. The irregular grid is constructed from 8 035 000
cells of 0.5°× 0.5° which are projected onto 604 000 non-overlapping irregular cells using a
hitcount-constraint. The irregular cell approach mostly reduces overparameterization thereby
improving the conditioning of the inversion matrix while retaining the possibility to resolve
structure at small scales (0.5°) where allowed by the data.
The tomographic inversion itself is performed iterativelywith the LSQR algorithm of Paige
and Saunders (1982). Simultaneously with the inversion forcell slowness anomalies, we in-
vert for event cluster mislocations and station corrections (see eq. 6.1). A second-derivative
damping is applied to regularize the solution of the inversion and to obtain a smooth model.
Additionally, for inversion with the 3-D reference model anamplitude damping is applied to
suppress particularly in the crust and directly beneath it large excursions from the reference
model. The model parameters are scaled for inversion dependent on cell size and hitcount
to emphasize small cells and weigh down cells with very high hitcounts in the lower mantle
following the approach of Bijwaardet al. (1998):

(

C
−1/2
d A

λC

)

S
−

1
2 m

′ =

(

C
−1/2
d d

0

)

(6.2)

whereA contains the ray path segments, relocation and station coefficients,Cd represents
the data covariance matrix,λ is a damping factor controlling the trade-off between data misfit
and model norm/smoothness varying between 1000 and 7000,C the matrix of damping coef-
ficients,S is the scaling matrix with(Sjj) = hjVj andhj andVj are hitcount and cell volume
respectively,m′ = S

1
2 m is the scaled model vectorm andd the data vector consisting of

the travel time residuals.

6.4 Results - Separate inversion of the experiment data and
EMSC data

To investigate the signal content of the newly picked absolute travel time data, the data from
each experiment were inverted separately with the method described in Section 6.3 using
ak135 as reference model to see if the main features expectedbelow the arrays can be im-
aged. We note beforehand that we cannot recover the local detail in the crust and uppermost
mantle as seen in the original tomographic models derived from the individual teleseismic
experiments. First, our model parameterization is generally coarser than used in the original
tomographic investigations. Second, the individual experiments have occasionally allowed
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for more detailed corrections for local crustal structure.Third, the model box in each ex-
periment is confined laterally to the experiment region and in depth usually to the first few
hundred kilometers while here we invert each data set using aglobal mantle model param-
eterization. Lastly, the tomographic experiment studies inverted relative residuals which in
part compensates for effects of structure outside the assumed model box but have led to ve-
locity anomaly models without relation to a background of absolute velocities. Each of these
factors will complicate a detailed comparison with our results.
As displayed in Figure 6.2a, the subducted slab beneath the Vrancea zone resulting from con-
vergence of Europe and Africa is retrieved with the CALIXTO data. Typical for this and the
following models is the comparatively low amplitude of anomalies. Since a global tomogra-
phy is performed, the rays are traced along their entire pathand energy can be smeared into
the deep mantle as a result of lack of resolution. Except for differences in amplitude, exact
geometry and the depth extent, a high-velocity body is imaged in the Vrancea region as in the
models of Weidleet al. (2005) and Martinet al. (2006) which are also based on CALIXTO
experiment recordings but using different travel time datasets and a different tomographic
method.
The inversion model of the EIFEL data (Fig. 6.2b) shows low velocities directly beneath the
Eifel where a presumed mantle plume has fed volcanism in the Eifel until 11 000 years ago.
The anomaly is seen clearly between 50 km and 200 km depth. However, compared to the P
model of Ritteret al. (2001) or the S model of Keyseret al. (2002) the absolute amplitudes
are weaker and decrease more with depth.
The Tornquist zone could be imaged as well with the newly picked TOR data (Fig. 6.2c).
It separates the high-velocity Fennoscandian shield from the younger Phanerozoic region of
Central Europe with its lower velocities (at approximately5◦ horizontal distance in Fig. 6.2).
Furthermore, high velocities could be imaged beneath the Elbe lineament (at≈ 2◦ − 3◦ hor-
izontal distance). The larger scale detected features of this model are in agreement with the
models of Arlittet al. (1999), Shomaliet al. (2006) and Vosset al. (2006) even though these
models vary in depth extent of anomalies and inclination of the lithosphere-asthenosphere
boundary below the Tornquist zone.
The high-velocity Archean core of the Fennoscandian shieldcould be reconstructed with the
SVEKALAPKO data (Fig. 6.2d). Lower velocities in this case appear where crustal struc-
tures as the Rapakivi granite below southeast Finland are smeared out into the mantle due
to a lack of data. The boundary between lithosphere and asthenosphere is located between
300 km and 400 km depth according to this model. A comparison to the model of Sandoval
et al. (2004b) shows that both models contain similar structures but that the high-velocity
body here extends deeper and has lower amplitudes due to the applied method.
A horizontal section at 90 km depth is displayed for the inversion of the Leeds data (Fig. 6.2e).
Among other features, high velocities are found below SouthEngland related to the Midland
platform (consisting of undeformed Precambrian lithosphere) and beneath the Central High-
lands, which relate according to El-Haddadeh (1986) to remnants of a subducted oceanic plate
from the Grampian orogenesis. The elongated low-velocity anomaly northwest of Wales co-
incides with a region of Paleogene magmatism. The lateral variation of described anomalies
matches that found by Arrowsmith (2003).
Inversion of the EMSC data which were not contained in the EHBcatalog provides a model
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of the crust and uppermost mantle sampling the upper 250 km. As displayed here at 50 km
depth, the model shows features imaged before in various regional scale and global experi-
ments such as negative anomalies under the Tyrrhenian and Aegean backarc basins, negative
anomalies associated with the crustal roots of Alps and Apennines, lower velocities under
Anatolia while positive anomalies are associated with the Eastern Mediterranean and Adri-
atic basins.
Summarizing, with the newly picked absolute travel times wecan recover the signature of
mantle structure as imaged before in the proper tomographicexperiments associated with
each field experiment and based (mostly) on relative residuals. We do not recover the high
detail, nor the amplitudes reported due to a lack of (depth) resolution. We do, however,
image similar structures with absolute delay times insteadof relative delay times. We only
performed our experiments to demonstrate a similar information content of the data. Lack of
depth resolution is natural in these experiments and can only be improved by merging all data
sets with the EHB data set. This is now possible because we (re)-picked the waveform data
for absolute travel times.

6.5 Results - Inversion of the entire data set

6.5.1 Variance reduction and model quality

As all delay time data sets are determined in the ak135 reference model they can be merged
without creating inconsistencies. Inversion led to a data variance reduction of 52.1% in the
inversion using ak135 as reference model reducing the standard deviation of the weighted,
composite residuals to 1.44 after inversion. The variance reduction is lower compared to
57.1% of Bijwaardet al. (1998) but decreasing to almost the same normalized standard de-
viation of error-weighted data (1.44 versus 1.42). This mayindicate a poorer signal to noise
ratio in our data set which incorporates a large number of regionally observed events.
Hitcount maps (Fig. 6.3) indicate regions of high and low raycoverage. For example, ray
coverage at shallow depth is low beneath the oceans due to a concentration of the epicenters
along the Mid-Atlantic ridge and a lack of stations within regional distance of the epicenters.
Also for the East European platform there is a low ray coverage due to a low number of events
and seismic stations. With depth, ray coverage becomes moreuniform, increasing towards
the mid-lower mantle and decreasing again in the lowermost mantle.
As stations and events are not equally distributed over the investigated region, the resolution

of the velocity models varies spatially but it cannot be computed formally due to the large
number of parameters. Therefore, sensitivity tests are performed with synthetic models (e.g.
Spakman and Nolet, 1988) to detect lack of resolution and to estimate the minimum size of
anomalies that can be reconstructed. The synthetic models for these tests consist of spatially
well separated spikes of±5% amplitude with respect to the 1-D reference model which are
subsequently projected onto the irregular grid. Tests are performed with different spike sizes
from 0.5°×0.5° to 6.0°×6.0°. Theoretical travel times are then calculated using the ray dis-
tribution associated with the observed data and Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of
±0.5 s is added to the data. Subsequently, the resulting matrix equation is inverted using the
same regularization parameters as in the actual data inversion. In Figure 6.4, examples of
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Figure 6.2: Results of the separate inversions of the CALIXTO (a), EIFEL(b), TOR (c),
SVEKALAPKO (d), Leeds (e) and EMSC data (f).
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Figure 6.3: Logarithmic hitcount (i.e. number of rays crossing a cell) at various depths.
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Figure 6.4: Spike tests for an anomaly size of 1°× 1° at 50 km depth, 2°× 2° at 440 km depth, 3°×
3° at 1175 km depth, 3°× 3° at 2650 km depth. The greyscales give the amplitude of the velocity
anomalies.

such spike tests are shown for various layers with spikes of different sizes increasing with
depth as the spatial resolution decreases with depth. In theuppermost mantle, anomalies
of 1.0°×1.0° can be reconstructed (for instance, in the Aegean at 50 km even anomalies of
0.5°×0.5°) whereas in the lower mantle, anomalies with a horizontal extension of 3.0° can
be reconstructed.

To estimate the uncertainty of the velocity model caused by errors in the observed travel
times, the data vector is permuted randomly before performing the inversion keeping the
same inversion matrix as for the original data vector (Spakman, 1991). In general, a random
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model with low amplitudes (≈ 0.2−0.3%) is found in regions of good ray coverage as there is
little correlation between data and ray paths (an example ofsuch a test is given in Figure 5.4).
Only poorly sampled regions, as for example the Northern Atlantic at 50 km depth, display
systematic anomalies of higher amplitude (≈ 1%). The mean velocity perturbations of the
permuted data vector test are are close to 0% throughout the mantle. The root-mean-square
values amount to≈ 0.25% at the top, reducing to≈ 0.2% in the upper mantle and to< 0.1%
in the lower mantle and provide an upper bound for the amplitude errors since the data are
treated as errors in this test while true data errors are smaller.

6.5.2 Model results - Comparison to the BSE model

Two models are computed: P06 with respect to reference modelak135 and P063Dloc with
respect to reference model CUB+S20RTS+P06+ as described in Section 6.3. Spatial resolu-
tion of these models is highly comparable although small differences in sensitivity test results
exist. The significance of these differences is, however, difficult to quantify.
The newly picked data, the Euro-Mediterranean bulletin andthe core phases provide addi-
tional information in different regions and depths. Therefore, to get a better impression of the
new models (P06 and P063Dloc), they are compared in the following to the earlier model
BSE of Bijwaardet al. (1998). BSE was obtained with the much smaller, original EHBdata
set of 1998 employing 7.5 million delay times and using ak135as reference model. Also, the
model parameterization used here is more detailed than the irregular cell grid used for BSE.
In Figure 6.5, all three tomographic models are displayed atvarious depths with respect to
ak135 which allows for model comparison independent of the starting model used for inver-
sion. The largest differences between BSE and the new modelsare found in the uppermost
and lowermost mantle as particularly the number of regionaltravel times is increased and a
large amount of core phases are used. Also, in the first 200 km another clearly visible differ-
ence between the tomography models is related to the reference models used. For BSE and
P06 the reference model is ak135 and the results at e.g. 50 km and 185 km show large regions
(north Africa, Atlantic, Siberia) where the inversion returns the reference model amplitude of
0% as a result of lack of data (ray paths). In model P063Dloc, these areas contain the veloc-
ity variations of the 3-D reference model CUB+S20RTS+P06+ (see Fig. B.1 for the reference
model). For instance, lateral heterogeneity at 50 km depth under Russia and Siberia results
from crust-lithosphere structure as contained in the 3-D reference model, in particular, at this
depth by the crustal model CRUST2.0 as embedded in the tomography model CUB2.0. In ar-
eas where ray paths sample mantle structure, the forward modeling procedure and subsequent
inversion ensure that the resulting tomographic model is consistent with the travel time infor-
mation and the 3-D background model. The current EHB data sethas also been corrected for
erroneous station coordinates (E.R. Engdahl, personal communication, 2001) which leads to
removal of some spurious anomalies present in BSE. For example, a strong negative anomaly
in crust and uppermost mantle in model BSE under the East European platform (see Fig. 6.5-
50 km) proved to relate to incorrect coordinates for a station at this location, and has disap-
peared in P06.
At 50 km depth (below the crust in ak135), mountain ranges as the Alps, (southern) Pyre-
nees, Betics, Hellenides are imaged as low-velocity zones.In general, features now have
finer outlines in P06 because of much more regional data and because cell sizes of the ir-
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regular grid are smaller than in the BSE model which allows for imaging of more detail.
The model P063Dloc is dominated by the reference model in regions of low ray coverage
(e.g. East European platform, Africa), but is otherwise comparable in anomaly patterns to
P06. However, P063Dloc generally shows higher amplitudes and local focusingeffects (see
Fig. 6.6). By construction, these higher amplitudes are partly in the null space of the travel
time inverse problem and thus not inconsistent with the current data set. The local focusing
effects basically result from 3-D earthquake location and 3-D ray tracing in the 3-D reference
model prior to inversion.
The data picked from teleseismic experiments lead predominantly to local effects in the litho-
sphere below the station network. For instance, the SVEKALAPKO data enhance the outline
of the thickest part of the crust (imaged by a low-velocity anomaly spot at 50 km) beneath
Finland. The TOR data amplify and sharpen the change of velocities across the Tornquist
zone. The Leeds data mainly increase velocities below the crust in the south of England and
otherwise slightly amplify high velocities to the northeast of Scotland. Hardly any changes
result from the inclusion of the EIFEL data from which can be concluded that these data
are in good agreement with the EHB data for the region. The MIDSEA and ORFEUS data
have a more distributed and untraceable effect on the tomographic models as the stations
are distributed over a large region. Remarkable, however, is the effect at 50 km depth of a
station in Lybia which provides a westward extension of the high velocities of the Tethyan
margin lithosphere in the eastern Mediterranean basin. Another example can be found east of
Belarus where the anomaly contrast across the Trans-European Suture Zone, separating the
East European platform with its high velocities from the tectonically younger western part of
Europe, is enhanced.
Since the Euro-Mediterranean bulletin contains mostly local and regional travel times, their
main contribution to the tomography models is found in the crust and uppermost mantle (<
250 km depth). For example, velocities below the southeast Arabian peninsula are decreased
while they are increased beneath the Persian Gulf. Furthermore, various high-velocity regions
below the Atlantic are amplified.
At 185 km depth, the effect of using more regional data can be noticed as the subduction of
the African plate underneath Turkey close to Cyprus appearsas a continuous high-velocity
anomaly. Furthermore, with better ray coverage the Trans-European Suture Zone becomes a
continuous structure along the western and southern borders of Poland and Ukraine. The low-
velocity anomaly beneath the Arabian shield presumably caused by hot upwelling mantle ma-
terial and associated volcanism (e.g. Debayleet al., 2001) is now outlined better towards the
east (also at shallower and deeper layers). Other noticeable improvements at 185 km depth are
the enhancement of the high-velocity body beneath Finland as a result of the SVEKALAPKO
data; amplification and sharpening of the change in velocities across the Tornquist zone by
inclusion of the TOR data; a better outline of the western limit of the Trans-European Suture
Zone due to inclusion of data from the ORFEUS archives; an increased lateral definition to
the north of the Vrancea subduction system and higher amplitudes in the Vrancea slab as a
result of the CALIXTO data, while the depth extent of the Vrancea slab is constrained by
the combination of EHB data and CALIXTO data (Fig. 6.6). The additional information
gained from the EMSC data around 185 km depth is limited. Yet,the high-velocity anomaly
in the eastern Mediterranean region is slightly amplified and its boundary toward Egypt is
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sharpened. Also, the high-velocity anomaly related to the stable part of the Arabian platform
below Iraq and Kuwait is amplified. In P063Dloc many of these anomaly patterns are further
focused, e.g. the Vrancea slab.
At 500 km depth, all models show the same pattern of high-velocity anomalies across the
Mediterranean and southeastern Europe, even though details differ between models. These
patterns have been associated with present lithosphere subduction and with past subduction
resulting in flat-lying lithosphere slabs (Wortel and Spakman, 2000; Spakman and Wortel,
2004). Also differences between models can be observed, such as the positive anomaly below
the Arabian plate which is hardly noticeable in BSE and P06 but appears in model P063Dloc.
From 660 km depth downwards, minimum cell sizes are restricted to 1.0°× 1.0° and below
1100 km depth to 1.5°× 1.5° as the surface area of the cells becomes smaller with increasing
depth. Main differences at 1175 km, occur beneath northeastern Africa and the southern half
of the Iberian peninsula where the mantle is imaged now by lowvelocities in the new models.
Furthermore, anomaly patterns under the Atlantic Ocean andpositive anomalies associated
with the Tethys subduction (Hafkenscheidet al., 2006) are more enhanced and focused.
The core phases were added to better constrain the lower mantle. Among other studies which
used core phases are those by Obayashi and Fukao (1997), Boschi and Dziewonski (2000),
Kárason and van der Hilst (2001) and Lei and Zhao (2006) which indeed have shown that in-
corporation of core phases improves resolution in the lowermantle. As main contribution in
this study, they improve the amplitudes and definition of anomalies in the lower mantle from
1900 km downwards while below Central Europe they lead to theimaging of new structure
in the deepest mantle. At 1900 km, structures in P06 and P063Dloc are more focused com-
pared to BSE while as an important difference we note the positive anomaly under the central
Mediterranean (Italy and surroundings) and the low wavespeed anomaly to the southeast of
it. The core phases also contribute to the low-velocity heterogeneity beneath western Europe
and northwestern Africa.
In the lowermost mantle, around 2650 km depth, the additional information due to the core
phases fills in a blank spot in the BSE model from beneath Sweden, across central-eastern
Europe, to Greece. Indicative of a lack of data for the BSE model in the deepest mantle is
also the fact, that the southern half of the displayed area isparameterized by much larger
cells in that model. Also under the north Atlantic the pattern of positive anomalies has rad-
ically changed compared to BSE. P06 and P063Dloc also differ substantially with regard
to positive and negative velocity patterns below Europe. The strong positive anomalies im-
aged under central and southeastern Europe, and flanked to the north by an east-west striking
strong low-velocity zone are only partly present in the reference model CUB+S20RTS+P06+.
These largely new anomalies can only result from a redistribution of ray paths and travel time
signal (through 3-D ray tracing and event location prior to inversion) in the deepest mantle as
a result of using a different reference model.

Agreements and differences between BSE and the new models, and between the two new
models, can also be observed in many vertical cross-sections of which some are discussed in
the following. Figure 6.6a shows a vertical low-velocity zone beneath Central Europe which
has been interpreted by Goeset al. (1999) as a lower mantle upwelling and as the source for
volcanism in that region (e.g. Eifel, Massif Central, Bohemian Massif). This hot upwelling
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Figure 6.5: The new tomography models P06 (middle) and P063Dloc (bottom) with all the additional
data incorporated compared to the BSE model by Bijwaard et al. (1998) (top) at 50 km and 185 km
depth. All velocity variations are displayed with respect to ak135.
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Figure 6.5: (continued) The same models as before at 500 km and 1175 km depth.
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Figure 6.5: (continued) The same models as before at 1900 km and 2650 km depth.
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can now be imaged in greater detail and it becomes more evident (P06, P063Dloc) that this
upwelling originates at the base of the mantle. Furthermorethe connection between lower
and upper mantle anomaly is enhanced (at 300–400 km and 18° geographical distance in the
cross-section).
Cross-section (b) displays the high-velocity anomaly of the Fennoscandian shield in the up-
per mantle beneath Finland overlying a low-velocity mantle. The lithosphere-asthenosphere
boundary is now found at approximately 300–350 km depth due to incorporation of the
SVEKALAPKO data in particular, but also due to EMSC travel times and the addition re-
gional travel times in the latest EHB catalog.
A ”TOR” cross-section through the models is displayed in panel (c). While the image using
the TOR data alone (Fig. 6.2c) is comparable to other studieswhich exclusively use TOR
data (high velocities below the Elbe lineament, low velocities north of it and high velocities
below the Fennoscandian shield), the addition of the EHB data, which contain many more re-
gional phases, changes the model below the Elbe lineament (at approximately 2.5 ° horizontal
distance in the figure). As main difference, the crust and uppermost mantle below northern
Germany down to 110 km depth are imaged by a high-velocity anomaly. This anomaly co-
incides with a region identified as containing Avalonian basement (e.g. Shomaliet al., 2006)
while south of it the Rheic Suture and Gondwanan basement follow. Below this anomaly,
down to 310 km depth, a uniform low-velocity anomaly is observed limited to the north by
the Tornquist zone while before (BSE) this negative anomalywas only weakly obtained be-
low the Elbe lineament probably due to a lack of data there. Furthermore, now the Tornquist
zone is imaged at approximately0.5◦ further to the north than before.
Cross-section (d) shows the subducted lithosphere slab beneath the Vrancea region in the
southeastern bend of the Carpathians. The new models, whichcontain the CALIXTO data
and much more regional data from the EHB catalog, are consistent with BSE for this region
and confirm the 3-D structure on which basis the interpretation was made that the Vrancea
slab displays the final stage of subduction in which slab detachment has not yet occurred
while north of it the subducted slab is detached (Wortel and Spakman, 2000). The Vrancea
slab anomaly only differs in detail with the images obtainedfrom other tomographic experi-
ments using only CALIXTO data (Weidleet al., 2005; Martinet al., 2006).
Cross-section (e) shows a north-south section of the modelsacross the Alps. As could be
observed in the horizontal cross-sections (Fig. 6.5), the low-velocity anomaly in the crust
and uppermost mantle follows the outlines of the Alps now very well, expressing the crustal
wedge above the down-flexed European lithosphere (positiveanomaly to the upper left) where
the model was dominated before by high velocities. Furthermore, around 200 km depth, low-
velocities are found in the new models below the European slab. All three models consistently
show that the European plate dips southward under the Adriatic plate while the positive slab
anomaly further south (at 6° geographical distance in Fig. 6.6e), results from southwestward
subduction of the Apennine slab at an oblique angle to the section. Remarkable are the focus-
ing effects obtained from the additional data (P06) and additional 3-D ray tracing and event
location (P063Dloc).
Cross section (f) displays a south-north line through the eastern Mediterranean-Aegean re-
gion showing the Tethys slab which is still connected to the African plate. Owing to two
additional stations in Libya and Egypt and 3-D ray tracing, the lithosphere beneath the east-
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ern Mediterranean can be resolved better which results in a more continuous image of the
African plate subduction.
The last two cross sections (g) and (h) display the Gibraltarslab and the Calabria slab, respec-
tively. Focusing effects can observed in both sections. Forthe Gibraltar slab this concerns
an improved delineation between the steeply east-dipping slab and the positive anomaly con-
nected directly to the right which cuts the same slab more along-strike in this strongly curved
subduction zone (Spakman and Wortel, 2004). Focusing effects for the Calabria slab occur
predominantly in its flat lying portion which is thinner and of slightly higher amplitude (as
for the flat lying anomaly in the Vrancea section (d)).

6.6 Discussion and Conclusions

We presented two new P-wave tomography models, P06 and P063Dloc, for the European
region that were obtained from inversion of an extended EHB global data set combined with
additional high-accuracy data from various European sources. The different European data
sets were also inverted separately to check for informational content of the absolute travel
times, we picked. Comparison with the published tomographic models derived from each
data set (and inverting relative residuals) was hampered bythe overall lack of depth resolu-
tion we observed as a result of using a global cell parameterization instead of a local model
box as was used in the pertinent studies by others.
Overall, we found in our new models an enhanced focusing of structure with respect to the
earlier BSE model while also important and sensible changesin anomaly patterns are ob-
served such as the outline of the Trans-European Suture Zone. Furthermore, in some regions
(e.g. Finland) an improved image of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary was obtained.
New stations in regions with very low ray coverage (e.g. Lybia) prove to have a substan-
tial impact on imaged structure while in some well sampled regions the additional European
mostly only amplify anomalies observed earlier or confirm earlier findings (e.g. Vrancea
zone, Eifel plume). In the lowermost mantle, due to the addition of cores phases, a redistribu-
tion of anomaly patterns is observed with respect to BSE while also a previously unsampled
region below Central Europe could be imaged. Owing to the extended EHB data set, reso-
lution improves greatly in the lowermost mantle of the European region which among other
things provides new support for a deep mantle root for the central European upwelling.
A comparison between the two new tomographic models also demonstrates the positive ef-
fects of changing reference models for tomography. Particularly, P063Dloc resulted from
inversions relative to a 3-D background model in which, prior to tomographic inversion, earth-
quakes were relocated and ray path geometry was determined by 3-D ray tracing to obtain
consistency between the 3-D reference model, delay times, earthquake locations and origin
time, and 3-D ray paths. As the same data set was used for inversion, differences between
P06 and P063Dloc must be attributed to the non-linearity of the global tomographic inverse
problem of travel times which has so far been neglected in most studies. Apart from many
focusing effects and redistribution of anomaly patterns, also new structure could be imaged
as a result of changing the reference model. We did not yet focus on the detailed accuracy of
all these images which requires more work and analysis than only a few sensitivity tests.
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Figure 6.6: Vertical cross-sections through the BSE model and the new models P06 and P063Dloc
beneath Central Europe (a), Finland (b), the TOR array (c), Romania (d), the Alps (e), the Hellenic
arc (f), Gibraltar (g) and the Tyrrhenian basin (h). All velocity variations are displayed with respect to
ak135.
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In all, we conclude that the two new models provide enhanced images of European mantle
structure which may prove useful for further geodynamic interpretation, for more accurate
earthquake location and as a reference or starting point forforward and inverse model calcu-
lations in seismology and mantle dynamics.
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Chapter 7

Travel time tomography of
western North America with a new
arrival time data set

7.1 Introduction

The west coast of North America has been, and still continuesto be, a site of complex defor-
mation due to its location near a major plate boundary. In Mesozoic and Cenozoic times, the
Farallon plate (an oceanic plate west of the North American plate) was subducted eastward
under the North American plate. In the Cenozoic (29 Ma ago), subduction of the Farallon
plate beneath southern California was completed while subduction of the remaining northern
part, called Juan de Fuca and Gorda plate (see Fig. 7.1), continued. With cessation of sub-
duction in the south a transform fault between the northwestward moving Pacific plate and
the westward moving North American plate was created (platemotions relative to Africa)
and the Mendocino Triple Junction between Pacific, Juan de Fuca and North American plate
formed. This triple junction started moving northward 25 Maago and was accompanied by
an extinction of the arc volcanism along its way and initiation of volcanism in the northern
Coast Range.
Tomography provides information which helps to reconstruct tectonic movements in that re-
gion. On a long-wavelength scale, surface wave tomography models exist, which image the
upper mantle beneath the North American continent (e.g. vander Lee and Nolet, 1997; Godey
et al., 2003). However, in higher detail mostly local or regional models exist which do not im-
age the entire region. For example, the subduction beneath the Cascades of Washington and
Oregon was imaged by Michaelson and Weaver (1986), Rasmussen and Humphreys (1988)
and Neeleet al. (1993) and it was subject of the Cascadia 1993 experiment carried out across
central Oregon to image the subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate under the North American
plate. As part of this experiment, Rondenayet al. (2001) and Bostocket al. (2002) obtained
a high-resolution image of the upper 120 km of the subductionzone. The Gorda slab and its
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7 Travel time tomography of western North America with a new arrival time data set

southern edge have been imaged by Benzet al. (1992) and Beaudoinet al. (1998) among
other studies. The uppermost mantle beneath the southern Great Valley and the Sierra Nevada
has been investigated by many authors with receiver functions, regional tomography and shear
wave splitting (e.g. Benz and Zandt, 1993; Boydet al., 2004; Zandtet al., 2004; Yang and
Forsyth, 2006). In particular, many more crustal studies exist of northwestern America but as
we focus on the mantle they will not be listed here.
In contrast to these local or regional studies, we will present here a comprehensive high-
resolution tomography model of northwestern America basedon new data combined with
ISC (International Seismological Centre) and NEIC (National Earthquake Data Center) bul-
letin data.

7.2 Data

7.2.1 Newly picked data for stations in North America

For many recordings of the Advanced National Seismic Network (ANSS), the Incorporated
Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS), Canadian National Seismic Network (CNSN),
Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) and theNARS-Baja project arrival
times were not determined and therefore not reported to the ISC. These recordings build
the basis of the new, additional data set used here. Seismograms from these stations were
obtained, pre-processed and picked by Sandovalet al. (2004a) with an automatic picking
method to investigate the lithosphere and mantle beneath North America but so far, the data
set has not been used for tomography. The data from that project were recorded from 2002–
2004 and contain 120,000 P-wave picks for 486 events (event and station locations are given
in Fig. 7.1).

7.2.2 EHB catalog

The main data source for travel time tomography in this studyis a reprocessed and updated
version of the International Seismological Centre (ISC) bulletins extended with travel times
from the National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) of the USGS for the most recent
events by Engdahlet al. (1998). This database will be referred to hereafter as EHB catalog.
It contains earthquake observations for the period 1964–2004 including over 445,000 events
for 27.4 million first and later arriving phases. The processing of Engdahlet al. (1998)
comprised a phase re-identification, theoretical travel time calculation in the Earth reference
model ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995) and a relocation of the events. From this data set, 19.1
mill. arrival times (P, pP, pwP, PcP, PKP and PKiKP phases) were selected for tomography.

7.3 Method

The method applied here is travel time tomography, which uses the difference between ob-
served and predicted arrival times of P-waves to compute velocity variations within the in-
vestigated region with respect to a reference model. The theoretical arrival times are also
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station locations of additional data. Illustrated in the bottom figure are the locations of the earthquakes
contained in the new arrival time data set.
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calculated with this reference velocity model, which is here the 1-D model ak135 by Kennett
et al. (1995) and additionally for a later inversion a 3-D reference model. This 3-D reference
model contains the global travel time tomography model obtained with respect to ak135 in
regions of good ray coverage. The anomalies of the model are amplified up to a factor of
2 where allowed by the model null space as anomaly amplitudesare usually underestimated
in travel time tomography in many mantle regions by 30%-50%.Otherwise, CUB2.0 (Ritz-
woller et al., 2002a), which is based on CRUST2.0 (Bassinet al., 2000) in the crustal part,
is used in the uppermost mantle and below that S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999). For usage of
the 3-D reference model, the earthquakes are relocated in that model to ensure consistency of
source parameters and travel times. For more details on the use of 3-D reference models for
travel time tomography see Chapter 5.
We use the method of Bijwaardet al. (1998) to solve the inverse problem. Even though focus
is on northwestern America, a global tomography experimentis performed thereby avoiding
all shortcomings of using a regionally defined model volume.Composite rays are used instead
of single rays, where a composite ray is built from single rays of the same phase type which
originate from the same event cluster and end at the same station. By using composite rays,
the amount of data for inversion is reduced but at the same time the signal-to-noise ratio is
increased. The data are weighted prior to inversion by the spread of the individual delay times
within the respective ray bundle to account for the difference in ray bundle size. For the new
data, this approach is not used as their quality is expected to be higher. Instead, single rays
are used. The resulting data vector then contains 10.4 million residuals.
The Earth is parameterized by an irregular grid of non-overlapping cells following the ap-
proach of Spakman and Bijwaard (2001) where the cell size depends on the number of rays
crossing a cell. The cell size varies in crust and mantle between 0.5°×0.5° and 10.0°×10.0° with
an increasing layer thickness from the crust (10 km) to the lower mantle (200 km). The core
is parameterized by a single layer for each, inner and outer core, with cells of 10°×10° to
account for rays crossing through the core but to suppress strong model variations at the same
time. Using such an irregular grid has the advantage of reducing the number of unknowns
from 8 035 000 to 604 000, reducing the overparameteratization (and therefore the regulariza-
tion needed during inversion) and retaining the possibility to resolve structure at small scales
where allowed by the data.
The tomographic inversion itself is performed iterativelywith the LSQR algorithm of Paige
and Saunders (1982). A second-derivative damping is applied to regularize the solution of the
inversion and to obtain a smooth model. Additionally, for inversion with 3-D reference mod-
els an amplitude damping is applied to suppress large excursions from the reference model.

7.4 Model recovery

As stations and events are not equally distributed over the investigated region, the resolution
of the velocity model varies spatially. The uneven data distribution is clearly indicated in
the hitcount map (Fig. 7.2) which gives the number of rays traversing a cell. For example,
ray coverage at shallow depths is low beneath the Pacific due to a lack of earthquakes and
stations. Also for the North American shield there is a lowerray coverage due to a low
number of events and seismic stations. The new data increaseray coverage mainly along the
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western part of the United States, in particular, beneath California and Washington.
As the computation of the resolution matrix is too time consuming due to the large number of
parameters, tests are performed with synthetic spike models (e.g. Spakman and Nolet, 1988)
of various spike sizes to estimate the resolution. These tests are performed with respect to
ak135 and the synthetic models contain spikes of± 5% amplitude which are projected onto
the irregular grid. Theoretical travel times are then calculated using the ray distribution of
the observed data and Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of ±0.5 s is added to the
data. Subsequently, the resulting matrix-vector equationis inverted. The result of spike tests
with 0.5◦ × 0.5◦, 1.0◦ × 1.0◦ and2.0◦ × 2.0◦ spikes is displayed in Figure 7.2 at 50 km and
440 km depth. Spike anomalies are recovered in the western part of the United States where
ray coverage is high with a minimum size of reconstructable spikes between at0.5◦ × 0.5◦

in the uppermost mantle and3.0◦ × 3.0◦ in the lower mantle (not shown).

7.5 Results

The tomography results are displayed in Figure 7.3 for inversion of the new data combined
with the EHB data using ak135 as reference model (P06) and using a 3-D reference model
(P063Dloc). To get a better impression of these models, they are compared to the model
”BSE” of Bijwaard et al. (1998) which was obtained with a smaller data set but using the
same method as here and applying ak135 as reference model. Consequently, P06 bears many
similarities with BSE. Even though different reference models are used in the inversions, all
models are displayed with respect to ak135 for comparison.
At 50 km depth, in model P06 the North American shield is imaged by high velocities. Be-
neath most of California except for the southernmost part, the San Andreas fault is resolved as
boundary between the high velocities of the Pacific plate andthe low velocities of the North
American plate. The new data sharpen the velocity contrast between the Pacific and North
American plate south of San Francisco. Furthermore, a comparison with the BSE model
shows that the model is better resolved now with smaller gridcells beneath the North Ameri-
can shield as the latest EHB data set contains significantly more regional data. Differences in
the tomography model using a 3-D reference model (P063Dloc) compared to P06 appear, in
particular, where the ray coverage with short period P-waves is low and therefore mainly the
3-D reference model is re-obtained as beneath the Pacific or parts of the craton where low in-
stead of high velocities are imaged as this region, at 50 km depth, is partly considered as crust
in the reference model. Otherwise, anomaly amplitudes are mainly strengthened compared
to P06.
At 185 km depth, the additional information of the new data isalready reduced being still
highest along the coastline. As main features in P06, a high-velocity anomaly parallel to the
coastline could be imaged and low velocities beneath Yellowstone. The new data enhance
the northern part of the high-velocity anomaly beneath Washington while in the south, the
amplitudes of these anomalies are left unchanged but compared to the BSE model in the
central part the velocities are decreased. Also, along the Gulf of California ridge, velocities
are further decreased due to the new data. In the eastern halfof the cross section other
differences between BSE and P06 are found resulting in a better outlined boundary of the
high-velocity anomaly in P06 beneath the shield towards thewest. Usage of the 3-D reference
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Figure 7.2: Displayed at 50 km depth is the hitcount of the combined data set (left, top), the addition of
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model provides again implicitly more realistic velocitiesbeneath the Pacific and below the
cratonic part of North America thereby enhancing the contrast to the tectonically active region
of the North American Cordillera.
At 440 km depth in the upper mantle transition zone, P06 is dominated by low velocities
beneath northwestern America but contains high velocitiesbeneath Nevada, Utah and Idaho.
Also, at this depth the signature of the North American shield has vanished and is replaced by
a low-velocity anomaly. Differences with BSE are biggest inthe eastern half of the section
where P06 contains more data and therefore gives a more coherent image. The model using a
3-D reference/starting model is comparable to the model using a 1-D reference/starting model
except for the Pacific where P063Dloc contains the low velocities of S20RTS.
To get a better impression of the distribution of high-velocity anomalies and their interchange
with low-velocity anomalies, vertical cross sections through the models presented in Fig-
ure 7.3, are displayed in Figure 7.4. The exact location of the slices is given in Figure 7.1.
Starting in the northern part of the model with a west-east trending slice (S1), the afore-
mentioned high-velocity anomaly represents the subductedJuan de Fuca slab beneath North
America. This slab is steep in the western part and flattens inthe upper mantle transition zone.
The new travel time residuals increase velocities particulary in the uppermost and lowermost
section of the slab. The BSE model contains also above the 410km discontinuity smeared
out high velocities related to a lack of data.
Further south (S2), the slab is only observed with high velocities down to approximately
200 km depth with resolution being sufficient to reconstructanomalies at this depth. The new
data amplify the surrounding low velocites and compared to BSE, the high-velocity anomaly
is more focussed.
Further south (S3), in P06 and P063Dloc the Gorda slab becomes again a more continuous
feature lying flat in the top part of the transition zone. Compared to BSE the new data in
combination with the latest EHB data set clearly improve theamplitudes of the slab anomaly.
In the next slice further south (S4), a high-velocity anomaly cannot be found where it was
seen before in the uppermost mantle while below 350 km depth it is detected. Again, the
high-velocity anomaly in P06 and P063Dloc is more focused than in the BSE model.
Even further south (S5), this anomaly in the transition zoneis observed again with weaker
amplitudes. However, in the uppermost mantle a high-velocity anomaly east of the San An-
dreas fault is found in all models and the new data increase the velocities of that anomaly.
Due to the different reference model, the connection of the high-velocity drip disappears in
the model using a 3-D reference (P063Dloc).

7.6 Discussion and Conclusions

The new data clearly improve the tomographic model in the uppermost mantle and in re-
gions that were sparsely sampled in previous global tomography studies (e.g. Bijwaardet al.,
1998). A subducted slab can be detected in the uppermost mantle from British Columbia to
approximately 170 km south of the Mendocino triple junctionand vanishing/weakening be-
low ∼ 200 km depth beneath Oregon close to the boundary between Juan deFuca and Gorda
plate.
Earliest indicators of a high-velocity slab beneath southwestern Canada and the northwestern
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Figure 7.3: The BSE model of Bijwaardet al. (1998) (top row), the model using the newly picked data
and EHB data with a 1-D reference model (middle row) and the model using the new data and EHB data
with a 3-D reference model (bottom row) at 50 km (left), 185 km(middle) and 440 km depth (right).
All velocity perturbations are displayed with respect to ak135 independent of the starting model used
for tomographic inversion.
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Figure 7.4: Vertical cross sections through the models as displayed in Fig. 7.3. The location of the
cross sections is displayed in Fig.7.1. The velocity perturbations are given with respect to ak135 .
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7 Travel time tomography of western North America with a new arrival time data set

United States were observations of P travel times (McKenzieand Julian, 1971). The part of
the slab beneath Oregon and Washington was also detected in an inversion of teleseismic P
travel times by Michaelson and Weaver (1986), Rasmussen andHumphreys (1988) and Van-
Decar (1991). The model of Rasmussen and Humphreys (1988) extends furthest south with
a similar depth extent of the high-velocity to our model to atleast 400 km in the northern
part of their model (corresponding to S1) and 200 km in the southern part (corresponding to
S2). However, our model continues further to the east and we are therefore able to image the
flattening of the slab below 400 km depth.
The part of the Gorda slab (S3) beneath California was imagedearlier by Benzet al. (1992)
with teleseismic P tomography. Its southern edge of the Gorda plate has been imaged by
Beaudoinet al. (1998) with a seismic refraction-reflection profile being located at approxi-
mately40◦N beneath California, which is in good agreement with our model where the slab
at 200 km depth extends to approximately39◦N.
The low-velocity region at the southern end of the Gorda slab(S4) and the adjacent high-
velocity anomaly beneath Central California (S5) have beensubject of debate for many
years. Ten Brinket al. (1999) suggest that the low-velocity anomaly (S4) represents a region
of stretched slab material where thermal re-equilibrationcauses the observed low-velocity
anomaly. As another possibility, Furlonget al. (1989), Benzet al. (1992) and Benz and Zandt
(1993) interpret the low-velocity region as a slab window inwhich asthenospheric material
is upwelling. According to our model, the low-velocity anomaly beneath Central California
is caused by hot upwelling asthenosphere material that moved in after subduction ended and
the slab sank into the mantle since remnants of this slab are still observable further to the east
from 350 km depth onwards. Benz and Zandt (1993) suggest thatthe high-velocity anomaly
at the southern end of the slab window below the southern Great Valley (S5) is caused by a
fragment of the Farallon plate being left there after subduction ended. Zandt and Carrigan
(1993) also interpret the slab window as a region where upwelling asthenosphere replaced
the remnants of the Farallon slab after cessation of subduction in southern California. How-
ever, they interpret the high-velocity anomaly south of theslab window as a body dripping
off the base of the lithosphere due to a small-scale convective instability. This theory was
later on supported by a time-dependent simulation of the thermal evolution of the astheno-
sphere (Liu and Zandt, 1996) and Ruppertet al. (1998) and Saleebyet al. (2003) proposed
the southern Sierra Nevada batholitic root as origin of the detached lithosphere. Also Zandt
et al. (2004) come to the conclusion that this high-velocity anomaly represents either the
root of the southern Sierra Nevada or a downwelling induced by foundering of the root. A
recent seismic tomography study of the lithosphere beneaththe southern Sierra Nevada with
P and S wave travel times (Boydet al., 2004) confirms the existence of the high-velocity drip
but dipping eastward beneath the southern Sierra Nevada. Boyd et al. (2004) conclude from
analyses regarding composition and temperature that the anomaly represents stratified mantle
lithosphere delaminated from the crust beneath the southern Sierra Nevada.
Our model does not allow for inferences on compositional andthermal aspects of the anomaly
but unlike previous regional tomography studies, we are able to give a depth limit for the
high-velocity anomaly confining it to a depth< 250 km. The obtained model agrees well
with other studies that prefer removal of the Sierra Nevada root as cause of the high-velocity
anomaly (instead of a Farallon slab fragment) and we observethe remnants of the Farallon
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slab above the 660 km discontinuity further east of the high-velocity anomaly. Therefore, the
most plausible explanation for the eastward dipping high-velocity anomaly below the south-
ern Great Valley and Sierra Nevada is a drip of lithospheric root from the southern Sierra
Nevada.
In summary, we have been able to image the P velocity structure beneath entire northwestern
America in high detail with global travel time tomography. Newly picked arrival times have,
in particular, improved the model in the uppermost mantle inregion where ray density was
low before thereby enhancing, for example, the outlines of subducted slabs.
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Chapter 8

Relocation of a global earthquake
data set with a 3-D velocity model

We have relocated a global earthquake data set of 450,000 events contained in the Interna-
tional Seismological Centre (ISC), National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC), Europe-
Mediterranean Seismological Centre (EMSC) and regional network data bases. The initial
earthquake locations were obtained using a standard 1-D Earth reference model while the
earthquake relocations presented in this study were performed in a highly detailed 3-D veloc-
ity model based on travel time tomography using a directed grid search technique. Tests with
well-located events show an improvement of the earthquake location errors using the 3-D
model with respect to a 1-D Earth reference model. Furthermore, systematic source parame-
ter shifts of the events in the global earthquake data set canbe observed with respect to their
initial location which are caused by 3-D Earth structure nowaccounted for in the earthquake
location process.

8.1 Introduction

Accurate earthquake locations are important not only for seismo-tectonic and seismic hazard
assessment but also for the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-BanTreaty (CTBT) or for tomogra-
phy studies investigating the velocity structure of the Earth’s crust and mantle. The accuracy
of event locations depends on many factors among which are the number of phases used for
computation of the location, proper phase identification, the velocity model used for compu-
tation of reference travel times and the location method itself. Besides the ISC and NEIC,
which provide global data sets of earthquake locations, theupdated EHB catalog of Eng-
dahlet al. (1998) provides a groomed version of the ISC and NEIC bulletins from 1964 to
2004 including improvements compared to other global catalogs. The earthquake locations
in the EHB catalog were obtained using a 1-D Earth reference model adding regionally aver-
aged travel time corrections for upper mantle structure. Furthermore, phase identification of
depth phases in this catalog was improved using probabilitydensity functions of later-arriving
phases. The 3-D velocity heterogeneities in the source regions and along the ray paths of the
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8 Relocation of a global earthquake data set with a 3-D velocity model

observed phases are not routinely taken into account in any of the earthquake locations pro-
vided by the mentioned global catalogs as it is computationally expensive and requires a good
3-D velocity model of the Earth’s interior.
In this study, a highly detailed 3-D model obtained from travel time tomography will be used
in a directed grid search to find more accurate earthquake locations for a global earthquake
data set.

8.2 The earthquake data set

8.2.1 EHB catalog

The main data source is the reprocessed and updated earthquake catalog of Engdahlet al.
(1998) which is based on the ISC bulletins and extended with data from the NEIC of the U.S.
Geological Survery for the most recent events. This database will be referred to hereafter
as EHB catalog. It contains earthquake observations for theperiod 1964–2004 including
over 445,000 events with 27.4 million first and later arriving phases. The processing of Eng-
dahlet al. (1998) comprised a phase re-identification, theoretical travel time calculation in
the Earth reference model ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995) and a source relocation taking into
account regionally averaged travel time corrections for teleseismic phases.

8.2.2 Euro-Mediterranean bulletin

The Euro-Mediterranean bulletin of the EMSC provides the second data set used here. This
bulletin contains a collection of travel time observationsfrom local networks in the Euro-
Mediterranean region (Godeyet al., 2006). Well-constrained earthquakes in this catalog were
relocated by the EMSC. However, if existent, the corresponding EHB location is used here
instead of the EMSC locations. Otherwise, the events are relocated in ak135 including re-
gional patch corrections for consistency with the EHB catalog using the relocation method
described in Section 8.3. The resulting EMSC subset then consists of over 96,000 additional
first-arriving P and S phases from 9,700 events for the period1998–2003 for which EHB
locations could be found and 138,000 P and S arrival times for6,400 events for which an
EMSC location exists. Depth phases (pP, sP, pwP) were not used to avoid problems with
phase misidentifications.

8.2.3 Newly picked data for stations in North America

Sandovalet al. (2004a) obtained waveform registrations from the AdvancedNational Seismic
Network (ANSS), the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS), Canadian
National Seismic Network (CNSN), Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC)
and the NARS-Baja project (Trampertet al., 2003). For 486 events registered between 2002
and 2004, for which an EHB location existed, 120,000 P arrival times were picked by San-
dovalet al. (2004a) with an automatic picking method. For most of these stations, arrival
times were not determined before.
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8.2.4 Newly picked data for stations in Europe

Additionally, temporary experiments with spatially densestation arrays in Europe, the OR-
FEUS (Observatories and Research Facilities for European Seismology) archives and a col-
lection of registrations for the UK, Ireland and part of northwestern France provided to us by
Arrowsmith (2003), form another source of data. The temporary experiment data comprise
the SVEKALAPKO experiment in Finland (Bock et al., 2001), the TOR experiment in South
Sweden, Denmark and North Germany (Gregersenet al., 2002)), the EIFEL experiment in
the Eifel (Ritteret al., 2000), the CALIXTO experiment in Romania (Wenzelet al., 1998) and
the MIDSEA project with a number of stations surrounding theMediterranean Sea (van der
Leeet al., 2001). The data from these stations were obtained as waveforms and arrival times
were determined with the method of Sandovalet al. (2004a) resulting in a total of 86,600 P
and S arrival times for 3100 events, for which an EHB locationcould be found.

8.3 Relocation method

From the EHB catalog, only events are relocated which are also relocated by Engdahlet al.
(1998) and earthquakes which had a fixed EHB hypocenter depthare kept at fixed depth.
Furthermore, we use only those P, S, pP, pwP, sP, PKPdf and PKiKP phases from the EHB
data set, which were also used by Engdahlet al. (1998) for relocation and the additional
phases from the other data sets for according EHB events. Theadditional EMSC events
without corresponding EHB location are relocated using P and S phases. For all additional
data, regional phases with absolute travel time residuals> 7.5 s and teleseismic phases with
an absolute travel time residual> 3.5 s are not used. Also epicentral distances for P phases
are limited to< 100◦ and for S to< 80◦.
The earthquake relocation is based on the method of Sambridge and Kennett (1986) which
was implemented in an iterative grid search scheme. The hypocenter locations as given in the
EHB catalog are used as initial locations around which a gridis set up of0.2◦×0.2◦× 20 km
with a node spacing of0.02◦ and 2 km respectively. Theoretical travel times are computed
for each node and observed phase arrival using ak135. Subsequently, theoretical travel times
are computed in the 3-D reference velocity model for the corners of the grid with the 3-
D ray tracing method of Bijwaard and Spakman (1999a) based onray perturbation theory.
The difference between the travel times using a 3-D and 1-D velocity model is determined
at each corner and interpolated onto the other nodes of the grid. By adding the previously
computed ak135 travel time to the difference afterwards, 3-D travel times are obtained at each
grid node. The interpolation is performed to reduce computation time as 3-D ray tracing for
each node and each observed arrival time would significantlyincrease the task. As criterion
for the grid search, a misfit function is minimized, which is here the sum of the squared
weighted arrival time residuals (observed arrival time - theoretical arrival time - corrections
for ellipticity, station elevation, bounce point topography and water depth for depth phases) at
each node. The weights differ by phase type as given in Table 8.1. First, within a time interval
of ±20 s around the origin time, the origin time that produces a minimum misfit is searched.
The arrival times are then corrected for the new origin time and the spatial minimum of the
misfit function is determined. If the minimum is located nearthe edge of the grid, the grid
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phase type weight−1

P 0.3
S 1.5

pP, pwP, sP 1.0
PKPdf, PKiKP 1.0

Table 8.1: Weights applied for minimization of the misfit function.

is shifted with the new location as center and the thus found source parameters are used for
the following iteration, otherwise the grid is refined to half the node spacing. The relocation
procedure is repeated until the node spacing is reduced to0.005◦ or when the maximum
number of iterations (=6) is reached. On average a final location is found after 3 iterations
and only 5% of the events require 6 relocation steps.
The relocations are accepted if the root-mean-square misfitof the residuals is less than the
ak135 misfit + 0.5 s and if the epicenter shift is less than 50 kmand the depth shift is less than
40 km for free-depth solutions.

8.4 Model

Relocation is performed with a 3-D velocity model obtained from global travel time tomo-
graphy (named ”P063Dloc” hereafter). The model was obtained in several processing steps:
First, a travel time tomography was performed with travel time residuals from the EHB cat-
alog, EMSC bulletins (Godeyet al., 2006) and seismic networks and experiments in North
America (Sandovalet al., 2004a) and Europe (Chapter 4) using ak135 as reference model.
This model (named ”P06”) contains many features in the Earth’s crust and mantle (e.g. sub-
ducting slabs, hot upwellings) in regions of good ray coverage.
Second, the amplitudes of this model were enhanced by doubling the anomaly amplitudes of
P06. But in order not to affect the data misfit, only the part ofthe amplified model was used
which lies in the null space. This null space model part was found by applying the null space
shuttle of Deal and Nolet (1996). As the resulting model (named ”P06+”) is a P velocity
model, S velocity perturbations were derived using the depth-dependentd ln vs/d ln vp val-
ues of Bolton and Masters (2001) which range from 1.345 in theupper mantle to 3.45 in the
lowermost mantle.
Third, the model P06+ was combined with the CUB2.0 model (Ritzwolleret al., 2002b) in
the uppermost mantle and the model S20RTS (Ritsemaet al., 1999) below that. The CUB2.0
model is based on broadband surface wave group and phase velocity measurements and uses
a global crustal model (CRUST2.0, Bassinet al., 2000) in the background. We used the P and
S velocities as they are provided in this model. Between 200 and 300 km depth, the model
S20RTS was smoothly blent in using a depth-weighted averageof both models. S20RTS is
based on Rayleigh wave phase velocity measurements, shear wave travel times and normal
mode splitting measurements. Since it is a shear velocity model, it was converted to P veloc-
ities using the afore mentioned depth-dependentd ln vs/d ln vp values of Bolton and Masters
(2001). P06+ is then combined with CUB+S20RTS applying a hitcount-dependent criterion
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8.5 Location of ground truth events

where hitcount is the number of rays crossing a model grid-cell. For cells with a hitcount
bigger than 500/1000/2000 in the upper/mid/lower mantle P06+ was used. A smooth tran-
sition from P06+ to CUB+S20RTS was achieved by using a weighted hitcount-dependent
average of both models in an intermediate hitcount range. For cells with a hitcount lower
than 100/200/400 in the upper/mid/lower mantle CUB+S20RTSwas used. The advantage of
this approach is, that in regions of good ray coverage ray bending due to 3-D heterogeneities
is accounted for according to P06+ and otherwise according to CUB2.0 or S20RTS respec-
tively which can be assumed to be more realistic models than a1-D reference model.
Fourth, a final tomography inversion was performed using theextended global data set and
CUB+S20RTS+P06+ as reference model. Processing before inversion included arelocation
of the earthquakes in the new reference model (similar to therelocation process presented
here) to establish consistency between arrival time residuals and source parameters. The re-
sulting model P063Dloc combines the long-wavelength structure as ”seen” by long period
seismic information with the detailed crust and mantle structure obtained from short period
travel time data. The conversion to S-velocity anomalies was again performed using the
d ln vs/d ln vp values of Bolton and Masters (2001).

8.5 Location of ground truth events

To find improvements of relocation with the 3-D velocity model, tests with ground truth
events are performed. These events are earthquakes and explosions whose source parameters
are known exactly. Here, additionally events are considered with a location error up to 5 km.
For Eurasia, events are selected from the reference event database of Bondáret al. (2004),
which were not used for computation of the tomography model.For North America, only
ground truth events are available to us, which were also usedfor tomography. Yet, these
events are selected since most of them are located in regionswith many stations and events
and their influence on the obtained velocity model thereforeis minor. For the entire ground
truth data set, only events are selected that have a teleseismic secondary azimuth< 180◦ (i.e.
the largest azimuthal region centered around the event containing only one station) and which
contain more than 10 teleseismic first arrivals.

8.5.1 Arrival time prediction

Assessment of arrival time prediction with a specific velocity model can indicate its ability
to improve earthquake location. Therefore, theoretical arrival times are computed for 58,700
observed P phases of 306 ground truth events (using their exact location) with both ak135
and P063Dloc as velocity model. The closer the travel time residuals are to 0 s, the better the
velocity model predicts the arrival times. As a summary of the computations, in Figure 8.1
the mean travel time residuals with respect to the epicentral distance are displayed together
with their standard deviations. At distances up to approximately69◦ the 3-D velocity model
predicts the travel times better while between69◦ and76◦ ak135 gives better results and at
greater distances the results are comparable for both models.
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Figure 8.1: Mean travel time residuals and standard deviations computed with ak135 (solid line) and
the 3-D velocity model (dashed line) with respect to the epicentral distances for ground truth events in
North America and Eurasia.
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8.6 Results of relocating the global hypocenter data set

epicenter shift (km) depth shift (km) origin time shift (s)
fixed depth:

ak135 9.9± 6.7 – 0.7± 0.7
3-D 6.4± 4.4 – -0.4± 0.6

free depth:
ak135 9.2± 4.8 -7.1± 6.9 1.6± 1.1
3-D 6.5± 4.7 -7.9± 6.0 0.8± 1.0

Table 8.2: Summary of the mislocations errors obtained for the ground truths events.

8.5.2 Hypocenter location

Mislocation errors are assessed here by relocating the ground truth events. The events are
relocated with the method described in Section 8.3 using the3-D velocity model and, for
comparison, they are relocated using ak135 including a correction of the teleseismic travel
times for average regional Earth structure below the stations (corrections are applied as pro-
vided by Engdahlet al. (1998)). Only the best constrained events are analyzed, which involve
more than 250 phases for relocation and have a depth shift smaller than 40 km and a epicenter
shift smaller than 50 km. The absolute origin time shift is restricted to 3.5 s to exclude events
that do not contain sufficient depth-defining phases and therefore cause large trade-offs be-
tween depth and origin time shifts.
Thus, 226 events are relocated fixing the depth to the true location and 93 events are relocated
allowing the hypocenter depth to shift. For the fixed-depth solutions using the 3-D velocity
model and ak135 (including patch correction) respectively, relocation vectors are displayed
in Figure 8.2. The relocation vectors are smallest in North America and parts of the Mediter-
ranean region, which suggests that the events in those regions are well-constrained by travel
time observations and/or that the 3-D model provides a good representation of Earth structure
in those regions. As the event locations are known with an accuracy of 0-5 km, the source
parameter shifts can be considered as mislocation errors. These mislocation errors are given
in Table 8.2 for fixed- and free-depth solutions using ak135 and the 3-D velocity model. The
fixed-depth solutions display epicenter shifts similar to the free-depth solutions and the mis-
locations are bigger for ak135 than for P063Dloc. The depth shift of the free-depth solutions
is smaller for ak135 than P063Dloc but only suitable ground truth events with a focal depth
< 35 km were found. Therefore, the depth mislocation might not berepresentative for deeper
events. As can be expected due to a trade-off between origin time and event depth shift, the
origin time shift is smaller for the fixed-depth solutions than the free-depth solutions and in
both cases the origin time error is smaller for the 3-D model than ak135.
In summary, as arrival time prediction is improved due to the3-D velocity model, relocation
with that model reduces source location errors.

8.6 Results of relocating the global hypocenter data set

The relocation of 450,000 events took 2433 CPU-hours on an SGI Altix system using 8
Itanium-2 processors. It resulted in 203,000 events with a fixed-depth solution and 247,000
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8 Relocation of a global earthquake data set with a 3-D velocity model

Figure 8.2: Relocation vectors of the ground truth events using the 3-D velocity model (black) and
using ak135+patch correction (gray). The vector tails indicate the ground truth locations. The length of
the relocation vectors is exaggerated with the length scalefor the global plot as indicated.

events with a free-depth solution of which 187,000 and 232,000 relocations respectively were
accepted. The rest was discarded as the event parameters were not well enough constrained
by arrival time observations and therefore deviated too much from the initial location (con-
straints given in Section 8.3).
A summary of the source parameter shifts with respect to the original parameters using ak135
as velocity model for events with more than 10 travel time residuals is given in Table 8.3 and
illustrated in Figure 8.3. For most of the accepted events the epicenter shift is less than 20 km
and it amounts on average to 12.8 km. Also, the epicenter shifts for both fixed-depth and
free-depth events increase with depth. For most of the free-depth events the depth shift is
less than 15 km with an average shift of -3.1 km. The depth shifts are largest for shallow
events and decrease with depth as model anomalies are largest in the crust and decrease with
depth. Furthermore, the origin time shift is centered around 0.0 s and most events show an
origin time shift of less than±2 s. The root-mean-square values of the travel time residuals
after relocation with respect to the residuals obtained with ak135 are mainly unchanged or
decrease by. 0.5 s with an rms misfit of less than 3 s for the majority of events (see Fig. 8.4).
In Figures 8.5 and 8.6 characteristic features of the relocations are illustrated by zooming

in on the region where the Pacific plate is subducted to the west underneath the Eurasian and
Philippine plates (top), the eastern plate boundaries of the Cocos and Nazca plates that are
subducted underneath the Caribbean and South American plate (middle) and the plate bound-
ary between Africa and Europe in the eastern Mediterranean Sea (bottom).
For East Asia only earthquakes with an EHB hypocenter depth> 70 km are displayed to
allow for better visualization. Along the western Pacific plate boundary, mainly negative ori-
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8.6 Results of relocating the global hypocenter data set

Figure 8.3: A histogram of the epicenter shifts with respect to the original ak135 locations (including
patch corrections) for fixed- and free-depth events (left),a histogram of the depth shift for free-depth
events (middle) and a histogram of the origin time shift for fixed- and free-depth events (right).
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Figure 8.4: Density plot of the root-mean-square data misfit before (ak135 residuals) and after (3-D
residuals) relocation.
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8 Relocation of a global earthquake data set with a 3-D velocity model

gin time shifts can be observed. They compensate for remaining data misfit not accounted
for by computation of travel time residuals with the 3-D reference model. Close to Japan
and along the Mariana trench the epicenter shifts are comparatively small (≈ 20 km) as the
events are well-constrained and point towards the trench taking into account the existence of
a high-velocity slab anomaly in the subduction zone.
Along the Andean subduction zone, origin time shifts are also mostly negative around -1 s
in the southern Altiplano region decreasing significantly in the deeper parts of the subducted
slab to±0 s while origin time shifts to the north are larger, between -2s and -1 s. The epi-
center shifts are on the order of 25–30 km in the Altiplano region pointing, like in the eastern
Pacific subduction zones, towards the trench. North of the Altiplano plateau and at greater
depth the relocation vectors are generally smaller, particularly the deep events have reloca-
tions of less than 10 km.
Along the southern part of the Middle American trench, the origin time shifts are generally
negative and epicenter shifts are large moving the events northwestward in the northern part
of the subduction zone while they shift the epicenters towards the trench in the southern part.
In the eastern Caribbean origin time and epicenter shifts are mostly smaller relocating the
earthquakes again towards the trench.
Relocation in the Aegean area shows many variations as the tectonic settings in which earth-
quakes occur are complex. Furthermore, most events in this region are located at shallow
depth. In the Tyrrhenian basin, small negative origin time shifts are observed with small re-
location vectors preserving the event clustering. Near Crete in the Aegean subduction zone,
positive origin time shifts are found that change into smallnegative origin time shifts indicat-
ing the difference in source depth and model properties in this region. They are accompanied
by small epicenter shifts showing that the locations are well-constrained by the travel time
observations for these earthquakes. In the Vrancea region in Romania, where plate subduc-
tion took place along the Carpathian arc, negative origin time shifts indicate reduction of
data misfit due to correction of the source parameters regarding the high-velocity slab there.
Otherwise, epicenter and depth shifts in this region are small keeping the clustering of events
within this very limited region.
As illustrated in Figure 8.6, in well-sampled regions as thesubduction zone across Japan,
depth and epicenter shifts are small leaving the locations almost unchanged. Also in South
America, earthquake locations in the slab are only relocated over small distances. However,
below 150 km depth the events are more clustered now narrowing the region in which seis-
micity is observed. In the Mediterranean where most earthquakes occur at shallow depth,
events at less than 50 km depth are mainly located downwards building a layer of approxi-
mately 20 km thickness in which they cluster. Again, deeper events around 150 km depth are
more focussed after relocation at the top of the slab.

8.7 Conclusions

We relocated a global earthquake data set with a 3-D reference model to account for local
heterogeneities in the sources regions which could not be accounted for in the preceding re-
location by Engdahlet al. (1998). As tests with ground truth events show, the 3-D reference
model predicts travel times particularly at regional distances better than ak135. Furthermore,
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Figure 8.5: Source time shift (left) and epicenter shift (right) with respect to the original locations
using ak135 as velocity model in the area of the Philippine plate (top), along the Cocos and Nazca plate
subduction zones (middle) and in the eastern Mediterraneanbasin (bottom). For better visualization, in
the top panels only events with more than 250 travel time residuals and an EHB focal depth> 70 km
are displayed, in the other panels earthquakes at all depthsare displayed but only those with> 250

travel time residuals in the mid panels and> 350 in the bottom panels.
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initial depth range
all < 70 km 70 km–300 km ≥ 300 km

epicenter shift (km):
fixed-depth events 12.8± 12.8 11.8± 12.7 17.4± 11.8 22.2± 9.7
free-depth events 12.8± 11.0 12.4± 11.6 12.9± 9.7 17.4± 9.3

all events 12.8± 11.8 12.0± 12.2 14.1± 10.5 19.1± 9.7
depth shift (km):

fixed-depth events – – – –
free-depth events -3.1± 9.4 -4.4± 9.8 -0.6± 7.9 -0.6± 8.2

all events – – – –
origin time shift (s):
fixed-depth events -0.1± 0.7 -0.1± 0.7 0.0± 0.6 -0.2± 0.5
free-depth events 0.1± 1.1 0.2± 1.2 -0.1± 0.7 -0.1± 0.7

all events 0.0± 0.9 0.0± 1.0 -0.1± 0.7 -0.1± 0.6

Table 8.3: Average source parameter shifts and rms-scatter of the accepted relocations with respect to
the initial location for different depth ranges.

relocation with the 3-D velocity model gives smaller epicenter mislocations and the origin
time errors are reduced, only the depth mislocations are slightly increased. However, for the
estimation of the depth mislocation only surface and crustal ground truth events exist and
relocation of the global hypocenter data set shows that depth shifts below the crust are sig-
nificantly reduced suggesting that also the depth mislocation errors are reduced for deeper
located events.
Besides that, the results show that relocation with theoretical travel times computed in the 3-D
velocity model agree well with the computations using ak135+ regional patch corrections as
the overall source parameter shifts are small. The relocations mainly account for 3-D velocity
structure which could not be taken into account by the patch corrections in the computation
of Engdahlet al. (1998) as systematic location changes indicate. Thereby, subduction-related
epicenters are relocated towards the trench and remaining data misfit after consideration of
the 3-D velocity model is accounted for by negative origin time shifts. At shallower depth, the
earthquakes are mainly located downwards and origin time shifts vary as the crust of the 3-D
model changes locally. Overall, more focussing of the earthquakes in clusters is obtained,
particularly at depths greater than 150 km.
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Chapter 9

Summary

In this study, global high-resolution P-wave velocity models were obtained for the Earth’s
crust and mantle using travel time tomography. Improvements to previous models were
achieved by incorporating additional data and advancing the method to use 3-D reference
models.
The newly compiled data set consists of a selection of traveltimes from the updated EHB
catalog (Engdahlet al., 1998), which forms a set of 445,000 events from the ISC bulletins
and NEIC data up to September 2004. Compared to the original catalog of 1998 it has more
than doubled and contains significantly more regional phases. From this catalog, 17.7 million
first and later-arriving P phases and additionally 1.5 million core phases were selected. The
selection was extended by 14,000 events from the EMSC bulletins for the period 1998-2003.
Furthermore, over 200,000 newly picked, high-accuracy arrival times were incorporated orig-
inating from recordings of seismic networks and temporary experiments in Europe and North
America which did not report arrival times to the ISC. The picking of the arrival times was
performed with the automatic arrival time picker of Sandoval et al. (2004a) based on the
adaptive stacking method of Rawlinson and Kennett (2004).
Methodologically, besides a standard 1-D Earth reference model, 3-D reference models were
used based on a combination of tomography models that use travel time residuals and models
that use independent observations from surface waves, normal modes and long period body
waves. This approach was used, so far, only by Widiyantoroet al. (2000) for S tomography.
But in addition, here the selected events were relocated in the respective 3-D reference model
using a directed grid-search technique (Sambridge and Kennett, 1986) to establish consis-
tency between travel times and event parameters.
The details and results of these improvements are describedin Chapters 3 to 8:
In Chapter 3, the impact of the new regional data (up to the year 1998) contained in the EHB
catalog was investigated in a regional Pn tomography study of the crust and uppermost mantle
beneath Europe. This analysis showed that for P velocities in the crust and uppermost mantle
anomalies of a minimum lateral extent of0.4◦ can be resolved and for S velocities anomalies
of 0.8◦ providing detailed images of the crust and uppermost mantlestructure that could not
be obtained in a previous study (Bijwaardet al., 1998) using the original EHB catalog. Fur-
thermore, in this study S travel times were used for tomography and tomographic inversions
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9 Summary

were performed with a 3-D reference model (CRUST2.0 (Bassinet al., 2000) and CUB1.1
(Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2002)). These inversions show that the data have enough resolving
power to change the reference model in regions of good ray coverage whereas otherwise the
reference model is reobtained. Besides that, shortcomingsof the 1-D Earth reference model
ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995) were observed which is too slow for upper mantle shearveloci-
ties.
Chapter 4 deals with the newly picked arrival time data of temporary and permanent seismic
stations in Europe which did not report arrival times to the ISC and therefore were not used
in previous studies. The high quality of these arrival timesis revealed in station averages
of teleseismic arrivals that reflect the velocity variations directly beneath the stations and is
confirmed by lower station standard deviations of residualsthan for the ISC data. As a by-
product, the error of the ISC data could be determined to be onthe order of 0.7 s.
In Chapter 5, the use of 3-D reference models was extended to global travel time tomogra-
phy and investigated in more detail. In the crust and upper mantle (< 300 km) the model
CUB2.0 (Ritzwolleret al., 2002b) was used. The crustal velocities of CUB2.0 are based
on CRUST2.0 (Bassinet al., 2000) but were modified in the surface wave tomography to fit
the surface wave phase and group velocity observations. Furthermore, for the deeper parts
of the mantle, S20RTS (Ritsemaet al., 1999) was incorporated as 3-D reference model. As
inversions with this combined reference model showed, regions in the mantle exist where ray
sampling is sufficient to obtain a tomographic model comparable to the one using ak135 as
reference model. But where ray sampling is not sufficient to allow for larger deviations from
the reference model, the small-scale Earth structure observed using a 1-D reference model is
overprinted by the long wavelength 3-D reference model. Therefore, in a further tomographic
inversion the long wavelength reference model was combinedwith the model obtained from
travel time tomography using a 1-D reference model. However, before combining the models,
the anomalies in the travel time tomography model were enhanced to correct for underesti-
mation of model amplitudes due to regularization. The resulting model combines the long
wavelength structure as ”seen” by long period seismic information with the detailed mantle
structure obtained from short period data. Using a 3-D reference model also has the advan-
tage, that the inversion model now implicitly contains morerealistic velocities in areas that
were not well constrained by P travel times.
In Chapter 6, the influence of the newly picked data for seismic stations in Europe and addi-
tional information from core phases not used previously wasstudied. Due to the additional
data, more detail is seen in the upper 400 km, particularly inregions with few seismic stations
and/or earthquakes. Furthermore, features that were already observed earlier are enhanced.
Besides that, the core phases help to constrain anomalies inthe lowermost mantle and greatly
improve imaging of the hot upwelling beneath Central Europewhich is suggested to be the
source of recent volcanism in the area (Goeset al., 1999).
In Chapter 7, focus is on North America and the newly incorporated data for seismic stations
in that regions. The Earth’s structure is imaged in high resolution comparable to regional
tomographic studies and due to the new data set the remnants of the Farallon plate, an ancient
oceanic plate, could be located in the upper mantle transition zone.
Finally in Chapter 8, an application of the new high-resolution tomography model was pre-
sented. Tests with well-located events demonstrate that the new model predicts, particularly
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at regional distances, arrival times better than a 1-D velocity model, and that consequently
epicenter mislocations and origin time errors are significantly reduced due to the new model.
The relocation of the global earthquake data set used in thisstudy corrects earthquake loca-
tions for 3-D Earth structure not taken into account by the original locations obtained with
ak135 as reference model. In addition, a better focussing ofearthquakes in narrower clusters
is achieved due to the new tomography model, particularly inthe deeper parts of subducted
slabs (> 150 km depth).
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Figure A.1: Spike tests with spikes of0.5
◦

×0.5
◦ at 50 km depth (top) and1.0

◦

×1.0
◦ at 50 km depth

(bottom).
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Figure A.2: Spike tests with spikes of1.0
◦

× 1.0
◦ at 440 km depth (top),2.0

◦

× 2.0
◦ at 50 km depth

(middle) and2.0
◦

× 2.0
◦ at 440 km depth (bottom).
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Figure A.3: Spike tests with spikes of3.0
◦

× 3.0
◦ at 50 km depth (top),3.0

◦

× 3.0
◦ at 440 km depth

(middle) and3.0
◦

× 3.0
◦ at 710 km depth (bottom).
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Figure A.4: Spike tests with spikes of3.0
◦

× 3.0
◦ at 1175 km depth (top),3.0

◦

× 3.0
◦ at 1900 km

depth (middle) and3.0
◦

× 3.0
◦ at 2650 km depth (bottom).
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Figure A.5: Spike tests with spikes of4.0
◦

× 4.0
◦ at 50 km depth (top),4.0

◦

× 4.0
◦ at 440 km depth

(middle) and4.0
◦

× 4.0
◦ at 710 km depth (bottom).
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Figure A.6: Spike tests with spikes of4.0
◦

× 4.0
◦ at 1175 km depth (top),4.0

◦

× 4.0
◦ at 1900 km

depth (middle) and4.0
◦

× 4.0
◦ at 2650 km depth (bottom).
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Figure A.7: Spike tests with spikes of5.0
◦

× 5.0
◦ at 50 km depth (top),5.0

◦

× 5.0
◦ at 440 km depth

(middle) and5.0
◦

× 5.0
◦ at 710 km depth (bottom).
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Figure A.8: Spike tests with spikes of5.0
◦

× 5.0
◦ at 1175 km depth (top),5.0

◦

× 5.0
◦ at 1900 km

depth (middle) and5.0
◦

× 5.0
◦ at 2650 km depth (bottom).
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Figure A.9: Spike tests with spikes of6.0
◦

× 6.0
◦ at 50 km depth (top),6.0

◦

× 6.0
◦ at 440 km depth

(middle) and6.0
◦

× 6.0
◦ at 710 km depth (bottom).
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Figure A.10: Spike tests with spikes of6.0
◦

× 6.0
◦ at 1175 km depth (top),6.0

◦

× 6.0
◦ at 1900 km

depth (middle) and6.0
◦

× 6.0
◦ at 2650 km depth (bottom).
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Figure B.1: Velocity variations of the 3-D reference model CUB+S20RTS+P06+ displayed with re-
spect to ak135 at various depths beneath Europe.
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)
In dit proefschrift werd met behulp van reistijdentomografie een globaal ruimtelijk hoogop-
gelost P-golven snelheidsmodel van de aardkorst en -mantelopgesteld. Verbeteringen in
vergelijking met vorige modellen werden bereikt door het toevoegen van nieuwe data en het
uitbreiden van de methode voor het gebruik van 3-D referentiemodellen.
De nieuw opgestelde data-set bestaat uit een selectie van reistijden van de actuele EHB-
catalogus (Engdahlet al., 1998), die 445.000 aardbevingen bevat uit de ISC-bulletins en
NEIC-data tot september 2004. In vergelijking met de oorspronglijke catalogus van 1998
heeft de grootte van deze data-set zich meer dan verdubbeld en bevat deze beduidend meer
regionale seismische fasen. Uit deze catalogus werden 17,7miljoen verschillende P-fasen
en aanvullend 1,5 miljoen kernfasen geselecteerd. De selectie werd verder met 14.000 aard-
bevingen van de EMSC-bulletin voor de periode 1998-2003 uitgebreid. Bovendien werden
200.000 nieuw bepaalde, nauwkeurige looptijden opgenomen, die van registraties van seis-
mische netwerken en tijdelijke experimenten in Europa en Noord-Amerika stammen, die
geen data aan het ISC melden. De bepaling van de reistijden werd uitgevoerd met de automa-
tische reistijd-picker van (Sandovalet al., 2004a), die op een adaptieve ”stacking”-methode
gebaseerd is.
Methodologisch werd er naast een standaard 1-D referentiemodel van de aarde, gebruik
gemaakt van 3-D referentiemodellen. Deze modellen baserenzich op een combinatie van
tomografiemodellen die looptijdresiduen gebruiken en modellen die onafhankelijke obser-
vaties van oppervlaktegolven, eigentrillingen en langperiodische ruimtegolven gebruiken.
Deze aanpak werd tot nu toe alleen door Widiyantoroet al. (2000) voor een S-golven to-
mografiemodel gebruikt. Maar daarnaast werden de aardbevingen in dit proefschrift in het
respectieve 3-D referentiemodel met een gerichte grid-zoekmethode (Sambridge en Kennett,
1986) gerelokaliseerd om de reistijden met de aardbevingsparameters consistent te maken.
De details en resultaten van deze verbeteringen worden in dehoofdstukken 3 tot en met 8
beschreven:
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt het effect onderzocht van de nieuwe, regionale data (tot 1998) in de
EHB-catalogus met een regionale Pn-tomografiestudie van dekorst en bovenste mantel bene-
den Europa. Dit onderzoek laat zien dat voor de P snelheden anomalieën met een minimale,
laterale uitbreiding van 0.4 graden en voor S snelheden anomalieën van 0.8 graden kunnen
worden opgelost. Aldus worden gedetailleerdere afbeeldingen van structuren in de korst en
bovenmantel verkregen dan in een eerdere studie (Bijwaardet al., 1998) met de oorspron-
kelijke catalogus. Voorts werden in deze studie S reistijden voor de tomografie gebruikt en
bijkomend werden tomografische inversies met een 3-D referentiemodel (CRUST2.0 (Bassin
et al., 2000) en CUB1.1 (Shapiro en Ritzwoller, 2002)) uitgevoerd. Deze inversies tonen
aan dat de data voldoende oplossingsvermogen hebben om het referentiemodel in dichtbe-
monsterde gebieden te veranderen, terwijl anders het referentiemodel wordt teruggevonden.
Verder werden tekortkomingen van het 1-D referentiemodel ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995)
waargenomen, dat voor S snelheden in de bovenste mantel te langzaam is.
Hoofstuk 4 behandelt de nieuwbepaalde reistijden van tijdelijke en permanente seismische
stations in Europa, die geen reistijddata aan het ISC meldenen daarom niet in eerdere stu-
dies werden gebruikt. De goede kwaliteit van deze aankomsttijden wordt door teleseismische
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residuen geopenbaard, die per station gemiddeld de snelheidsvariaties direct onder het station
weerspiegelen, wat ook door lagere standaardafwijkingen dan in de ISC-data wordt bevestigd.
Als bijproduct kon de onzekerheid van de ISC-data op de orde van 0,7 s worden bepaald.
In hoofdstuk 5 werd het gebruik van 3-D referentiemodellen van de regionale op de glo-
bale tomografie uitgebreid en gedetailleerder geanalyseerd. In de korst en de bovenmantel
(< 300 km) werd het CUB2.0 model (Ritzwolleret al., 2002b) gebruikt. De korstsnelhe-
den uit CUB2.0 zijn gebaseerd op CRUST2.0 (Bassinet al., 2000) maar werden door de
oppervlaktegolven-tomografie gemodificeerd om deze met de fase- en groepsnelheidobser-
vaties van de oppervlaktegolven overeen te laten stemmen. Bovendien werd in het diepere
deel van de mantel S20RTS (Ritsemaet al., 1999) als referentiemodel opgenomen. Zoals
de inversies met dit gecombineerde referentiemodel tonen,bestaan er gebieden in de mantel
waar de straalbemonstering voldoende is om een tomografiemodel te verkrijgen dat verge-
lijkbaar is met het model dat met ak135 als referentiemodel werd verkregen. Maar daar waar
de straalbemonstering niet voldoende is om grotere afwijkingen van het referentiemodel mo-
gelijk te maken, worden de kleinschalige structuren die in de tomografie met een 1-D refer-
entiemodel worden waargenomen, door het langgolvige 3-D referentiemodel overschreven.
Daarom werd dit langgolvige 3-D referentiemodel in een verdere tomografische inversie
gecombineerd met het reistijdtomografiemodel dat met een 1-D referentiemodel werd verkre-
gen. Echter, de anomalieën van het reistijdtomografiemodel werden vóór het combineren van
deze twee modellen versterkt om de onderschatting van de modelamplituden vanwege reg-
ularisatie te corrigeren. Het resulterende model combineert de langgolvige structuren, zoals
zij door langperiodische data worden gezien, met de gedetailleerde structuren, verkregen met
kortperiodische data. Het gebruik van 3-D referentiemodellen heeft bovendien het voordeel
dat het inversiemodel nu ook impliciet realistischere snelheden bevat in gebieden die niet vol-
doende door P-reistijden worden beperkt.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt de invloed van de nieuwe data van seismische stations in Europa en
de extra informatie van de niet eerder gebruikte kernfasen onderzocht. Op grond van de
extra data worden meer details in de bovenste 400 km van de mantel afgebeeld, vooral
in regios met weinig seismische stations en/of aardbevingen. Tevens worden reeds eerder
waargenomen structuren versterkt. Daarnaast helpen de kernfasen de anomalieën in het on-
derste gedeelte van de mantel te beperken en de afbeelding van een warme opwaartse stro-
ming onder Centraal-Europa, die een mogelijk bron van het recente vulkanisme in dat gebied
is (Goeset al., 1999), wordt duidelijk verbeterd.
In hoofstuk 7 wordt Noord-Amerika en de integratie van nieuwe data van stations in dit
gebied behandeld. De aardstructur wordt met hoge resolutieafgebeeld zoals in regionale to-
mografiestudies en op grond van de nieuwe data-set kunnen de resten van de Farallon-plaat,
een oude oceanische plaat, in de overgangszone van de bovenmantel worden gelokaliseerd.
Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 8 een toepassing van het nieuwe, hoogopgeloste tomografiemodel
gepresenteerd. Tests met nauwkeurig gelokaliseerde aarbevingen en explosies laten zien dat
het nieuwe model de aankomsttijden, in het bijzonder bij regionale afstanden, beter voor-
spelt dan een 1-D snelheidsmodel en dat derhalve de mislokalisatie van de epicentra en
de onzekerheden van de begintijden van aardbevingen aanzienlijk worden gereduceerd. De
relokalisatie van de globale data-set, die in dit proefschrift werd gebruikt, corrigeert de aard-
bevinglokalisaties voor de 3-D aardstructuur, waarmee geen rekening was gehouden bij de
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oorspronkelijke lokaties, verkregen met ak135 als referentiemodel. Bovendien wordt door
het nieuwe tomografiemodel een betere focusering van de aardbevingen in sterker beperkte
clusters bereikt, vooral in de diepere delen van gesubduceerde platen (> 150 km diepte).
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Zusammenfassung (Summary in German)

In dieser Arbeit wurden mittels Laufzeittomographie globale hochaufgelöste P-Wellen-Ge-
schwindigkeitsmodelle für Erdkruste und -mantel erstellt. Verbesserungen im Vergleich zu
früheren Modellen wurden durch das Einfügen zusätzlicher Daten und die Erweiterung der
Methode zum Gebrauch von 3-D Referenzmodellen erreicht.
Der neu erstellte Datensatz besteht aus einer Auswahl von Laufzeiten aus dem aktualisierten
EHB-Katalog (Engdahlet al., 1998), welcher sich aus 445 000 Beben aus den ISC Bulletins
und NEIC Daten bis September 2004 zusammensetzt. Im Vergleich zum ursprünglichen
Katalog von 1998 hat sich die Größe des Datensatzes mehr alsverdoppelt und der Daten-
satz enthält wesentlich mehr regionale Phasen. Aus diesemKatalog wurden 17,7 Millio-
nen erst und später ankommende P-Phasen und zusätzlich 1,5 Millionen Kernphasen aus-
gewählt. Die Auswahl wurde ferner um 14 000 Beben des EMSC Bulletins von 1998 bis
2003 erweitert. Außerdem wurden 200 000 neu bestimmte, sehrgenaue Laufzeiten eingefügt,
die aus Registrierungen von seismischen Netzwerken und temporären Experimenten in Eu-
ropa und Nordamerika, welche keine Daten an das ISC senden, stammen. Die Bestim-
mung der Phaseneinsätze wurde mit dem automatischen Laufzeitpicker von Sandovalet al.
(2004a), der auf einer adaptiven Stapelungsmethode von Rawlinson und Kennett (2004)
basiert, durchgeführt.
Die Methode betreffend wurden außer einem gängigen 1-D Referenzmodell der Erde zusätzlich
3-D Referenzmodelle benutzt. Diese basieren auf einer Kombination von Tomographiemo-
dellen, die Laufzeitresiduen gebrauchen und Modellen, dieunabhängige Beobachtungen von
Oberflächenwellen, Eigenschwingungen und langwelligen Raumwellen verwenden. Dieser
Ansatz wurde zuvor nur von Widiyantoroet al. (2000) für eine S-Wellen- Tomographiestudie
benutzt. Zusätzlich dazu wurden in dieser Arbeit die Bebenin dem jeweiligen 3-D Referenz-
modell mit einer gerichteten Gittersuchmethode relokalisiert (Sambridge und Kennett,1986),
um Konsistenz zwischen Laufzeiten und Herdparametern zu schaffen.
Die Details und Ergebnisse dieser Verbesserungen werden inKapitel 3 bis 8 beschrieben:
In Kapitel 3 wird der Einfluss der neuen, regionalen Daten (bis 1998), die im EHB Katalog
enthalten sind, in einer regionalen Pn-Tomographiestudieder Kruste und des oberen Mantels
unter Europa untersucht. Diese Untersuchung zeigt, dass f¨ur P-Wellen-Geschwindigkeiten
Anomalien mit einer lateralen Ausdehnung von 0.4° aufgelöst werden können und für S-
Wellen-Geschwindigkeiten 0.8°-Anomalien. Somit werden detailliertere Abbildungen der
Strukturen in der Kruste und im oberen Mantel erhalten als ineiner früheren Studie (Bijwaard
et al., 1998) mit dem ursprünglichen EHB-Katalog. Des Weiteren wurden in dieser Studie
S-Laufzeiten für die Tomographie verwendet und weitere tomographische Inversionen wur-
den mit einem 3-D Referenzmodell (CRUST2.0 (Bassinet al., 2000) und CUB1.1 (Shapiro
und Ritzwoller, 2002)) erstellt. Diese Inversionen zeigen, dass die Daten über genügend
Auflösungsvermögen verfügen, um das Referenzmodell in Gebieten guter Strahlüberdeckung
zu verändern, während ansonsten das Referenzmodell zur¨uckerhalten wird. Ferner konnten
Unzulänglichkeiten des 1-D Erdreferenzmodells ak135 (Kennettet al., 1995) beobachtet wer-
den, welches im obersten Mantel zu geringe S-Wellen Geschwindigkeiten aufweist.
Kapitel 4 beschäftigt sich mit den neu bestimmten Laufzeitdaten von temporären und perma-
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nenten seismischen Stationen in Europa, die keine Laufzeitdaten an das ISC schicken und
daher in früheren Studien nicht verwendet wurden. Die hoheQualität dieser Laufzeiten
wird anhand der Stationsmittelwerte teleseismischer Residuen nachgewiesen, welche die
Geschwindigkeitsvariationen direkt unter den Stationen widerspiegeln, was durch niedrigere
Standardabweichungen der Residuen als in den ISC-Daten bestätigt wird. Als Nebenprodukt
konnte der Fehler der ISC-Daten mit einer Größenordnung von 0,7 s bestimmt werden.
In Kapitel 5 wurde der Gebrauch von 3-D Referenzmodellen vonder regionalen auf die
globale Laufzeittomographie erweitert und detaillierteranalysiert. In der Kruste und dem
oberen Mantel (< 300 km) wurde das CUB2.0-Modell (Ritzwolleret al., 2002b) benutzt. Die
Krustengeschwindigkeiten aus CUB2.0 beruhen auf CRUST2.0(Bassinet al., 2000), wurden
aber durch die Oberflächenwellentomographie von Ritzwoller et al. (2002b) entsprechend
modifiziert. Außerdem wurde in den tieferen Bereichen des Mantels S20RTS (Ritsemaet al.,
1999) als Referenzmodell eingefügt. Wie die Inversionen mit diesem zusammengesetzten
Referenzmodell zeigen, existieren Bereiche im Mantel, in denen die Strahldichte ausreicht,
um ein Tomographiemodell zu erhalten, das mit dem Modell vergleichbar ist, welches mit
ak135 als Referenzmodell bestimmt wurde. Jedoch werden in den Bereichen, in denen die
Strahlüberdeckung nicht ausreichend ist, um größere Abweichungen vom Referenzmodell zu
erlauben, die kleinskaligen Erdstrukturen, die in der Tomographie mit dem 1-D Referenz-
modell beobachtet werden, durch das langwellige 3-D Referenzmodell überprägt. Daher
wurde das langwellige 3-D Referenzmodell in einer weiterentomographischen Inversion
mit dem Laufzeittomographiemodell, das unter Verwendung des 1-D Referenzmodells ent-
stand, kombiniert. Vor der Kombination dieser beiden Modelle wurden die Anomalien des
Laufzeittomographiemodells jedoch verstärkt, um die Unterschätzung der Modellamplitu-
den aufgrund der Regularisierung zu korrigieren. Das resultierende Modell kombiniert die
langwelligen Strukturen, wie sie von langperiodischen Daten ”gesehen” werden, mit den de-
taillierten Strukturen, wie sie mit kurzperiodischen Daten erhalten werden. Die Verwendung
von 3-D Referenzmodellen hat außerdem den Vorteil, dass dasInversionsmodell nun auch im-
plizit realistischere Geschwindigkeiten in Gebieten enthält, die nicht gut durch P-Laufzeiten
bestimmt werden.
In Kapitel 6 werden der Einfluss der neuen Daten von seismischen Stationen in Europa und
die zusätzlichen Informationen der zuvor nicht benutztenKernphasen untersucht. Aufgrund
der zusätzlichen Daten werden mehr Details in den oberen 400 km des Mantels abgebildet,
v.a. in Regionen mit wenig seismischen Stationen und/oder Erdbeben. Des Weiteren werden
bereits früher beobachtete Strukturen verstärkt. Außerdem werden mit Hilfe der Kernphasen
die Anomalien im untersten Mantel besser abgebildet und dieDarstellung des heißen Auf-
stroms unter Zentraleuropa, der eine mögliche Quelle des rezenten Vulkanismus in diesem
Gebiet ist (Goeset al., 1999), wird deutlich verstärkt.
In Kapitel 7 stehen Nordamerika und die Einbindung neuer Daten von Stationen in dieser Re-
gion im Mittelpunkt. Die Erdstruktur wird hochaufgelöst wie in regionalen Tomographiestu-
dien abgebildet und aufgrund der neuen Datensätze könnendieÜberreste der Farallon-Platte,
einer alten ozeanischen Platte, in derÜbergangszone des oberen Mantels lokalisiert werden.
Schließlich wird in Kapitel 8 eine Anwendung des neuen Tomographiemodells präsentiert.
Tests mit genau lokalisierten Erdbeben und Explosionen zeigen, dass das neue Modell v.a.
in regionalen Herddistanzen Ankunftszeiten besser vorhersagt als ein 1-D Modell und da-
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her die Fehllokalisierung der Epizentren und Herdzeitfehler aufgrund des neuen Modells
deutlich reduziert werden können. Die Relokalisierung des globalen Erdbebendatensatzes,
der in dieser Arbeit verwendet wurde, korrigiert die Erdbebenlokalisierungen bezüglich der
3-D Erdstruktur, welche bei der ursprünglichen Lokalisierung mit ak135 als Referenzmodell
nicht berücksichtigt wurde. Zusätzlich wird aufgrund des Tomographiemodells eine bessere
Fokussierung der Erdbeben in stärker begrenzten Clusternerreicht, v.a. in den tieferen Berei-
chen (> 150 km) von subduzierten Platten.
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